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firsts 
make learning 
Electronics at home 
fast and fascinating 
give you priceless 
confidence. 

Some NRI firsts in training equipment 

filost to give you Color Television training 
equipment engineered specifically for education - 
built to fit NRI instructional material, not a do -it- 
yourself hobby kit. The end product is a superb 
Color TV receiver that will give you and your family 
years of pleasure. You "open up and explore" the 
functions of each color circuit as you build. 

first to give you a ubique, exciting digital 
computer with memory built es¡áecially for home train- 
ing. You learn organization, trduble shooting, opera- 
tion, programming as you build and use it. Performs 
the same functions as commercial computers. Lessons 
stress computer repair. You conduct a hundred ex- 
periments, build hundreds of circuits. A solid -state 
VTVM is included among ten training kits. 
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NRI's "discovery" method is the result of over 
half a century of leadership simplifying 
and dramatizing training at home 
The FIRSTS described below are typical of NRI's half century of leadership in Electronics home 

training. When you enroll as an NRI student, you can be sure of gaining the in- demand technical 

knowledge and the priceless confidence of "hands -on" experience sought by employers in 

Communications, Television -Radio Servicing and Industrial and Military Electronics. Everything about 

NRI training is designed for your education ... from the much- copied, educator-acclaimed 

Achievement Kit sent the day you enroll, to "bite- size" well -illustrated, easy to read texts programmed 

with designed- for -learning training equipment. 

YOU GET YOUR FCC LICENSE OR YOUR MONEY BACK 

There is no end of opportunity for the trained man in Electronics. You can earn $6 or more an hour in 

spare time, have a business of your own or qualify quickly for career positions in business, industry, 

government. And if you enroll for any of five NRI courses in Communications, NRI prepares you 

for your FCC License exams. You must pass or NRI refunds your tuition in full. No school offers a 

more liberal money -back agreement. The full story about NRI leadership in Electronics training is in 

the new NRI Catalog. Mail postage -free card today. No salesman is going to call. 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016 

APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL If you have served since January 31, 1955, 

or are in service, check GI line on postage -free card. 

designed from chassis up for your education 

first to give you true -to -life experiences as a 

communications technician. Every fascinating step 
you take in NRI Communications training, including 
circuit analysis of your own 25 -watt, phone /cw 
transmitter, is engineered to help you prove theory 
and later apply it on the job. Studio equipment 
operation and troubleshooting become a matter of 
easily remembered logic. 

AUGUST 1971 

first to give you completely specialized 
training kits engineered for business, industrial and 
military Electronics. Shown above is your own train- 
ing center in solid state motor control and analog 
computer servo -mechanisms. Telemetering circuits, 
solid -state multi- vibrators, and problem -solving 
digital computer circuits are also included in your 
course. 

AUGUST 1971 

AUGUST 1971 

COBRA 130: 139995 
Maxrrnunt power permitted by the F.C.C. 

employment7 Those of us who are interested in electronics, either as 

professionals or hobbyists, appreciate the vital contribution electronics can 

make in this period of transition. 
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Popular Electronics 
LAWRENCE SPORN 

MILTON S. SNIT:CER 
poi r 

I CC. .0 CM n..n 1 

young squirts top that? Besides that, my unit 

reference page that simplifi es the selection 
of equipment. 

Circle No. 75 on Reader Service Card 

. 
' + Electronics 
t LIBRARY 

I'll send you 2 FREE BOOKS describing 

the opportunities in Electronics. Call me 

TOLL -FREE 800- 321 -2155 
(in Ohio, call 800 -362 -2105). 

For details about the famous CIE home -study 

courses in Electronics, see our ad on page 54 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1716 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

THE BEST 
OMNI CB 
ANTENNA 

Top Radiation -signal gets 
out from the tip of the an- 
tenna. Increases range with 
fewer dead spots. Exclusive! 
Lower Radiation Angle -sig- 
nal hugs curvature of the 
earth instead of shooting use- 
lessly into the sky. Exclusive! 
4.46 db Gain -(measured 
over an isotropic source) for 
stronger signal and more dis- 
tance. Exclusive! 

$29.95 
Specifically designed for AM &SSB. 
Avanti's Exclusive Astro Plane 

see your dealer -write for 
catalog. 
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Avanti Research & 
Development, Inc. 

Addison, Illinois 60101 

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

HOW TO USE VECTORS 
OSCILLOSCOPES & 
SWEEP- SIGNAL GENERA 

The three types of instrum 
the title are the most impo 
available to the TV receiv 
too often, the serviceman 
full flexibility and limitati 
ments. This book will cle 
tions the technician has 
equipment. It deals main 
equipment itself and only 
how the equipment is used 

Published by Tab Books, B 

PA 17214. Hard cover. 255 

OPES, 

ORS 
by Stan Prentiss 

nts mentioned in 
tant service aids 

r serviceman. All 
s unaware of the 
ns of his instru- 
r up misconcep- 
armed about his 
y with the test 
secondarily with 

ue Ridge Summit, 
pages. $7.95. 

SIMPLE TRANSISTOR PROJECTS 
FOR HOBBYISTS & STUDENTS 

by Larry Steckler 
expertise as an 

r to put together 
ion of useful proj- 
he various types 
uding the IC. The 
rsity of projects, 
ell as hints on 

nd the handling 
For each project 

eory of operation 
am, and a parts 
home and /or car 

The author has used his 
electronics magazine edit 
in this book a unique collec 
ects built around most of 
of solid -state devices -inc 
lineup includes a wide div 
more than 30 in all, as 
breadboarding materials 
of semiconductor devices. 
listed, there are a short t 
section, a schematic diag 
list. The projects are for 
use. 

Published by Tab Books, B 

PA 17214. 192 pages. $7.95 
soft cover. 

ABC'S OF TAPE RECOR 
Third Edition 

by 
There is no end to the 
corder. In this new edit 
handbook. the author to 
corders work, how to ch 
best suited to individual 
use the recorder for ente 
for practical purposes. Y. 
to judge recording quality 
recorder in operating orde 

(Continued on 

ue Ridge Summit, 
hard cover; $4.95 

ING, 

orman H. Crowhurst 
ses of a tape re- 
on of a popular 
is how tape re- 
'ose the recorder 
eeds, and how to 
aining as well as 
u will learn how 
nd how to keep a 
. Many new illus- 
age 98) 
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STEREO REVIEW PRESENTS .. . 

the answer to the cassette storage problem 
DELUXE CASSETTE STORAGE CASES -Designed by the Editors of 

STEREO REVIEW 
MAGAZINE. 

\ 
LARGE CAPACITY: 

Individual storage slots for 60 (5 dozen) cassettes. 

SIZED FOR THE COLLECTOR: 
131/2 inches high, 125/s inches deep, 51/2 inches wide . 

designed to fit easily on the same bookshelf as your disc 
collection. 

SPILL -PROOF: 
Storage slots are tilted back slightly to prevent cartridges from 
falling out during handling. 

DECORATIVE: 
Handsome outer case elegantly embossed in gold in your 
choice of three popular decorator colors- black, brown and 
green. 

EASY -TO- IDENTIFY: 
Pressure sensitive labels included free of charge to Identify 
your own blank tape dubbings as well as the occasionally 
unmarked pre- recorded tape. 

8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE 
STORAGE CASE TOO. 

For those of yoi faced with similar 
storage problems for your 8 track 
cartridges, this attractive unit is 
your solution. It measures 12 ä 
inches high, 61/2 inches deep, 
4,/z inches wide, has individual 
storage slots for 12 cartridges 
and is of the same sturdy 
construction and decorative 
appearance as the Cassette Case. 

AUGUST 1971 

Decorative and sturdily 
constructed, Stereo 

Review Cassette Storage 
Cases are jest what you've 
been booking for - the 

ideal solution to keeping 
your cassettes neatly 
stored for easy use. 

This all new Stereo Review Cassette Storage Case with its 
handsome leatherette covering is truly the answer to the 
cassette storage problem. It lends itself readily to the decor of 
any room and serves to store an unusually Oarge number of 
cassettes (60) compactly, so that they take up very little room 
on your bookshelf. 
If you prefer or require a smaller unit, a Storage Case holding 
30 cassettes is also available. It measures 131/2 inches high, 
61/2 inches deep, 51/2 inches wide and is available in the same 
choice of decorator colors. 
60 -unit Cassette Storage Cases are $13.95 each -2 units for $25. 
30 -unit Cassette Storage Cases are $7.95 each -2 units for $15. 
8 -track Cartridge Storage Cases are $4.95 each; 3 for $13; 
6 for $25. 
Add 50c per unit ordered for postage and handling (except 
orders for 6 -8 -track Cartridge Cases -add $1.50 total). 

Ziff -Davis Publishing Co. Deg:. 23 PE-8-71 
One Park Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
My remittance in the amount of $ is enclosed 
for the Cases indicated below: 

60 -unit Casse te Storage Cases @ $13.95 each: 
2 for $25.00 
30 -unit Cassette S orage Cases @ $7.95 each: 
2 for $15.00 
12 -unit Cartridge Storage Cases @ $4.95 each; 
3 for $13; 6 for $25 

Add 50c per unit ordered for postage and handling (except 
orders for 6 -8 track Cartricge Cases -Add $1.50 total). 
Outside U. S. A. add $1.00 pe- un t ordered. 
Check color choice for back of case (sides In black only): 

Brown G sen Mack 
print name 

address 

city 
state Zip 
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 Your 
paycheck 

ay lot 
about you 

It tells you more than how much you make. It tells 
you how far you've come. And if your paycneck 
looks very much the same as it did last year, or the 
year before, it simply means that you look very 
much the same as you did last year and the year 
before. 

But times change, and you should be changing 
with them. Old dull jobs are disappearing. New ex- 
citing ones are being created. There are challen- 
ging new fields that need electronics technicians 
...new careers such as computers, automation, 
television, space electronics where the work is 
interesting and the earnings are greater. 

RCA Institutes has one of the nation's largest and 
most respected home study schools devoted to 
electronics. They can get you started even if you've 
had no previous training or experience. RCA Insti- 
tutes has developed a faster, easier way for you to 
gain the skills and the knowledge you need for a 
fascinating, rewarding electronics career. And you 
don't have to quit work and go back to school. 
With RCA Institutes Home Study Plan you can do 

TÑii ome Study Dept 694 -108 -0 
320 West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 10001 

Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog. 
I understand that I am under no obligation. 

both. You set your own pace depending on your 
schedule. 
Check over these RCA benefits: 

You get Hands -On Training -over 250 experi- 
ments and as many as 22 kits with some pro- 
grams. 
You get RCA's unique ' Autotext" method of 
learning - individual programmed instruction, 
the easy, taster, simplified way to learn! 
You get the widest choice of electronics 
courses and programs- everything from Elec- 
tronics Fundamentals right up to Solid State 
Technology and Communications Electronics. 
You get a selection of low -cost tuition plans! 

Sounds great, and it is! For complete information, 
without obligation, send in the attached postage 
paid card...or return the coupon below. That will 
say a lot about you. 
Veterans: Train under new GI Bill. Accredited Mem- 
ber National Home Study Council. Licensed by N.Y. 
State -courses of study and instructional facilities 
approved by the State Education Department. 

Name 
(pi rase print) 

Address 

Age 

City 

L. 

State Zip 

Veterans: Check h (] 

If reply card 
is detached- 

! send this 
,J coupon today 
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PRODUCTS 

Additional information on pijoducts described 

in this section is available from the manu- 

facturers. Each new product is identified by 

a corresponding number on the Reader Service 

Page. To obtain additional information on any 

of them, circle the number on the Reader Ser- 

vice Page, fill in your name and address, and 

./ mail it in accordance with the instructions. 

RECTILINEAR BUDGET SPEAKER -If you're looking for 
a two -way speaker system that isn't in the astronomical 
price range, investigate the Model XI, made by Rectilin- 
ear Research & Development Corp. It has a 10 -inch 
woofer and 3 -inch tweeter (both extended range moving 
coil types) and the enclosure is a tube -vented bass reflex. 
Crossover is at 1800 Hz and there is a tweeter level 
control. Cabinet is 23" x 12" x 101/2". Price $69.50. 

Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Card 

MICROLUX STYLUS CLEANER -The Duotone Company's 
new Microlux stylus cleaner, when applied with a small 
brush, not only cleans the phono cartridge stylus but 
also acts as a deterrent to further accumulation of dirt. 
The application of the cleaner does not harm the stylus, 
its mounting, or records. The antistatic chemical dis- 
solves dirt that hardens and effectively becomes a part 
of the stylus point. The stylus cleaner chemical comes in 
a plastic storage case with an accompanying brush. 

Circle No. 81 on Reader Service Card 

TRIPLETT 23/4 DIGIT DVOM -Using a 1/2 -. 
increase resolution and accuracy the Tripl+ 
6028 has a 10 -ohm full -scale range to gi 
tion down to 50 milliohms. It has a 10 
resistance on all ac and dc voltage ra 
proof 100% overrange, out -of- range, and 
ity indications. The digital readout disp 
two cold cathode tubes, three neon bul 
and 5 half digits, 1 overrange digit, and a 

mal point. When all the numbers are di 
taneously, an out -of -range condition exi 
in the two decade tubes and only a 0 d 
half digit form indicates reverse or 
Three pushbutton switches are used fo 
negative ohms and ac. Price is $275. 

Circle No. 82 on Reader Service C 

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS CB STATION INSTRUMENTS -A 
new line of CB test instruments and accessories has 
been announced by Antenna Specialists Co. Included in 
the line are all the instruments, switches, and accessories 
needed to control and monitor the well -equipped CB 
station. Items include the Model M -251 modulation 
bridge; Model M -252 wattmeter; a 4 -way antenna 
switch; VSWR bridge; remote speaker; antenna matcher; 
and the Model M -256 console. The console accommo- 
dates up to five instruments at a convenient viewing 
angle to allow full -time monitoring of the station. 

Circle No. 83 on Reader Service Card 

git concept to 
tt Corp. Model 

good resolu- 
egohm input 

ges and fool - 
reverse polar - 
ay consists of 
s indicating 0 

movable deci- 
played simul- 
s. A soft blur 
played in the 

rong polarity. 
positive and 

rd 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
TEAC AUTO CASSETTE PLAYER -With the popularity of 
cassette players in automobiles growing, TEAC Corp. of 
America has announced its Model AC -7 for vertical or 
horizontal installation. It has continLous playback in 
both directions, a transport that utilizes two flywheels, a 
servo controlled drive motor and integrated circuitry. 
A unique design feature allows the cassette to drop 
directly onto the drive mechanism instead of having the 
drive mechanism move up to the cassette. Wow and flut- 
ter is less than 0.3% and frequency range is from 40 
to 8000 Hz. 

Circle No. 84 on Reader Service Card 

TELCOMM SSB CB TRANSCEIVER -The SSB -120 from 
Telcomm Industries Inc. is for the operator desiring 
SSB communication only. The transceiver uses standard 
miniature plug -in crystals (one per channel) which free 
the operator from synthesizer problems. Power for the 
SSB -120 transceiver can be obtained from a 12 -volt dc 
source or, merely by changing power cords, from any 
117 -volt ac source. 

Circle No. 85 on Reader Service Card 

HEATHKIT CHART RECORDER KIT -The Heath Com- 
pany's new Model IR -18M 10" chart recorder is a so- 
phisticated laboratory instrument selling, in kit form. for 
a really moderate price. The recorder provides 12 dif- 
ferent chart speeds from 5 sec /in. to 200 min /in. Two 
input ranges permit accurate measurements 0 to 1 mV 
and 0 to 10 mV full scale. It employs a light- operated 
modulator which eliminates the problems encountered 
with mechanical choppers. A multitude of transistors. 
diodes, and IC's are used in the servo amplifier and 
chart -speed circuit boards. The kit comes with a roll of 
graph paper and fountain pen with ink cartridges. 

Circle No. 86 on Reader Service Card 

LAFAYETTE /DYNAQUAD ADAPTER -By adding the new 
Lafayette Radio Electronics "Dynaquad" adapter and two 
additional speaker systems to an existing two -channel 
stereo amplifier or receiver, you can obtain dramatic 
four -channel sound from regular stereo tapes, discs, and 
broadcasts. The adapter has a 4- position function switch 
with a special "balance" position for achieving precise 
balance between the four speakers in the system, a 
"rear level" control for adjusting the volume of the rear 
speakers, and a function switch which can be used to 
play the front and rear speakers separately. 

Circle No. 87 on Reader Service Card 

PIONEER AM /STEREO FM RECEIVER -The first re- 
ceiver to have its own reverberation amplifier is the 
Model SX -9000 available from U.S. Pioneer Electronics 
Corp. This deluxe AM stereo FM receiver also has other 
goodies such as 240 watts of output music power into 
a 4 -ohm load, 1.6 itV sensitivity. more than 65 dB 
signal -to -noise ratio, and a frequency response of 10- 
35,000 Hz ± 1 dB. The SX -9000 is extremely versatile, 
having facilities for two tape decks, two turntables, two 
headphones, and two speaker systems. 

Circle No. 88 on Reader Service Card 
(Continued on page 69) 
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University Premier Speakers put all of 
their eggs in one basket--on purpose. 

Speaker components must be properly protected 
to assure long life and trouble -free operation. 
University's Premier Speakers are housed in 
award -winning, heavy -duty one piece die -cast 
baskets. Special cone assembly reproduces the 

24 

lowest bass frequencies wit out distortion and 
coloration. All five models o Premier Speakers 
are outstanding for clarity and depth of perform- 
ance over the full frequency range. Don't settle 
for anything less if you want precise sound. 

UNIVERSITY SOUND 
ALTEC Division of LTV Ling Altec, Inc. 

1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92803 

Write for free detailed University Sound Components Catalog 

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
'OPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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Sigle Skiobanil for CB is Now! 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE NEWEST 

AND HOTTEST THING TO HIT CB 
COVER STORY 

F YOU'RE TIRED of paying for and ex- 
perimenting with antennas, clippers, 

compressors, and other "talk power" de- 
vices, all in the hope of getting a little 
extra range out of your CB gear, then 
it's time to think of switching to single 
sideband -or SSE as it is called. 

Advantages of SSB. Think in terms of 
SSB and you think in terms of twice the 
AM range, sharply reduced interference 
from other stations, less ignition noise 
interference, and -most of all -46 CB 
channels in the same space occupied by 
the "old" 23 channels. (Just doubling the 
number of channels can cut interference 
up to 50 %.) 

Basically, SSB is simply a different 
way of getting your voice from one point 
to another. In an AM system, the trans- 

BY HERBERT FRIEDMAN 

mitter consists of an r -f generator and 
an audio amplifier called a modulator. 
The r -f signal output from the generator 
serves no useful purpose other than to 
demodulate the signal at the receiver; and 
this could be done just as easily with a 
"carrier " injected in the receiver. Yet the 
carrier uses 66% of the total available 
power. In a CB AM transmitter running 
the full legal input, the power to the r -f 
final amplifier is 5 watts. The maximum 
modulation that can be applied to an 
AM transmitter is 50% of the power in- 
put to the r -f final -or 2.5 watts. Add 
the 5 watts r -f input to 2.5 watts of audio 
and the total power input is 7.5 watts, 
yet the 2.5 watts of audio, which does all 
the work (producing intelligence) repre- 
sents only 33% of the total power. 

In an SSB transmitter, the carrier and 
AUGUST 1971 25 
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one sideband are essentially eliminated 
and all the available power input goes 
into transmitting the modulation. This 
represents a substantial power gain over 
the modulation delivered by an AM sys- 
tem. 

So without going one step further, we 
see that SSB provides at least 8 times 
greater effective output than a conven- 

4i 
Lafayette Telesat -SSB 25 

tional AM CB transmitter. As far as the 
receiving station is concerned, the SSB 
signal is 8 times stronger than an AM 
signal. 

The carrier needed for demodulation is 
supplied by the SSB receiver, though 
the bfo (beat frequency oscillator) in a 
communications receiver can be used for 
carrier insertion. 

Since there is no carrier in SSB trans- 
mission, there is no heterodyne interfer- 
ence if all stations on the channel are 
using SSB. And since SSB demodula- 
tion is essentially a single -tone conver- 
sion process by the injected carrier, igni- 
tion system impulse noise is not as an- 
noying or signal- masking as it is on AM. 

From a straight communications view- 
point, then, SSB is superior in every way 
to conventional AM. How SSB might 
affect your own CB operations is best 
illustrated by the following typical ques- 
tions asked by other CB'ers. 

Q. Is SSB compatible with AM? 
A. No. AM signals sound like chatter 

on SSB receivers and vice versa. How- 
ever, CB SSB rigs usually provide a stan- 
dard AM detector for reception of AM 
signals. 

Q. How bad is the interference when 
AM and SSB stations are using the same 
channel? 

A. The interference is actually less 
than if the channel were all AM or all 
SSB. As far as AM is concerned, the in- 
terfering SSB signals have no carrier- 

26 

caused heterodyne interference. To the 
SSB stations, the AM interference is 
chatter or an intermittent heterodyne. 
In practice, if the interfering AM station 
is on the exact frequency of the SSB sta- 
tion, there will be no intermittent 
heterodyne. 

Q. What causes SSB signals to sound 
either too high or too low in pitch? 

A. The frequency of the ' nserted car- 
rier must be very precise. If it is not 
exactly matched to the su ressed car- 
rier of the transmitter, the v ice tone will 
be sharply altered. All SSB r ceivers have 
a "fine tuning" control or " larifier" that 
matches the inserted carrier to the origi- 
nal carrier for proper voice r production. 

Q. Exactly how does SSB provide 46 
channels in the space of 237 

A. SSB uses only one si eband with 
the maximum sideband de iation equal 
to the highest modulating requency of 
5000 Hz. It is therefore pos. ible to have 
two SSB transmitters on the same chan- 
nel, one using the upper sideband and 
one the lower. The total bandwidth of 
both signals is 10,000 H21-the space 
utilized by a single AM station. 

Q. Wouldn't two SSB stations using 
the same channel interfere with each 
other even though they utilize different 
sidebands? 

A. In a properly desig ed receiver, 
only one sideband per chan el can be re- 
ceived at a time. All S.B rigs are 
equipped with a mode sw tch that se- 
lects either upper or lo er sideband 
transmission and reception. 

Q. Is it possible to work a station on 
the same channel but on t e other side - 
band? 

A. Yes. While there is no ogic in doing 
so, the mode switch can t e set to the 
opposite sideband when ree iving. So far, 
all SSB rigs use a single swi ch for selec- 
tion of the transmit and eceive side - 
bands. 

Q. Can I use a selective calling or tone 
squelch device with an SSB transceiver? 

A. Theoretically, yes. Practically, no. 
The pitch of the audio output is deter- 
mined by the frequency and stability of 
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the inserted carrier and the receiver tun- 
ing control. The combined stability is not 
presently high enough to insure that the 
tone burst will come out of the receiver 
at exactly the same frequency it went 
into the transmitter. Nor is the trans- 
mitter stability presently high enough to 
insure that the transmitted tone is the 
same frequency it went in. 

Q. Do squelch controls work with 
SSB? 

A. SSB has no effect on standard 
squelch operations. 

Q. Why do all SSB units have r -f gain 
controls? 

A. Under moderate -to- strong signal 
conditions, better SSB reception is ob- 
tained if the volume control is run al- 
most wide open with the speaker level 
determined by the r -f gain control. For 
SSB, the lower the r -f gain, the better. 

Q. Do SSB transceivers have auto- 
matic gain control to prevent receiver 
blasting on strong signals? 

A. Yes, SSB receivers employ a fast - 
acting agc which can generally follow a 
word rate. It is not a long -term agc such 
as that used in AM receivers. Unfortu- 
nately, if the agc is not properly de- 
signed-if it "hangs up" for a moment or 
two -the beginning of the following word 
can be lost. 

Tram Titan III 

Q. Since SSB is the transmission of 
only the modulation, couldn't greater 
talk power be realized by the use of a 
modulation booster device? 

A. As a general rule, a modulation 
booster cannot be used with SSB since it 
can cause almost infinite power to be 
generated at the beginning of the modu- 
lation waveform. In a typical solid -state 
transmitter, the instantaneous drive to 
infinite power input could destroy the 
output stage. Instead, ale (automatic level 
AUGUST 1971 

control) is usually built directly into the 
transmitter by the manufacturer. 

Q. What is meant by frequency shap- 
ing and speech processing? 

A. Frequency shaping means that the 
SSB modulator responds only to the im- 
portant intelligence- carrying frequencies: 
300 to 3000 Hz (or 250 to 3500 Hz). This 
puts all of the transmitted sideband en- 

Midland 13 -880B 

ergy where it is needed. There is no 
power wasted in transmitting the low 
frequencies which only produce the char- 
acteristics by which we recognize who is 
speaking. Speech processing generally 
implies frequency shaping and /or com- 
pression or clipping. Shaping and pro- 
cessing are also used for AM. 

Q. Why are SSB transmitters allowed 
10 watts input when AM transmitters 
are limited to 5 watts? 

A. The 10 -watt PEP rating seen in SSB 
specifications is not measured in the same 
way as for AM transmitters. AM trans- 
mitters are rated in average power input 
-the final plate voltage times the final 
plate current. On the other hand, PEP 
means peak envelope power, which is 
the rms value of the instantaneous peak 
power input (or output) to the SSB final. 
As a rule, when using two -tone SSB 
modulation for tests, the equivalent aver- 
age power input is half of the PEP input, 
though different measuring techniques 
can show a PEP equal to 3 times the 
average dc power input. There is no 
direct comparison. Ten watts PEP is not 
the equal of twice 5 watts; because it is 
sideband, 10 watts PEP is at least 8 times 
as effective as 5 watts of average power 
at 100% modulation. 

SBE Sidebander 
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Q. What effect does a high standing 
wave ratio have on SSB transmission? 

A. The same as for any other trans- 
mitter. The losses due to a high SWR are 
the same for SSB, though a large mis- 
match between the transmitter and the 
line can cause modulation distortion. (A 
mismatch will not generally cause distor- 
tion in an AM transmitter.) Typical 
SWR's of 3:1 or less have no effect on 
SSB transmitters. 

Q. Is an SSB transceiver more diffi- 
cult to operate? 

A. Not really. The mobile type of units 
might have one or two extra controls - 
such as r-f gain and mode (SSB -AM se- 
lector). Otherwise, they are operated in 
the same manner as any other trans- 
ceiver, though fine tuning might be slight- 
ly more critical. 

Q. Do SSB transceivers have the same 
features such as those on AM models: 
S- meters, PA and remote speaker out- 
puts, etc.? 

A. SSB does not affect the "extra" fea- 
tures. An SSB transceiver might have 
some or all of the advantages common to 
AM units. 

Q. How does the overall performance 
of SSB equipment compare with AM 
equipment? 

A. So far, SSB gear is similar in per- 
formance to the better quality AM units. 
Selectivity in terms of adjacent channel 
rejection is high (40 dB or better); image 
rejection is the same as for AM; and 
mechanical construction is good. Since 
SSB requires greater stability than AM, 
the SSB equipment receives a better fac- 
tory alignment and adjustment. 

Q. While I understand the power gain 
advantage in transmitting, how does SSB 
improve reception? 

A. Rather than use the carrier for de- 
modulation as in AM, SSB signals use an 
injected carrier whose level can be opti- 
mized for maximum sensitivity. Often, 
the SSB sensitivity is 3 to 6 dB higher 
than for AM. Also, SSB signal intelligence 
extraction of 80% can be obtained with 
a 6 -dB (S +N) /N ratio. AM requires a 
10 -dB (S +N) /N ratio for 80% intelli- 
gence extraction. 

Q. Would not a less expe sive double 
sideband (D SB) transceiver deliver the 
same performance as SSB? 

A. Yes, a real double side and rig with 
fully suppressed carrier w uld deliver 
almost the same performance as SSB, but 
because there are two sidpbands, the 
DSB signal would occupy the 
nel. Keep in mind that DSI 
same thing as DSB with red 
(DSBRC). The latter is alma 
as AM, with the carrier pres 
reduced level. DSBRC is re 
standard AM receiver. Its 
produces heterodyne inte 
with conventional AM. An 
starts out as DSB, but one 
removed by a filter befar 
reaches the final r-f amplifier 

entire chan- 
is not the 

uced carrier 
st the same 
ent but at a 
;eived on a 
carrier still 
r f erence -as 
SSB signal 
sideband is 

the signal 

Q. Since an AM transmitter uses a 
class C amplifier with typical efficiencies 
of 80 %, doesn't the SSB final amplifier, 
which is linear, have less efficiency and, 
therefore, less output? 

A. The difference in efficiency between 
class C power amplifiers or AM and 
the linear amplifiers for S B is about 
12 %, too small to have a significant effect 
in view of the much greater gain in effec- 
tive power output at the modulating fre- 
quencies. 

Q. What is meant when an SSB signal 
is referred to as "inverted "? 

A. When transmitting the upper side - 
band, the modulation frequencies are in 
their natural order; the higher modulation 
frequencies correspond to a higher r -f 
frequency. But when transmitting the 
lower sideband, the high modulation fre- 
quencies are actually lower in r -f fre- 
quency than the low modulation fre- 
quencies, which are close to the carrier 
frequency. The lower sideband modula- 
tion is therefore termed "inverted." The 
receiver automatically str ightens the 
whole thing out since the in erted carrier 
always represents the preci e carrier fre- 
quency. Some confusion ha come about 
over the term inverted because scrambler 
devices (such as those used for tele- 
phones) have an inverted speech process 
that can be decoded by insetting an audio 
frequency carrier. But the term is really 
unimportant in narrow -band voice com- 
munications. 
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Browning Golden Eagle SSB -15 

Q. How difficult is it to receive CB 
SSB on a communications receiver? 

A. It's easy. Just run the volume con- 
trol wide open, ride gain with the r-f 
gain control (with the avc off) and adjust 
the bfo until the signal clears into intel- 
ligible speech. However, both conver- 
sion oscillators and bfo must have good 
stability if you don't want the modula- 
tion to disintegrate into unintelligible 
chatter. SSB reception requires much 
greater receiver stability than AM. 

To Summarize. As you can see, except 
for the incompatibility between AM and 
SSB, the latter has no disadvantages for 
the CB'er. Even under worst case condi- 
tions, SSB provides a stronger signal at 
the receiver in terms of recovered audio. 
Practical tests show that, as a general 
rule, the CB'er can expect at least twice 
the range over conventional AM trans- 
mission. 

Channel splitting, a byproduct of SSB, 
really does result in a doubling of the 

available channel space. In metropolitan 
areas a substantial reduction in QRM in- 
terference could be obtained if a large 
number of CB'ers switched to SSB -or if 
specific channels were unofficially set 
aside for AM and SSB operation. 

Admittedly, the cost of SSB equipment 
is greater than it is for AM; but judging 
by quality (comparing SSB to top- of -the- 
line AM equipment), the cost differential 
is not that much greater -especially if 
you consider the money that can be saved 
when you don't need talk power boosters 
and super antennas. (Of course, a super 
antenna will give the same edge to SSB 
that it does to anything else.) 

The one obvious difference between 
AM and SSB equipment is in size. There 
are no "pocket" SSB rigs. A compact SSB 

Dynascan Cobra 130 

mobile unit is about i/3 to 1/2 larger than 
art equivalent AM unit, so don't expect to 
hide it in the glove compartment. Base 
station SSB rigs are about equal in size 
to comparable AM units. 

But price and appearance should really 
not be the basis for a decision. If you're 
interested in maximum communication 
effectiveness in terms of range and re- 
daced interference, there is only one 
choice: single sideband. O 

P miar Electronics 

ABOUT OUR COVER 
Although all of the equipment that 

is shown throughout this article is 

available commercially, the single 
sideband CB transceiver depicted on 
the cover is not. It is our own design 
and the product of our artist's imag- 
ination. -Editor 
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PART 1 OF A 

The bk. 
OperoEionol 
Amplifier 

Wiot is 

& I low it wor<s 

2-PART STORY 

THIS VERSATILE LINEAR IC OPENS UP 

MANY NEW AREAS FOR THE SERIOUS EXPERIME \TER 

THE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER (usu- 
ally shortened to op amp) is actually 

nothing more than a dc coupled amplifier 
with very high gain and with external 
components connected to it to control 
its response characteristics. Though there 
was nothing new about the circuit, the 
term operational amplifier gained recog- 
nition in the early days of electronic com- 
putation when op amps were first used 
to perform certain mathematical opera- 
tions. 

Today's op amp (usually referring to 
an integrated circuit device) approaches 
in performance the elusive "perfect am- 
plifier" which, if it existed, would have 
the following characteristics: 

1. Infinite gain; a very small change 
in input should produce an infinite change 
in output. 

2. Zero output for zero input. 
3. Infinite input impedance; no power 

consumed from the driving source. 
4. Zero output impedance; output volt- 

age should remain the same even if load 
resistance drops to zero. 

30 
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5. Infinite bandwidth; zero rise time. 
6. Insensitivity to either power supply 

or temperature variations 
Although such a perfe t amplifier has 

not yet been developed modern semi- 
conductor technology h.s produced an 
op amp whose characteri tics come quite 
close to the perfect case. 

What's in an Op Amp? 
consists of three basic p 
Fig. 1: a high -impeda 
amplifier that has low 
bandwidth; a high -gain st 
put stage that isolates th 
the external load and pr 
power output. 

The conventional sy bol for an op 
amp, together with the c aracteristics of 
a perfect amplifier are shown in Fig. 2. 
Note that both polarities of the supply 
voltage are used (with the common 
grounded). This is necessary for the op 
amp to be able to deliver both positive 
and negative (with respect to ground) 
signals at the output. 

typical op amp 
its as shown in 
ce differential 
drift and wide 
ge; and an out - 
gain stage from 

vides the actual 
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Fig. 1. The basic arrangement of a typical op amp. Such 
a circuit could contain up to a couple of dozen transistors 
and associated resistors, all on a very tiny silicon chip. 

The schematic of a basic differential 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. The currents 
to the emitter -coupled transistors (Q1 
and Q2) are supplied by the constant - 
current source (Q3). The characteristics 
of the differential pair and the associated 
resistors are closely matched in the man- 
ufacturing process. If the two input volt- 
ages are either zero or are similiar in level 
and polarity, the amplifier is balanced be- 
cause the collector currents are equal. 
Therefore, a zero voltage difference ex- 
ists between the two collectors. The sum 
of the emitter currents is always equal 
to the current supplied by the constant - 
current source so that, if one transistor 
draws more current, the other must take 
less. Thus if the input to one transistor 
causes it to draw more current, the cur- 
rent in the other decreases and the volt- 
age difference between the two collectors 
changes in a differential manner. The 
differential swing is greater than the sim- 
ple variation that can be obtained from 
only one transistor. 

To further understand the operation of 
the differential amplifier, consider the 
diagrams in Fig. 4. In A, a positive -going 
signal applied to the minus input pro- 
duces a negative -going output. Thus the 
configuration at A is called an inverter 
and the minus input is called the invert- 

ing input. If the same signal is applied to 
the positive (non- inverting) input, the 
output is positive -going and the con- 
figuration is called a follower. Because no 
feedback is used in Fig. 4, the amplifiers 
are operating "open loop" and a small in- 
put produces a large output. 

Actually, operational amplifiers are 
usually used with some form of feedback 
(closed loop) as shown in Fig. 5. In this 
inverter arrangement, feedback resistor 
R2 is connected from the output back to 
the inverting input to produce a signal 
which works against the input to reduce 
its effect. Resistor R1 isolates the invert- 
ing input from the signal source and 
represents the circuit's input resistance. 
The non -inverting input is grounded in 
this case. 

Assume that a 1 -volt signal is applied 
to R1. Due to the high input impedance 
of the op amp, essentially no current will 
flow into the input terminal (also called 
the summing junction), and there is a 
zero voltage drop beween the two in- 
put terminals. The summing junction re- 
mains at zero potential. Since R1 is 1000 
ohms, the 1 -volt input signal creates a 
current of 1 mA through R1 and it flows 
also through R2 to the output terminal. 
However, 1 mA of current through the 
10,000 -ohm resistor creates a voltage 

Fig. 2. A perfect amplifier would have these 
characteristics. Although still a dream, such 
a circuit may not be too far in the future. 

oUTG1UT(Eo) 

/OENL AMP./F/ERS 
Ao= o0 
Eo=O IOW E/cEz=ß 
Ri= o0 
Ro= O 
Z=I2=0 
B.4NDw/oTH= 0 
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/NPVr 

Fig. 3. This basic 
amplifier is found in 
The biasing of Q3 detE 
amount of current flo 
and Q2. A differe 
produces a far grea 
swing than a single 

s 
/NVERTE, 

FOLLO/YElL 

Fig. 4. The output of an op amp when 
a positive step is applied to the in- 
verting and non -inverting inputs. 

drop of 10 volts so the output terminal 
must go to -10 volts. Thus the configura- 
tion is a gain -of -10 inverter. 

Frequency sensitive networks can be 
used with op amps to create oscillators 
and frequency selective amplifiers. With 

a capacitor in the feedba 
amp acts as an integrat 
capacitor in the input, a 
formed. 

Feedback is not neces 
amp circuits. For example 
connected to a reference 

differential 
op amps. 

rmines the 
wing in Q1 
ntial pair 
ter output 
transistor. 

ck loop, the op 
)r; and with a 
differentiator is 

ary in some op 
, if one input is 
voltage and the 

other to a varying input signal (see Fig. 
6), the open -loop amplifi 
to the potential differen 
two inputs. Due to the hi 

r will respond 
.e between the 
h gain, the out- 

put level will swing widely (almost equal 
to the power supply voltages) as the 
varying voltage equals and exceeds the 
reference voltage. Note he input- output 
waveforms shown in Fig. 6. When the in- 
put signal is less than the reference, the 
op amp output is highly positive, and vice 
versa. If the two inputs were reversed, 
the phase relationships would also be 
reversed. 

Other op amp circuits can be used as 
multi- signal summers, adders, or subtrac- 

R2=io.t 
/ 

Fig. 5. Resistor R2 is the feedback 
resistor while R1 is an isolator and 
represents circuit input resistance. 
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cc/ rPUT 

Fig. 6. When input exceeds reference, 
the output is negative, and vice versa. 

fion circuits. The second part of this ar- 
ticle will illustrate a number of practical 
examples. 

Compensation. Because high -gain op 
amps are usually used in a feedback 
mode, the feedback must be controlled to 
assure that the circuit is stable with fre- 
quency and will not oscillate if tie 
input- output phase difference changes 
drastically. When no phase compensa- 
tion is furnished, the gain of the feedback 
signal may be greater than unity when 
the phase angle approaches 180c. In this 
case, feedback that is negative at low 
frequencies, becomes positive at higher 

frequencies and unwanted oscillation 
may result. 

To overcome this tendency toward un- 
wanted oscillation, the frequency re- 
sponse and phase -shift characteristics of 
the op amp must be compensated -that 
is, outboard passive components (usually 
resistors and capacitors) are used to 
tailor the frequency response and phase - 
shift characteristics. One form of com- 
pensation uses a resistor and capacitor 
in series. In this case the amount of 
feedback increases as the frequency goes 
up and the reactance of the capacitor 
goes down; but the upper limit is deter- 
mined by the resistor value which re- 
mains constant at the high frequencies. 

Another popular form of compensation 
is called output limiting and can take the 
form of a low -value capacitor connected 
from the output back to the input. This 
output compensation is used to supple- 
ment the other compensation. The type 
of compensation used in any case is 
unique for the type of op amp and the 
application. 

Sometimes compensation is obtained 
by bypassing the op amp to ground. If an 
op amp requires compensation, suitable 
terminals are provided on the package. 
There are some types that require no 
compensation and are so identified in the 
manufacturer's specifications. 

A typical circuit with compensation is 
shown in Fig. 7. This circuit also has a 
null network which balances out the ef- 
fect of offset voltage and current. This 
will be discussed later in more detail. 

Each circuit using an op amp has cer- 
tain closed -loop characteristics that must 
be taken into account by the circuit de- 
signer. For example, Fig. 8 shows the 

R/ R2 

+kCO /MEG --- 
S oPT/ONAL Ni/LL 
-VC C nxrVOPK 

Fig. 7. Capacitors Cl and 
C2, and resistor R3 form 
the op amp compensa- 
tion. Nulling can be via 
optional resistor network. 

,p4 

5 

SN72709N 

6 C/ 
3 

/2 
R3 

C2 

/o 

R4= R/xR2 
R/74/22 

COMPENSAT/ON 
GA/N C/ C2 R3 
/00o /Opt' Opt 0 
/OO /OOpf pf /.5 
/0 500pf 20pf /.5K 
/ 5000pf 200pf 1.5k 
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basic characteristics of a follower, an in- 
verter, and a difference amplifier whose 
output is proportional to the difference 
between the two inputs. 

Performance Limitations. Op amps have 
performance limitations -as do all elec- 
tronic components. These limitations are 
given in the specification sheets but for 
most purposes, the critical performance 
specs are power output, open -loop char- 
acteristics, bandwidth, input limitations, 
offset voltage, and offset current. 

The most important specification is usu- 
ally power output. The popular 709 IC 
op amp will develop ±10 volts at 5 mA 
output, using a bipolar 15 -volt power 
supply. Note that the 5 mA is the total 
output current, including that used by the 
feedback network. 

The effects of open loop gain and dif- 
ferential input resistance on final circuit 
performance are given in Fig. 9. To use 
the open loop gain graph, draw a vertical 
line at the open loop gain of the op amp 
being used. Where this line cuts the 
curve determined by the resistance val- 
ues (R2 /R1), read the percentage of ideal 
gain on the vertical axis. In the example 

in Fig. 9, the open loop ga n was 10,000, 
R2 /R1 was 1000 and the ercentage was 
90 %, meaning that the gin is actually 
900 (90% of R2 /R1). 

The lower graph of Fig 9 shows the 
effect of the external res. tors on open 
loop gain as a function of the open loop 
input resistance. It also demonstrates 
that the open loop input re istance should 
be as high as possible. For example, a 

typical 709 has an input resistance of 
250,000 ohms. Draw a vertical line from 
this point on the horizontal axis. If R1 is 
100,000 ohms, the open loop gain would 
then be 77% of normal. I this case the 
specified open loop gain i 50,000, so the 
actual gain would be 38, 00. This is the 
figure to be used in determining ideal 
gain from the upper graph in Fig. 9. 

For the same amplifier, if R1 is reduced to 
10,000 ohms, the open loop gain would 
be 95% of the specified 50,000. For R1= 
1000 ohms or less, the effect of open 
loop gain would be minimal. Of course, 
R1 determines the input resistance so 
this factor must be taken into considera- 
tion. 

Bandwidth and Slew Rate. Suppose a 

Fig. 8. Three typical op amp 
uses. Inverter (A), follower 
(B), and difference amplifier 
(C). Also shown are the basic 
equations for input, output, 
and gain. The difference am- 
plifier output is proportional 
to the voltage difference 
between the two signal inputs. 
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Fig. 9. Open loop gain and d fferential input resistance vs performance. 

high- frequency, high -amplitude signal is 
fed into the op amp. Because the various 
elements within the op amp have some 
capacitor characteristics (mainly semi- 
conductor junctions and strays due to 
proximity of conducting paths) a finite 
amount of time will be required to charge 
and discharge them. This prevents the 
output voltage from following the input 
signal instantaneously. Thus, these inter- 
nal capacitances limit the rate at which 
the output voltage can change or slew. 
The maximum time rate of change of the 
output is identified as the slew rate and 
is specified as volts per microsecond. The 

slew rate of a feedback amplifier de- 
pends on a number of factors, including 
the value of the closed loop gain. 

Bandwidth and slew rate are related in 
that slew rate limits the bandwidth. The 
latter is usually expressed as a large sig- 
nal bandwidth or the highest frequency 
at which the amplifier will develop its 
rated output without distortion. A par- 
ticular amplifier is capable of having a 
higher frequency response with a smaller 
output. 

Offset Error. Even though extreme care 
is used in the fabrication of an op amp, 

//7 
VAC- 

411. 

i1 G 
30v 

- /SV 

Fig. 10. Simple power supply for op amp experiments. 
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You can't buy these Realistic stereo components just 

anywhere .. only at 1000 Allied Radio Shack stores. 

Z-iostrcz 

Lightweight "Air 
Cushioned" Stereo 
Headphones. 40-15,000 
Hz audio response. 

" Modulaire" 
Changer. Includes 
stereo cartridge 
with diamond 
needle, base, 
45 -rpm adapter, 
dust cover, record 
brush. 

3995 

uto /Manual Turn- t /50 
le. Custom -made in 

ngland. With base and 
Realistic -by -Shure $12.95 
magnetic stereo cartridge. 

Custom "Pro" Stereo Headphones. 
Exclusive "Bassport" for 

20- 20,000 Hz response. 

2995 
SA -1008 Stereo Amplifier. Solid- state, 
10 watts, phono /tuner inputs. Walnut case. 

We're in the Yellow Pages 

co av 
2725 W. 7th St. Fort Worth, Texas 76107 

I enclose check money order. 
Stereo Headphones @ 11.95 
"Modulaire" @ 39.95 
LAB -12A @ 47.50 
Custom Headphones @ 22.95 

SA -100B Amplifier .@ 29.95 

TM -100 AM /FM Tuner %a 34.95 
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Street 
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TM -100 AM /FM 
Stereo Tuner. 
Solid state, 
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3495 
Dept. PE -5 1 
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MC -1000 Speakers @ 50.00 
Futura Speakers @ 19.95 

SA -175B Amplifier @ 49.95 
TM -175B Tuner @ 59.95 

TR -175 Tape Player @ 59.95 
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And every one costs less than $60. No wonder we're 

the world's largest audio dealer. Get a bargain today. 
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a very slight mismatch may still occur 
between the internal components. The 
result of this mismatch prevents the 
amplifier from having a zero output for a 
zero input. This, of course, may be a 
problem when using the op amp in a dc 
circuit. Compensation for this offset volt- 
age is made by using a nulling network 
such as that shown in Fig. 7, in which the 
nulling potentiometer is adjusted for zero 
output with zero input. 

Common-Mode Error. Because it is very 
difficult to create a perfectly balanced 
system, the signal present at one input of 
a differential pair may affect the signal on 
the other input. The result is called 
common -mode error and it is smallest 
when the specification called "common - 
mode rejection ratio" is the highest. 

Power Supply Considerations. Changes in 
the power supply of an op amp circuit 
often change the open loop gain, the 
common -mode input limits, and the input 
bias current. For example, the open loop 
gain of a typical 709 doubles when the 
power supply is changed from ±10 to 
±15 volts. Input voltage limits change in 
proportion to the supply voltage and the 
bias current increases about 10% for a 
50% increase in the supply voltage. 

This sensitivity to power supply volt- 
age seems to rule out batteries as a source 
but this need not be true. Circuits of 
moderate impedance having gains of 100 
or less will not degrade appreciably if 
batteries with high current capacity are 
used and they are changed frequently. 
Mercury and rechargeable nickel -cad- 
mium types have "flat" discharge curves 
and give good performance for a premium 
price. If battery power is a necessity, 
some manufacturers make discrete am- 
plifiers for use with unregulated supplies. 

Power supplies regulated by zener 
diodes furnish regulation close enough 
for most op amp applications. A typical 
supply of this type is shown in Fig. 10. 
Note that neither side of the filter capaci- 
tor is grounded since the supply develops 
both positive and negative voltages. The 
triangular ground symbol between 
the two diodes is an "instrumentation 
ground" and indicates that all ground 
connections within the system should be 
connected together but grounded to the 
40 
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Fig. 11. Battery operated power sup- 
ply delivers two polari ' outputs. 

chassis at one point only. his minimizes 
circulating ground currents. In extreme 
cases, the input connectors are also iso- 
lated from the metallic ground and con- 
nected to the instrumentation ground 
only. 

The circuit of a single -battery, zener - 
controlled supply is shown in Fig. 11. The 
emitter resistor should be chosen so that 
the current through the zener diodes is 
about 50% above that required for the 
amplifier and associated load. 

Critical op amp circuits require ex- 
tremely close regulation- similar to that 
provided by a high -quality supply that 
uses one of the commercially available 
IC voltage regulators. 

No matter what type of power supply 
you use, all op amp manufacturers sug- 
gest the use of a bypass capacitor close 
to the amplifier on the power supply 
leads. In fact this is mandatory if power 
supply leads are long. The recommended 
capacitor size is about 0.1 p.F. 

[Part 2, on applications, will appear in 
the September issue. -Ed.] 
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BY DAVID B. WEEMS 

We al 

"Continental" 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

OFFBEAT LAYOUT AND EUROPEAN SPEAKERS 

ADD UP TO TOP -NOTCH SOUND 

THE U.S. MARKET for high -fidelity 
component loudspeakers was domi- 

nated by American and British manufac- 
turers until the Japanese grabbed a piece 
of the action in recent years. The only 
serious continental European challenge to 
the market came in the 1950's when Phil- 
ips of Holland sent over the Norelco FRS 
speakers. ( "FRS" stood for "Full- 

Response Speakers. ") The Norelco speak- 
ers were popular for a while, then faded 
from the scene. 

Now the Norelco loudspeakers are 
back. The new tine, imported by Amperex 
Division of North American Philips Co., is 
good news for those hi -fi buffs who build 
their own speaker systems. Norelco's 
components for sealed -box systems. 
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16, 
112.. 

4.. 

MIDRANGE 
Box 

10 

GRILLE 
MASK 

Fig. 1. Unconventional design and layout of speakers 
requires use of two- thickness speaker mounting board 
and rear panel for stiffening the shallow enclosure. 

woofers, midrange speakers, tweeters, 
and crossover networks fill a real need 
ignored by many manufacturers. 

Amperex sells a book which is quite 
useful for the speaker system construc- 
tor, although the measurements provided 
in the plans are all based on the metric 
system. ( "Building Hi -Fi Speaker Sys- 
tems," M.D. Hull & K.R. de Vries, N.V. 
Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eind- 

hoven, The Netherlands, 1970.) The 
sneaker system described in these pages, 
which we have called the "Continental" 
as a result of the origin of the speakers 
used, :s No. 23 of 24 different two- and 
three -way systems described in the Am- 
Ferex book. 

The Continental is a three -way system, 
employing a total of nine loud -speakers 
(one 12" woofer, four 5" mid -range 
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BILL OF MATERIALS 
1 -12" woofer (Norelco No. AD 12561W)" 
4 -5" midrange speakers (Norelco No. Al) 

5060/ W 8) * 

4 -1" tweeters (Norelco No. AD 01601T)* 
1- Crossover network (Norelco No. 4301- 

078- 71971)' 
2 -37" X 11" pieces of :/4" fir plywood kr 

enclosure sides 
2-22%" X 11" pieces of :;<y. fir plywood for 

enclosure top and bottom 
2- 351/2" X 211/4" pieces of %" fir plywood 

for enclosure rear panel and speaker 
mounting board 

1- 351/2" X 211/4" piece of 1/4" interior ply- 
wood for front panel 

1 -Piece of Celotex (approximately 331/2" X 
191/2" X 1/2 ") for rear panel stiffener 

4 -6' lengths of %" X %1" pine for cleats an ? 

corner blocks 
2-19%" X 31/," pieces of %" pine for mid- 

range column sides 
2-6" X 31/2" pieces of tYI" pine for andrang 

column top and bottom 
1- 211/4" X 6" piece of %" pine for rear of 

midrange column 
1 -Piece of 14" Masonite (approximate!.. 

35/" X 211/4" X 1/4 ") for grille frame 
1- Package of %"-wide ribbon veneer trim 
12 -doz. #8 X 11/4" flathead wood screws 
.3 -doz. #8 X 1 %" flathead wood screws 
1 -doz. #8 X 2" flathead wood screws 
2-doz. #8 X %" flathead wood screws 
2 -doz. #10 X 1" panhead sheet metal screws 
4- #8 X 1" round head brass screws (for 

mounting crossover network) 
32 - #8 X 1/2" panhead sheet metal screws 

for mounting midrange speakers 
8 - #10 X %" panhead sheet metal screws 

for mounting woofer 
12 - #10 X 3/1" panhead sheet metal screws 

for mounting tweeters 
12- Heavy -duty oval service cable straps 

(:V-wide with 1" mounting flange and 1 "- 
long X'f4" high cavity) for tweeter mount- 
ing 

Misc.- Grille cloth; glue and contact ce. 
ment; silicone rubber compound; speaker 
zip cord; two -lug screw -type terminal 
strip; "4" -long standoffs: fiberglass wool: 
.solder: etc. 

* The nine speakers and crossover network 
are available as Norelco System 23 for 
$84.95, plus shipping, from McGee Radio 
Co., 1901 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 
64108. 

speakers, and four 1" tweeters) and an 
appropriate crossover network. It is rated 
at 40 watts, and system resonance is a 
low 40 Hz -which qualifies the Continen- 
tal for real high -fidelity duty. 

About System. The layout of compo- 
nent loudspeakers in the Continental (see 
Fig. 1) is a bit unconventional -but riot 
without purpose. Interaction between 
AUGUST 1971 

Sides, top, and bottom panels should be mi- 
ter cut to provide invisible joints when 
enclosure is assembled with corner blocks. 

speakers can be a serious problem in any 
speaker system which utilizes more than 
one midrange speaker or more than one 
high -frequency speaker (tweeter). In the 
Continental, the problem is avoided in 
the high- frequency range by placing the 
tweeters far apart (with reference to 
the wavelength of the sound). 

For the midrange, another solution was 
found: arranging the speakers in a verti- 
cal column. This effectively restricts to 
the vertical plane interactions between 
the speakers. 

The offbeat speaker arrangement leads 
to another unusual characteristic: The in- 
side of the enclosure from front to rear is 
extremely shallow, requiring special 
bracing of the speaker mounting board 
and the rear panel of the enclosure. The 
limited depth was dictated by the size of 
the speaker mounting board and the 
cubic volume requirement. A deeper en- 
closure (with no change in the dimen- 
sions of the speaker board) would have a 

larger- that -optimum volume, limiting the 
power- handling capability of the woofer. 
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Fig. 2. Smear of silicone rubber compound 
on speaker serves as gasket. Note use of 
special cable clamps in mounting tweeters. 

Assembling Enclosure. Except for the 
panels that make up the speaker mount- 
ing board, the construction of the en- 
closure is along conventional lines. All 
permanent assemblies must be fastened 
together with glue and screws. Use a 7/64" 
drill for guide holes and a 3/64" drill for 
pilot holes. And, unless otherwise speci- 
fied, use #8 X 1/4" flathead wood screws 
throughout. 

The first step to be performed is to cut 
to the dimensions specified in Fig. 1 and 
in the Bill of Materials the six 3/4" and 

one 1/4" panels that make $p the enclo- 
sure proper. Do NOT, ho ever, at this 
time make the speaker cut uts in either 
the front 3/4" or 1/4" plywoo panels. 

When cutting the panel to size, re- 
member to miter cut the ends of the top, 
bottom, and side panels at 5° angles to 
provide "invisible" joints hen the en- 
closure is assembled. Asse ble the en- 
closure shell (top, sides, and bottom), 
using corner blocks and cleats. Set the 
rear panel into place on th appropriate 
cleats and mark the cleat utline on the 
inside surface of the panel. 

Remove the rear panel rom the en- 
closure shell and lay it on - flat surface. 
Drill guide holes through the panel at 
4 " -6" intervals, starting 2" f om each cor- 
ner, spaced 3/16" from a I four edges. 
Next, cut a piece of 1 /2 " -th' k Celotex to 
just fit within the cleat out ne. Then cut 
a 1" X 2" slot out of the Ce otex, locating 
the slot in the center of t e panel and 
about one -third of the way from the bot- 
tom edge. 

Coat the mating surface 
panel and the Celotex 
fasten the two pieces toge 
X 1" panhead sheet metal 
the assembly, Celotex sid 
flat surface and heavily wei 
glue thoroughly sets. 

Meanwhile, proceed to 
front panel assembly. An 
1/4" plywood serves the d 
of strengthening the spea 
permitting flush mounting 
and midrange speakers. F 

of the rear 
th glue and 
her with #10 
screws. Place 

down, on a 

ht it until the 

work on the 
xtra sheet of 
uble purpose 
er board and 

the tweeters 
rst sandwich 

AMP 

Fig. 3. Components for 
crossover network come 
prewired on printed circuit 
board. For proper opera- 
tion, speakers must be cor- 
rectly phased when con- 
nected into the network. 
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the 3/4" and 1/4" plywood panels together 
with the aid of C clamps or small finish- 
ing nails driven through the 1/4 " and into 
the 3/4 " panels at the corners. Now, re- 
ferring back to Fig. 1, locate the centers 
for each of the nine speaker cutouts and 
at each location drill a small guide hole 
through both panels. 

Separate the two panels and identify 
the guide hole pairs so that when they 
are reassembled the appropriate cutout 
pairs mate perfectly. Set aside the 1/4" 

panel. Then use a compass to strike the 
cutout outlines on the 3/4" panel. Work- 
ing carefully, use a router or sabre saw 
with a fine blade to remove the wood for 
the cutouts. These cutouts should be as 
close to circular as possible. 

Next, prepare the 1/4" panel as de- 
scribed above. When you are finished, 
the woofer and midrange speaker cutouts 
will be larger in diameter than the cut- 
outs for the same speakers in the 3/4" 

panel. Conversely, the tweeter cutouts 
will be smaller in diameter. 

Cut to size the parts that make up the 
midrange column box. Then assemble the 
box shell (sides, top, and bottom) with 
glue and screws. Prepare but do not 
mount the rear panel of the column box 
just yet. 

Temporarily set the 3/4 " speaker board 
panel in place in the front of the enclo- 
sure shell. With a pencil, mark the cleat 
outline on the inside surface of the panel. 
Remove the panel and set it on a flat sur- 
face. Center the column box shell over 
the midrange speaker cutouts, locating 
the shell so that its bottom surface just 
clears the line for the bottom cleat. Mark 
the outline of the column shell on the 
panel. Remove and set aside the co'_iumn 
shell. 

Next, strike lines parallel to and spaced 
3k" in from the four lines marked for the 
column box outline. Starting 1" from each 
corner made by the new lines, drill guide 
holes at 2" to 3" intervals. 

Sandwich together the 1/4 " and 3/4" ply- 
wood panels that make up the speaker 
mounting board. Now, exercising ex- 
treme care when handling the speakers, 
use a tweeter to test each pair of cutouts 
for proper fit. Adjust the panel orienta- 
tions so that the tweeter fits properly at 
each of the four locations. Similarly, use 
a midrange speaker to check for proper fit 
at each of its cutout locations. If any ad- 
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justments have to be made when the mid- 
range speaker is being used, the tweeter 
cutouts will have to be rechecked. 

When you are satisfied that all speakers 
fit properly in their cutouts, drive a finish- 
ing nail through the 1/4" panel into the 3/4" 
panel at all four corners to prevent them 
from slipping around and to serve as ref- 
erence points when the panels are finally 
glued together. Now, drill pilot holes 
through the 1/4" panel and into the 3/4" 
panel, but do not completely penetrate 
through the thicker panel. Locate these 
holes at 4" to 6" intervals over the entire 
surface of the board, including the spaces 
between the speaker cutouts. Invert the 
panel assembly and extend the guide 
holes for the midrange column box to 
completely penetrate the 1 /4" panel. Re- 
move the clamps and partially withdraw 
the nails at the corners to separate the 
two panels. Then enlarge the pilot holes 
in the 1/4" panel to guide hole size. 

Drive the corner nails far enough 
through the 1/4" panel to hold the panels 
apart until the points of the nails are 
fitted into the reference holes. Evenly 
coat with glue the mating surfaces of 
both panels. Then fit the panels together 

Crossover network is mounted to right of 
midrange box on the speaker board assembly. 
Acoustical padding in enclosure is optional. 
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by aligning the nails with the holes, and 
hammer the nails down. Drive #8 X 3/4" 
flathead wood screws through the guide 
holes to securely anchor the panels to- 
gether. Then install the midrange speaker 
column shell on the speaker mounting 
board with #8 X 2" flathead wood 
screws. Lay the assembly, 1/4" panel side 
down, on a flat surface and heavily 
weight it until the glue sets. 

Assuming the rear panel assembly is 
ready to be worked on, unweight it and 
drill a pair of 1/2 "- diameter holes through 
the plywood panel within the slot. Locate 
these holes on centers which mate with 
the lugs on a two -contact screwtype ter- 
minal strip. Feed one conductor of a 36" 
length of speaker zip cord through each 
hole and solder to the lugs on the termi- 
nal strip. 

Slide the terminal strip into place on 
the rear panel and fasten it down with 
small brass screws. Screw down the 
screws on the terminal strip. Then fill the 
cavities around the solder lugs and screw 
ends with silicone rubber compound to 
provide an air -tight seal. Mount the rear 

Proper phasin; must be care- 
fully observed when connect- 
ing speakers to crossover net- 
work. Woofer (W), tweeter (T), 
midrange (M -R), and amplifier 
(AMP) lugs are clearly marked 
according to polarity (phas- 
ing) in photo at the left. 

panel assembly in the enclosure shell 
with #8 X 1" wood screws, using caulk- 
ing compound to provide an Air seal. 

When the speaker mounting board is 
ready to be worked on, round the front 
edges of the tweeter cutouts in the 1/4" 
panel. Now, measure in ?H" on all four 
sides of the panel, strike lines parallel to 
the edges, and sink guide holes at 4" to 6" 
intervals along the lines. This done, apply 
a coat or two of flat black to the front 
surface of the speaker mounting board 
assembly. 

Using contact cement, apply a ribbon 
of wood veneer edge trim to the exposed 
raw edges of the plywood panels at the 
front of the enclosure. Then smoothly 
sand, stain, and finish the enclosure as 
desired. 

Line the interior walls of the enclosure 
with a minimum of 1" thickness of fiber- 
glass wool or other acoustical damping 
material. Then attach to the bottom of the 
enclosure self- sticking rubber feet. 

Speaker Installation. Set the speaker 
mounting board on a pair of sawhorses or 
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other convenient supports, face up. Ap- 
ply a thick bead of silicone rubber com- 
pound around the rear rims of the speak- 
ers. Install the woofer and midrange 
speakers with screws from the front of 
the board. The tweeters mount through 
the rear of the board with the aid of spe- 
cial oval service cable straps as shown in 
Fig. 2. It is important that you use only 
those cable straps described in the Bill of 
Materials. 

Install the crossover network to one 
side of the midrange speaker column, us- 
ing brass screws and 3 4" spacers. Then 
begin wiring the speakers together as 
shown in Fig. 3. First wire the midrange 
speakers in series -parallel and check to 
make sure that all cones move in a com- 
mon direction when a 1.5 -volt battery is 
connected across the network. 

Connect and solder one end of an 18 "- 
long piece of zip cord to the midrange 
speaker network. Drill a 1/4" hole through 
the center of the rear panel of the col- 
umn, and pass the free end of the cord 
through. Mark the lead connected to the 
red dot terminals on the speakers. Then 
fasten the panel down on the rear of the 
column shell with glue and screws, and 

Speaker board must be slowly eased into en- 
closure to prevent damaging the woofer cone. 

fill in the zip cord exit hole with silicone 
rubber compound. 

Wire together the tweeters, relying ex- 
clusively on the red dot markings for 
proper polarity. (Do not use the battery 
to check out the tweeters.) Finish wiring, 
connecting the speaker networks to the 
crossover network and the crossover net- 
work to the free end of the speaker ca- 
ble coming from the screw -type terminal 
strip. 

Check out the speaker wiring by con- 
necting an amplifier or other source to 
the Continental via the terminal strip and 
listening to each speaker in turn at low 
volume levels to make sure each speaker 
is operating. If all seems to be okay, in- 
stall the speaker board assembly in the 
enclosure, using caulking compound, if 
necessary, to insure a good seal. 

The large speaker board will produce a 
tremendous compression of the air inside 
the shallow enclosure if it is carelessly 
inserted. In fact, the sudden rise in pres- 
sure can even rupture the woofer cone. 
So, go slow and give the air time to es- 
cape. Ease the speaker board assembly 
slowly into the enclosure to allow suffi- 
cient time for the air pressure to stabilize 
before screwing down and sealing the 
board. 

Finally, staple or tack a piece of grille 
cloth over the Masonite frame and fit the 
grille assembly into the front of the en- 
closure. If you miscalculated with the di- 
mensions of the assembly and the fit isn't 
tight enough, you can use a few drops of 
silicone rubber compound on the back of 
the frame to hold it in place. 

You will find that the sound of the 
Continental is extremely wide range. The 
high- frequency response is particularly 
open and nondirectional. There is no 
sense of veiled sound, nor masking of 
high notes, nor of distortion. 

The Norelco engineers are apparently 
opposed to the idea of mixing -level con- 
trols with speaker systems; so, the Con- 
tinental has none of the usual midrange 
or tweeter L -pads. If the high frequencies 
are too pronounced for your listening 
room, use the treble control on your am- 
plifier to compensate. There will be a 
slight loss in the midrange in many situa- 
tions due to the low placement of the 
midrange speakers. But, all in all, this is a 
"listenable" speaker system, well worth 
the effort of building. 
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WITH A LITTLE PRACTICE, YOU MIGHT EVEN 

BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY THE TYPE AND NUMBER OF FISH 

I T IS an established fact that many 
marine creatures (especially porpoises) 

communicate with each other and use a 
form of sonar to locate and catch their 
food. Other fish seem to make noises for 
no particular reason while still others pro- 
duce noises as a result of their move- 
ments. The latter is true of shrimp and 
other shellfish. (Schools of shrimp have 
been fouling up sonar operations for 
years.) So the underwater world is far 
from being the "silent deep" and, in some 
cases, is as noisy as a boiler factory. 

If you would like to listen in on what 
goes on down there -and maybe spot a 

likely place for good fishing -you can 
build your own underwater fish detector 
for less than $15. By lowering the de- 
tector into the water in various locations, 
you can determine whether there are any 
of the noise -making creai ures about and, 
with a little practice, determine their type 
and approximate number. The commer- 
cial version of this detector is used -quite 
successfully -by professional shrimpers 
off the Florida coast. 
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TRANSDUCER 
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Fig. 1. The system is bas cally a ceramic transducer coupled 
to a high -gain amplifier. Only one output jack is actually re- 
ouired. the other can be used with an optional tape recorder. 

PARTS LIST 

B1-9 -colt battery 
C1-- 0.1 -µF disc capacitor 
C2- 12pFdisc capacitor 
C3 -5 -sF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C4- 470 -pF disc capacitor 
C5-100-W, 1.5 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
ICI- MC1306P (Motorola) 
11.13 -Miniature phone jack 
R1,R3- 1- ntegoh m, ' -¡ -watt resistor 
R2- 470 -ohm, Iii -watt resistor 
R4- 2200 -ohm. 1 -i -u:ait resistor 
R5- 100,000 -ohni miniature potentiometer 

with SI 

S1 -Spst switch on R5 
1!isc.- Suitable chassis, battery clip, battery 

mount, knob, mounting hardware, headset, 
speaker, transducer (see note) etc. 

Note -The following are available from 
Alpha Research Corp., Box 1005, Merritt 
Island, FL 32952: PC board at 75¢; trans- 
ducer UFD -I0 (10' cable) at $513 or UFD. 
100 (100' cable) at $10.23, both postpaid: 
complete kit including transducer, chassis. 
and prerecorded cassette tape of fish 
sounds, less battery and headset. SFD -10 at 
S14.7.5 or SFD -100 at $19.25, postpaid; 
cassette alone at $2.50. 

(Text continued On 1tu,c 97) 
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Fig. 2. Actual size foil pattern (left) and component installation (right). 
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DIIIAI JAPAN 
THERE'S NO FOOT- DRAGGING 
IN THE USE OF DIGITAL 
READOUTS I N NIPPON 

DIGITAL READOUT DEVICES have 
been a topic of major interest in the 

worldwide electronics industry for sev- 
eral years now. Even so, there seem to be 
few applications where the advantages 
of such devices have appeared outside of 
the laboratory and technically oriented 
industries. This is true even in the United 
States. But at least one country isn't drag- 
ging its feet. 

Japan has felt differently toward digi- 
tal readout devices. Both electromechani- 
cal and electronic readouts have been in- 
corporated into numerous pieces of 
equipment in common usage by the aver- 
age Japanese. Digital clocks, for example, 
though in use for some time in the U.S., 
are far more widely used in Japan. How- 
ever, many applications for the digital 
readout are much more original. 

In Japan, supermarkets use electron- 
ically indicating scales for weighing food 
products. Separate readouts on these 
scales show weight, cost per unit weight, 
and total item cost. 

Sophisticated coin -operated vending 
machines sell railroad tickets at busy 
stations. The vending machines will ac- 
cept almost any type of Japanese cur- 
rency, issue a ticket for whatever desti- 
nation desired, and automatically return 
the correct change. Almost all of these 

Scale in Japanese supermarket has digital 
readouts for weight, unit and total prices. 

machines employ electronic digital read- 
out to indicate the total value of the cur- 
rency inserted, and some indicate other 
information as well. 

What appears to be the first wide- 
spread application of digital readouts in 
Japan has still not caught on in the U.S. 
To avoid accidental damage to their 
pumps, Japanese service stations fre- 
quently suspend their gas filler hoses 
from the roof that cover the driveway. 
The interesting feature here is that the 
amount of fuel purchased and its total 
cost can be seen on large, clear digital 
readouts mounted on the front wall of 
the station. Various types of indicators 
are in use, but none of them appears to 

Automatic railway ticket vendor indicates 
amount, issues ticket, and returns change. 

be mechanical. And in some installations, 
a second set of readouts is mounted at 
the cashier's desk inside the station for 
greater convenience. 

Digital readouts are seen with surpris- 
ing regularity in Japan these days. So far, 
they have proved to be an effective tool 
for increasing speed and reducing con- 
fusion in the handling of numbers. It's 
not surprising that the Japanese have got- 
ten the jump on the rest of the world. 
After all, for its size, Japan is the largest 
producer of electronic devices on Earth. 

-Milton Mann 
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UP TO 1 MILLION COMBINATIONS 

CAN BE CREATED 

E LECTRONIC COMBINATION locks 
are not what you would call earth- 

shaking novelties these days. But many 
of them leave something to be desired 
when it comes to flexibility of combina- 
tions and selfprotection against being 
opened accidentally. The solid -state lock 
(patent pending) described here is cap- 
able of having 10,000 different combina- 
tions and, with slight modifications, can 
have a million or more. The basic circuit 
can be programmed to accept any four - 
digit combination -even four of the sanie 
number -while the simple encoding 
process permits changing the code within 
a few seconds if it is suspected that the 
code has been detected. 

The circuit is self -protecting in that the 
combination cannot be entered too rap- 
idly and if an incorrect combination is 
entered, a wait of about four seconds is 
required before a second try can be 
made. Trials of various combinations in 
an attempt to break the code take about 
six seconds each. 

Any wrong digit, even if preceded by 
correct ones, cancels the stored informa- 
tion so that, even if the first three digits 
are guessed correctly, a wrong fourth 
one negates the attempt. Pressing several 
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buttons at once is also useless since only 
the lowest number registers and is effec- 
tive only if correct. 

The power supply for the lock can be 
117 -volt line power or a 12 -volt battery 
such as those found in cars, boats, and 
trailers. 

Construction. The circuit of the lock 
(see Fig. 1) is divided into two sections. 
One part is the pushbutton keyboard and 
the other is the de- ciphering circuit. The 
two can be located as near or as far from 
each other as necessary. Any type of 
packaging can be used though the cir- 
cuits should be enclosed so that they 
can't be tampered with. The mounting of 
the keyboard depends upon the applica- 
tion. The 14 gate diodes, D1 through 
D14, can be of any type as long as they 
have a reverse breakdown of at least 12 
volts. 

The connections between the electronic 
circuit (terminals 1 to 4) and the key- 
board (terminals 0 to 9) determine the 
combination. In the prototype, simple 
spring -loaded wire clips were used for 
these connections. This does not provide 
an ideal low -resistance circuit but will 
suffice. If desired, four independent, 
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Fig. I. Term nals 1 through 4 (below) represent the 
four sequential inputs. These are connected to any 
four of the 0 through 9 terminals (right). When the 
correct pushputtons (Si -S10) are depressed in right 
order, Q2 turns on. SCR1 is the timing generator. 
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single- circuit, 10- position rotary switches 
can be used. At any rate, diodes D11 
through D14 must be connected to four 
of the leads from the keyboard matrix. 
To change any digit at any time, one of 
the four is moved to another location. 

Theory of Circuit Design. The keyboard 
has 10 (or more) spdt pushbutton 
switches in series. One end of the series 
is connected to a source of approximately 
6 volts dc and the other end to a higher 
voltage through capcitor C8. When all 
switches are in the off position, C8 is 
charged up to the voltage difference. if 
one of the pushbuttons is depressed, the 
charge on C8 is applied to one of the sili- 
con controlled rectifiers SCR2 through 
SCR5 through one of the diodes D11 
through D14. Simultaneously, it is con- 
nected to the timing circuit (SCR1) 
through one of diodes D1 through D10. 
When a pushbutton is depressed, all 
pushbuttons of a higher number are dis- 
connected and have no effect until C8 is 
recharged. 

Consider the operation in the most dif- 
ficult case -when all numbers are the 
same. Assume the combination is 4444. 
All four digit register stages are con- 
nected to terminal 4 on the keyboard. 

When S6 is depressed (to apply the 4), 
the charge on C8 is applied to SCR2 
through SCR5 simultaneously. However, 
only SCR2 turns on since they are con- 
nected together by coupling capacitors. 
The latter appear as low impedances 
across the SCR's during their charging 
period and prevent the establishment of 
a minimum holding current. The dis- 
charge pulse from C8 is much shorter 
than the charging pulse across C3 through 
C5 so by the time the latter are charged 
up, the gate current available from C8 is 
gone. Pushbutton S6 is then released and 
C8 is allowed to recharge. When S6 is 
again depressed, the second digit register 
comes on but the rest are still inhibited 
by the coupling capacitors. Each subse- 
quent operation of S6 turns on another 
stage until the complete code has been 
entered. For other, non -similar combina- 
tions, the inhibition principle of the cou- 
pling capacitors is not used but their 
charging rate determines the fastest rate 
at which discrete digits can be entered. 

Once turned on, the SCR's remain in the 
conducting state as long as they have the 
minimum holding current. When cancel- 
lation stage Q1 is turned on, a voltage 
pulse is applied to capacitors C3 through 
C6 and the SCR's (SCR1 through SCR5) 
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One of our students 
wrote this a 

Harry Remmert decided he 

needed more electronics 
training to get ahead. He 

carefully "shopped around" 
for the best training he could 
find. His detailed report on why 
he chose CIE and how it worked 
out makes a better "ad" than 
anything we could tell you. 
Here's his story, as he wrote it 
to us in his own words. 

By Harry Remmert 
AFTER SEVEN YEARS in my present position, I was made 

painfully aware of the fact that I had gotten just about 
all the on -the -job training available. When I asked my 

supervisor for an increase in pay, he said, "In what way 
are you a more valuable employee now than when you 
received your last raise ?" Fortunately, I did receive the 
raise that time, but I realized that my pay was approach- 
ing the maximum for a person with my limited training. 

Education was the obvious answer, but I had enrolled 
in three different night school courses over the years and 
had not completed any of them. I'd be tired, or want to 
do something else on class night, and would miss so many 
classes that I'd fall behind, lose interest, and drop out. 

The Advantages of Home Study 

Therefore, it was easy to decide that home study was the 
answer for someone like me, who doesn't want to be tied 
down. With home study there is no schedule. I am the 

boss, and I set the pace. There is no cramming for exams 

because I decide when I am ready, and only then do I 

take the exam. I never miss a point in the lecture because 
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Harry Remmert on the job. An Electronics Technician with 
future, he tells his own story on these pages. 

a promising 

it is right there in print for as many re- readings as I find 
necessary. If I feel tired, stay late at work, or just feel lazy, 
I can skip school for a night or two and never fall behind. 
The total absence of all pressure helps me to learn more 
than I'd be able to grasp if I were just cramming it in to 
meet an exam deadline schedule. For me, these points 
give home study courses an overwhelming advantage over 
scheduled classroom instruction. 

Having decided on home study, why did I choose CIE? 
I had catalogs from six different schools offering home 
study courses. The CIE catalog arrived in less than one 
week (four days before I received any of the other cata- 
logs). This indicated (correctly) that from CIE I could 
expect fast service on grades, questions, etc. I eliminated 
those schools which were slow in sending catalogs. 

FCC License Warranty Important 

The First Class FCC Warranty* was also an attractive 
point. I had seen "Q" and "A" manuals for the FCC exams, 

*CIE backs its FCC License -preparation courses with this famous Warranty: 
graduates must be able to pass the applicable FCC License exam or their 
tuition will be refunded in full. 
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and the material had always seemed just a little beyond 
my grasp. Score another point for CIE. 

Another thing is that CIE offered a complete package: 
FCC License and technical school diploma. Completion 
time was reasonably short, and I could attain something 
definite without dragging it out over an interminable num- 
ber of years. Here I eliminated those schools which gave 
college credits instead of graduation diplomas. I work in 
the R and D department of a large company and it's been 
my observation that technical school graduates generally 
hold better positions than men with a few college credits. 
A college degree is one thing, but I'm 32 years old, and 
IO or 15 years of part -time college just isn't for me. No, 
I wanted to graduate in a year or two, not just start. 

If a school offers both resident and correspondence 
training, it's my feeling that the correspondence men are 
sort of on the outside of things. Because I wanted to be 

a full- fledged student instead of just a tagalong, CIE's 
exclusively home study program naturally attracted me. 

Then, too, it's the men who know their theory who 
are moving ahead where I work. They can read schematics 
and understand circuit operation. I want to be a good 
theory man. 

From the foregoing, you can see I did not select CIE 
in any haphazard fashion. I knew what I was looking for, 
and only CIE had all the things I wanted. 

Two Pay Raises in Less Than a Year 

Only eleven months after I enrolled with CIE, I passed 
the FCC exams for First Class Radiotelephone License 
with Radar Endorsement. I had a pay increase even be- 
fore I got my license and another only ten months later. 
I'm getting to be known as a theory man around work, 
instead of one of the screwdriver mechanics. 

These are the tangible results. But just as important are 
the things I've learned. I am smarter now than I had ever 
thought I would be. It feels good to know that I know 
what I know now. Schematics that used to confuse me 
completely are now easy for me to read and interpret. 
Yes, it is nice to be smarter, and that's probably the most 
satisfying result of my CIE experience. 

Praise for Student Service 

In closing, I'd like to get in a compliment for my Corre- 
spondent Counselor who has faithfully seen to it that my 
supervisor knows I'm studying. I think the monthly re- 
ports to my supervisor and generally flattering commen- 
tary have been in large part responsible for my pay 
increases. My Counselor has given me much more student 
service than "the contract calls for," and I certainly owe 
him a sincere debt of gratitude. 

And finally, there is Mr. Tom Duffy, my instructor. I 

don't believe I've ever had the individual attention in any 
classroom that I've received from Mr. Duffy. He is clear, 
authoritative, and spared no time or effort to answer my 
every question. In Mr. Duffy, I've received everything I 
could have expected from a full -time private tutor. 

NEW... Electronics Engineering Course 
..Covers steady-state and transient network theory, solid -state 

physics and circuitry, pulse techniques, computer logic and 
mathematics through calculus. A college -level course for men 
already working in Electronics. 
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I'm very, very satisfied with the whole CIE experience. 
Every penny I spent for my course was returned many 
times over, both in increased wages and in personal 
satisfaction. 

Perhaps you too, like Harry Remmert, have realized that 
to get ahead in Electronics today, you need to know much 
more than the "screwdriver mechanics." They're limited 
to "thinking with their hands" .. . learning by taking 
things apart and putting them back together ... soldering 
connections, testing circuits, and replacing components. 
Understandably, their pay is limited -and their future, too. 

But for men like Harry Remmert, who have gotten the 
training they need in the fundamentals of Electronics, 
there are no such limitations. As "theory men," they think 
with their heads, not their hands. For trained technicians 
like this, the future is bright. Thousands of men will be 
needed in virtually every field of Electronics, from two -way 
mobile radio to computer testing and troubleshooting. 
And with this demand, salaries have skyrocketed. Many 
technicians earn $10,000, $12,000 or more a year. 

Send for Complete Information -FREE 
Many men who are advancing their Electronics career 
started by reading our famous book, "How To Succeed 
In Electronics." It tells of the many electronics careers 
open to men with the proper training. And it tells which 
courses of study best prepare you for the work you want. 

If you're "shopping around" for the training you need 
to move up in Electronics, this 44 -page book may have 
the answers you want. We'll send it to you FREE. With 
it, we'll also include our other helpful book, "How To Get 
A Commercial FCC License." 

To get both FREE books, just fill out and mail the 
bound -in postpaid card. If the card is missing, send the 
coupon below. 

CIECleveland Institute 
of Electronics 

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

NEW 

REVISED 

G.I. 

BILL 

BENEFITS 

All CIE courses are 
approved for full 
tuition reimbursement 
under G.I. Bill. If you 

served on active duty 
since January 31, 1955, 

OR are in service now, 
check boa on reply card 
or coupon for latest 
G. I. Bill information. 

r 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Please send me without cost or obligation: 

1. Your illustrated 11 -page book, "How To Succeed 
in Electronics." 

2. Your book on "How to Get A Commercial FCC 
License." 

I am especially interested in: 

O Electronics O Electronic 
Technology Communications 

O Broadcast O Industrial Electronics 
Engineering and Automation 

O First -Class O Electronics 
FCC License Engineering 

Electronics Technology with Laboratory 

Name 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

Address 

City 

State Zip Age- 
Veterans and Servicemen: 
check here for C.I. 8111 information. PE -19 

t- J 
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Fig. 2. This circuit is for use 
with a heavy load. It is also 
suitable for car or boat use. 

+12V 
APPLIANCE 

SWITCH 

TO DEVICE 
BEING 

PROTECTED 

ELECTRONIC 
LOCK 

OUTPUT 

turned off. This occurs when any 
pushbutton is depressed. However, when 
the correct pushbutton is depressed Q1 
is inhibited by the charging of one of the 
capacitors through an SCR. Thus, "good" 
numbers do not cause cancellation, but 
any false number cancels everything. 
Also, if only four numbers are being 
used, and a fifth number is selected, the 
register is cancelled. 

The timing circuit (SCR1) operates on 
the basis of the time constant of the com- 
bination of R4 and C2. When the first cor- 
rect digit is entered (SCR2 is turned on), 
a positive voltage is applied to the anode 
of SCR1 and to R4. This puts a charge on 
C2 so that when the voltage at the junc- 
tion of 114 and C2 reaches the correct po- 
tential, SCR1 is turned on. The timing 
can be adjusted by potentiometer R2 to 
vary between 5 to 15 seconds after SCR2 
is turned on. Capacitor C6 and resistor 
R13 are an extension of the timing chain 
to permit proper operation of the cancel- 
lation stage. 

The solenoid driver stage (Q2) is a 
simple transistor switch that is turned on 
by the final register stage (SCR5). Zener 
diode D15 prevents the short pulses that 
result from the turning on of previous 
stages from actuating Q2. Diode D18 pro- 
tects the transistor from damaging back 
emf from an inductive load. 

Applications. If the power requirements 
of the solenoid that operates the door 
exceed 24 volts at 300 mA, then a power 
relay must be used as the turn -on device. 

If it is desired to use the lock in a 12- 
volt application (car, boat, etc.) eliminate 
T1 and D17 and reduce the value of R16 
to about 25 ohms. Remove the lead from 
the 12 -volt supply to the device to be 
protected, and add the circuit shown in 

RELAY 
2V 

Fig. 2. When the normally used appli- 
ance switch is turned on, only the com- 
bination lock is energized.- The correct 
combination must be entered to activate 
the external latching relay. The latter, 
in turn, applies 12 volts to the device 
being protected. In an ignition system, 
for example, substitute the ignition 
switch for the appliance switch so that 
the relay applies power to the ignition 
coil. Be sure the relay is wired to latch in. 
Otherwise, it will reopen i'r a few sec- 
onds. 

Increasing Combinations. To increase 
the number of possible combinations, in- 
crease the number of keyboard pushbut- 
tons or the number of digit register 
stages. The latter procedure is more ef- 
fective. If the number of digit register 
stages is n and the number of pushbuttons 
is p, the total number of possible com- 
bination is pn. It might be argued that the 
number of combinations is (p° -1) but 
the combination 0000 is acceptable. 

For 10 pushbuttons and four register 
stages, the number of possible combina- 
tion is 104 or 10,000. With one more 
register stage, the number is 100,000, etc. 
By contrast, if two pushbuttons alone are 
added, there are 20,736 combinations. 

One interesting possibility is to use 26 
pushbuttons labelled A through Z. The 
number of combinations is then 456,976 
and a four -letter word can be used as the 
code. At six seconds per try, it would 
take 761 hours to try all possible com- 
binations. 

Digit register stages identical to stages 
SCR3 and SCR4 can be added easily. The 
circuit shown in Fig. 1 can take only two 
more register stages without some cir- 
cuit modifications to prc vide reliable 
operation. 
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CRYSTAL 

CALIBRATOR 
FORTH. 

HAM and SWL 
PROVIDES ACCURATE FREQUENCY CHECKS 

25 and 100 kHz APART 

IN 
NOVEMBER OF 1969, the Federal 

Communications Commission com- 
pleted a program of frequency realloca- 
tion in the amateur radio bands. The re- 
sults created licensing incentives for Ad- 
vanced and Extra class hams by provid- 
ing operating privileges over wider fre- 
quency bands than are permitted to Gen- 
eral class ticket holders. These sub -bands 
are defined in increments of 25 kHz. 

To assure himself that he is transmit- 
ting within the limits of his class of li- 
cense, the operator using narrower bands 
must have a calibration oscillator that 
works in two modes. The first mode 
should supply outputs every 100 kHz 
from 100 kHz to 30 MHz; in the alternate 
mode, outputs need to be spaced every 25 
kHz to identify precisely the sub -band 
limits. 

The Dual -Mode Ham /SWL Crystal Cal- 
ibrator described here fulfills the require- 
ments for a stable, precise signal source 
for transmitter and receiver calibration. 
The finished project is compact enough 

BY WILLIAM L. BLAIR 
Cubic Corporation 

to be built right into most modern re- 
ceivers. And, except for the crystal, the 
cost of the project comes to only about 
$7.25. 

Theory of Circuit Design. Transistors 
Ql and Q2 in Fig. 1, working with the 
100 -kHz crystal, constitute the series - 
mode oscillator stage. Trimmer capacitor 
C2 allows the operating frequency of the 
oscillator to be varied approximately 50 
Hz on either side of the crystal's center 
frequency so that the oscillator can be 
accurately beat against a frequency stan- 
dard such as WWV. 

The output signal at the collector of Q2 
_s essentially a clipped sine wave. Since 
_he harmonic content of this type of 
waveform is not particularly good, this 
circuit by itself is not especially useful 
for generating marker signals at the 
higher ham band frequencies. This situa- 
tion can be compensated for by the addi- 
tion of the Q3 /Q4 multivibrator stage. 

Both ac and dc coupling are employed 
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in the multivibrator: dc from the collector 
of Q3 to the base of Q4 and ac between 
the emitters of the transistors. In the 100 - 
kHz position, SIB powers all four stages, 
while SIA switches C4 out of the cou- 
pling circuit. The time constants provided 
by R8 -R11 and C3 allow the multi - 
vibrator to operate at 100 kHz, and the 
extremely fast switching times (typically 
between 40 and 100 ns) provide a har- 
monically rich output. 

When SI is in the 25 -kHz position, C4 
is switched into the circuit to slow down 
the multivibrator so that it switches at 
one -fourth of the input frequency. The 
fast transitions are still maintained and 
the harmonics are quite strong to 30 MHz 
and beyond. 

Multivibrators operate on the principle 
that the transistor pair is connected for 

regenerative (positive) feedback. Assume 
that Q3 is saturated and that its subse- 
quent low collector voltage cuts off Q4. 
The drop in the Q4 emitter circuit is cou- 
pled as a negative transient to the emitter 
of Q3 through C3 /C4. This negative - 
going spike has sufficient amplitude to 
saturate Q3 further. However, since this 
signal is capacitively coupled, the value 
of the voltage holding on Q3 decreases 
with time as C3 and C4 charge through 
R8 and R11. 

When the voltage level increases be- 
yond a critical point, the next pulse from 
the crystal oscillator stage causes Q3 to 
cut off and Q4 to saturate. Since the 
feedback is again regenerative, the 
emitter -coupled signal accelerates the 
transition and the change in state occurs 
very rapidly, producing fast rise and fall 

SIB 

I00kHz 

OFF 0-- 
25kHz 

R2 
IOK 

RI CI 
IOOK 390pF I00K 

R4 R6 
OK 68K 

XTAL 
I00kHz 

*-1a1 
C2 

2 -22P 

R8 RIO 
3.9K 5.6K 

95 
27K 

RII 
3.9K 

01-04=MPS3693 SIA 

I00kHz 
OFF 

25KHz 

Fig. 1. Transistors Q1 and Q2, with the crystal, form 
a serious -mode oscillator, while Q3 and Q4 are a multi - 
vibrator with switching to operate at two frequencies. 

PARTS LIST 
C1- 390 -pF, 500 -volt capacitor ( Elmenco No. 

DM-15-391J) 
C2- 2 -22 -pF trimmer capacitor (E.F. John- 

son No. 189- 508 -5) 
C3- 1800 -pF, 500 -volt capacitor (Elmenco 

No. DM- 19 -182J) 
C4 -0.015 -gF, 600 -volt capacitor (Cornell - 

Dubilier No. DPMS6SI5) 
C5- 100 -pF, 500 -volt capacitor ( Elmenco No. 

DM-15-101J) 
QI- Q4- MPS3693 bipolar transistor 

(Motorola) 

ilî VDC 

-- OUT 
C5 
IOOF 

R1,R3- 100,000 -ohm, T/4 -watt, 0% resistor 
R2,R4-10,000-ohm, 1/4 -watt, 1 % resistor 
R5- 27,000 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 10% resistor 
R6- 68,000 -ohm, '+ -watt, 10% resistor 
R7 -47,000 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 10% resistor 
R8,R9,R11 -3900 -ohm, ' t -watt, 10% resistor 
R10 -5600 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 10% resistor 
SI -Dpdt, center -oil, switch (Cutler- Hammer 

No. 7591K4) 
XTAL -100 -kHz quartz crystal in HC-131I1 

holder 
Misc. -Circuit board, mounting hardware, 

hookup wire, solder, etc. 
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times for the collector voltages. Now, the 
time constant that determines how long 
the transistors remain conducting is a 
function of the values of R9, R10, and 
C3 /C4. 

Again, the emitter -coupled signal de- 
sensitizes the multivibrator temporarily 
to the next oscillator pulse and does not 
allow immediate return to the initial 
states until the charge curve nears the 
threshold voltage level. When this occurs, 
the very next pulse does initiate a rapid 
transition. The desired output is available 
at the collector of Q4, synchronized with 
the 100 -kHz oscillator and with the same 
percentage of accuracy. 

The output signal is not a symmetrical 
square wave (on /off ratio is approxi- 
mately 5/7) owing to the different values 
selected for the Q3 and Q4 collector load 
resistors. This was done intentionally be- 
cause a perfect square wave contains 
only odd harmonics of the basic fre- 
quency, which would not have been use- 
ful in generating 25 -kHz markers. The 
asymmetrical waveform generated by the 
calibrator overcomes this situation and is 
rich in all harmonics. 

The waveforms in Fig. 2 show circuit 
operation when S1 is in the 25 -kHz posi- 
tion. The voltage at the collector of Q2 is 
a clipped 100 -kHz sine wave. At the emit- 
ter of Q4, two capacitor charge curves are 
apparent; one is positive going, the other 
negative. Superimposed on these curves 
are transients of the 100 -kHz oscillator 
signal. These transients are of insufficient 
amplitude to toggle the multivibratDr ex- 
cept as the charge curve approaches the 
stage threshold. The final waveform is 
that of the output signal present at the 
collector of Q4. 

Construction. The use of a printed cir- 
cuit board for assembling the calibrator 
capitalizes on the advantage of project 
compactness. An actual size etching and 
drilling guide, accompanied by a com- 
ponents placement photo, are provided 
in Fig. 3. You will note from the com- 
ponents placement photo that the 
physical layout of the parts is roughly 
similar to the parts layout in the sche- 
matic diagram. 

Once the circuit board is etched and 
cleaned, use a 1 /8" drill for the four 
mounting holes. The five medium size 
holes should be made with a No. 60 drill, 
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COLF CTOR 
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04 
COLLECTOR 
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Fig. 2. Waveforms for various points in the 
circuit during operation in 25 -kHz mode. 

while all other holes should be made with 
a No. 66 or No. 67 drill. 

If you prefer not to make a printed cir- 
cuit board and would rather use perfo- 
rated board, you can use the components 
layout diagram to help in locating the 
parts on the board according to the hole 
pattern. Wiring should be performed on 
the bottom of the circuit board. 

Installation and Use. Installing the Dual - 
Mode Ham /SWL Crystal Calibrator in 
your equipment is simple. A single 3 /a" 
hole, drilled through the front panel of 
the equipment, will accommodate Sl. Be- 
fore drilling this hole, however, be sure 
that when the switch is mounted it will 
not interfere with the equipment's con- 
trols and normal operation. 

Locate and mount the circuit board as- 
sembly as close as possible to S1 to keep 
lead lengths short. Use 4 -40 machine 
hardware and 1/4" to 3/8" spacers when 
mounting the circuit board. 

Power is applied to the circuit via S1B 
from any convenient +9- to +12 -volt 
source within the equipment in which the 
calibrator is used. There is no need to 
worry about the power drain on the 
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CI 

QI 

Q2 

RI 

R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R8 03 RIC 

0 0 

equipment's supply since the calibrator 
draws very little current. 

Next, solder one end of a length of in- 
sulated stranded hookup wire to the free 
end of C5. Route the other end of this 
wire as directly as possible to the equip- 
ment's input. If the insulation is left 
intact and the open end of this wire is 
wrapped a few times around the antenna 
lead -in wire, the low capacity thus pro- 
vided between the two wires will provide 
light loading on the calibrator and supply 
plenty of signal level across the entire 
band from 100 kHz to 30 MHz. This cou- 

Fig. 3. If you want to make a 

printed circuit board, use the foil 
pattern at left. Lay out the com- 
ponents as shown above. A er- 
forated board can be used in- 
stead of a printed circuit board. 

pling has the further advant ge of being 
easily adjusted for optimum erformance 
simply by adding or remo ing a few 
turns of the hookup wire as r quired. 

Setting C2 for the exact frequency re- 
quired is accomplished by tuning your re- 
ceiver to any frequency standard sta- 
tion, such as WWV. While lis ening to the 
station, wait until the backgr and tone is 
removed; turn on the caibrator by 
switching it to the 100 -kHz position and 
adjust C2 until you hear a ze- obeat. (It is 
well to perform this check periodically to 
correct for long -term aging of tie crystal.). 
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An 

Under- 
ground 

SURVEY 

METER 
and 

Metal Locator 
LOCATE WATER LEVELS OR BURIED TREASURE - 
AT DEPTHS OF MANY FEET 

AT SOME TIME or other, you have un- 
doubtedly read about or built and 

used an underground metal locator. Most 
of them work well when locating objects 
of a fairly good size that are not buried 
too far below the surface. Did you ever 
wonder what you would do if you 
wanted to find something that was really 
far down (say 100 feet) and perhaps non- 
metallic? How for instance, do geologists 
locate large ore deposits, underground 
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BY HAROLD PALLATZ 

water sources, and oil pockets buried in 
the earth? 

Any one of several different methods 
can be used -seismic shock, self poten- 
tial, or resistivity profile. Obviously, each 
of these approaches operates in a differ- 
ent fashion but they are all quite capable 
of deep subterranian penetration. 

In the seismic shock method, a series 
of transducers is positioned around an 
area and an underground shock wave is 
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Simple survey meter circuit can be 
easily assembled in a utility chasis. 

initiated by conventional explosives. The 
transducers pick up both the original 
shock wave and the echoes from any 
underground strata having a different re- 
fraction index. 

The self -potential method uses the po- 
tentials generated electrochemically in 
the earth to outline an ore body. A sensi- 
tive galvanometer -in conjunction with a 
set of conducting earth probes -mea- 
sures the voltage gradients. Wooden 
stakes are driven into the ground at 
points of similar potential to outline the 
position of the ore body. A ground fault 
shows up as a sharp cutoff, or flat side, in 
such a pattern. 

In the resistivity method, current is 
passed through the earth by inserting 
metal electrodes a known distance apart 
and variations in resistance are noted. 
The resistance can be related to the type 
of material existing at a certain depth 
(which is related to the spacing between 
electrodes). Water, as well as large metal 
pipes and ore bodies, have a low resis- 
tance, while oil has a high resistance. 

Commercial geophysical equipment op- 
erating on the resistivity principle has 
been used to survey down to many hun- 
dreds of feet. With such equipment, four 
metal probes are stuck in the ground, 
equally spaced along a straight line and 
an electric current is passed between the 
rods. It can be shown that if two metal 
probes are spaced 100 feet apart, the 
current is a function of the average re- 
sistance 50 feet down at the center point 
between the two. Knowing the voltage 
and the current, the resistance at that 
point can be determined. 

The survey meter described here is a 
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simplified version of the 
equipment. It uses only tw 
can locate such things as 
100 feet below the surface. 
diagram of the system is s 
It is assumed that the groun 
maintain a more or less u 
tance so that any change 
during measurements is due 
ground values. To eliminate 
polarization, an ac power s( 
However, since ac measurers 
the presence of stray fields c 
ly and are influenced by thl 
and inductance effects in tl 
metering signal is superimpc 
carrier. Although conventional 60 -Hz line 
frequency is used here, any other fre- 
quency can be used, but p netration of 
the earth is better with to frequencies. 

Resistance readings are ade with a 
conventional ohmmeter wh ch should be 
capable of indicating from ess than one 
ohm to about 100,000 ohms. No calibra- 
tion is required since all r adings made 
at the same place and time re relative to 
each other. Capacitor Cl b asses the ac 
current and must be of a very low - 
leakage type. Lamp I1 is us d to limit the 
short -circuit current to less han two am- 
peres. The 24 -volt rms carri r voltage can 
vary by 25% up or down. 

commercial 
probes, but 
water table 

A schematic 
hown at left. 
d probes will 
niform resis- 
in resistance 
to the under - 
the effects of 
urce is used. 
Lents made in 
in vary wide - 

capacitance 
e earth, a dc 
sed on the ac 

Construction. The compo 
assembled in any convenif 
with a terminal strip to pr 
and tie points. The probes 
brass, copper, or aluminu 

Lents can be 
nt enclosure 
vide support 
can be iron, 
n (both the 

EDITOR'S NOTE 
Although we had no diffculty in locat- 

ing a water table 20 feet underground 
and a water conduit 45 feet sown, we did 
not have the opportunity of determining 
system "resolution " --how small an ob- 
ject can be detected at variol s depths. We 
leave this to the reader who is in better 
physical shape and handier Nith a shovel. 

For readers in dry areal, the survey 
meter might be used to veri`y (or refute) 
the existence of a usable water table. It 
might also be valuable (morn so than the 
metal locators that skim the surface) in 
locating buried treasure. 

Try using a battery-powe -ed oscillator 
to drive the transformer, -emembering 
that the lower the frequenc r, the better. 
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Two test recordings made in widely separated localities show striking similarities 
in that the resistance drops appreciably at depths where known water tables exist. 

same) and should be between 1/4" and 
1/2" in diameter and about 18" long. One 
end of each probe should be sharpened 
to make insertion easier. A length (50 to 
100 ft) of #22 insulated (preferably plas- 
tic) wire is connected to each probe, with 
the other end connected to the appro- 
priate binding post. The ohmmeter is 
connected (polarity not important) to 
BP3 and BP4. 

Operation. With no ac power applied, 
short the two ground posts together. The 
ohmmeter should indicate a short circuit. 
When the posts are separated, the ohm- 
meter should deflect upscale as the capac- 
itor charges. The maximum resistance is 
limited by capacitor leakage and must be 
over 50,000 to 60,000 ohms. Connect a 
known value of resistance across the 
ground posts and check that the ohm- 
meter reading indicates the correct resis- 
tance value (within tolerance). Turn on 
the ac power and note that the same re- 
sistance value is indicated. If it differs 
drastically, the problem is in the capaci- 
tor. 

Use. Force the ground probes several 
inches into the earth in the area to be 
surveyed. You can start with a small 
separation (10 ft) or a large one (100 ft). 
With the ohmmeter connected and power 
on, record the probe spacing and the re- 
sistance value. Separate (or bring to- 
gether) the rods at measured intervals (2 
or 3 feet at a time) and record spacing 
and resistance. When you have sufficient 
data, plot them on graph paper. 
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Try to learn something about the area 
you want to survey. Charts and data are 
usually available from state or federal 
agencies concerned with mining and geol- 
ogy. Local well drilling companies also 
have data on land strata. Make your sur- 
vey as near as possible to a location of 
which you have some knowledge. When 
you have succeeded in obtaining data of 
your own that checks with known data, 
you will begin to develop a "feel" for the 
system and variations in resistance will 
become meaningful to you. Just remem- 
ber that dry rock, sand, oil, and gas have 
high resistance, while water shows up as 
a sharp low resistance. Two sample 
charts are shown above. 

IDARTs 

READY 
SLAVE? 
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COMPUTER ORGAN has 
virtually unlimited voicing 

A DIGITAL COMPUTER controlled by 
the keys of a conventional organ is a 

product of recent collaboration of North 
American Rockwell Microelectronics Co. 
( NRMEC) and Allen Organ Co. The new 
organ is equipped with fixed and alterable 
memories, giving it the capability of 
playing a virtually unlimited number of 
voices. It employs 22 NREMC aerospace - 
derived MOS /LSI (metal oxide semi- 
conductor, large -scale integration) chips. 

The use of MOS /LSI circuits cuts the 
cost of the digital music computer to a 
fraction of what it would have been if 
conventional IC /transistor circuits were 
used. The 22 MOS /LSI circuits contain 
48,000 transistors on silicon chips whose 
total area is 0.5 square inch. Like all digi- 
tal computers, the Allen digital musical 
computer has different kinds of memories 
and a processing unit. However, the lat- 
ter is not centralized; instead, processing 
functions are distributed throughout the 
system. 

The main memory is called a "specifi- 
cation" memory because it contains the 

Oscilloscope pattern at left shows digital 
signal within the computer; scope pat- 
tern at right is that of an analog output. 
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Card reader (shown) and alter- 
able memories give new organ a 

virtually unlimited number of 
voices. Digital representations 
of musical sounds are stored on 
punch cards for temporary stor- 
age in computer, supplementing 
the organ's standard voicing. 

38 fixed voices meeting the specifications 
of a particular organ model. Each is 
stored in a read -only memory as "non - 
frequency" waveforms. As a time- and 
hardware- saving strategy, "registration" 
or scratchpad memories are used to tem- 
porarily store copies of the voices se- 
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lected from the read -only memory by set- 
ting stops for a particular piece. The 
voices in the registration memories are 
also stored as non -frequency waveforms. 
The registration memories are time- 

- shared, by multiplexing, by the number 
of notes being played on a given key- 
board. 

An "alterable" memory with a capacity 
of four non -frequency waveforms stores 
special voices programmed into it with 
punched cards. A single oscillator pro- 
vides one frequency standard (4 MHz) 
that operates the four -phase computer 
system. Each manual and pedal key is as- 
signed a frequency that is specific for the 

fundamental note represented and that is 
derived from the frequency standard. 

A look inside the organ is certainly 
educational. Where one would normally 
expect to find scores of electronic sub- 
assemblies and masses of wires, the 
space seems almost bare. The most ob- 
vious assembly is the approximately 1/8 

cubic -foot circuit board containing the 22 
MOS /LSI chips. 

Allen plans to sell the computer organs 
at prices ranging from about $5000 to 
$14,000. An Allen organ selling for $14,- 
000 will have the capability to play the 
sounds of a bell -rack presently costing 
$25,000. O 

NEW AIRBORNE 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
makes more efficient 
use of airways 

A NEW ERA in air navigation was re- 
cently demonstrated by Eastern Air- 

lines as the company's "Skyguide" sys- 
tem now operational on the Air -Shuttle 
servicing Washington, Newark, New 

Skyguide pictorial display 
is shown here installed in 
an Eastern Airlines DC -9- 
30 jet of type used in Air - 
Shuttle service. On roll- 
ing map, moving indicator 
"bug" is positioned im- 
mediately to right of a 
spot representing New 
York's LaGuardia Airport. 

York, and Boston. As the first installation 
of an area navigation system on any U.S. 
air fleet, Eastern's Skyguide opens up to 
practical use what FAA Administrator 
John Shaffer termed "the first major ex- 
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Aircraft are normally guided be- 
tween departure and destination 
points along chain of radio nav- 
igation aids (broken I ne). Sol- 
id line shows more direct route 
possible with a Skyguide system. 

pansion of the airways system since the 
introduction of omnidirectional radio 
transmitters in the early 1950's." 

It is expected that Skyguide, a joint 
venture by Eastern and Decca Navigator 
Company Ltd. (of England), will bring 
greater reliability and faster flights for 
air -shuttle passengers. Not pointed out 
during the press demonstration was the 
fact that Skyguide, by allowing aircraft 
to navigate in uncongested airspace, will 
materially increase the safety factor in 
addition to reducing flying time from 
city to city by at least 10 percent -much 
more on long- distance flights. 

The heart of the Skyguide system is a 
digital computer which takes radio signals 
received from existing FAA navigation 
aids and continually plots the aircraft's 
position on a rolling chart. An indicator, 
or "bug," traces the flight track on the 
chart, giving the pilot a visual reference 
on the progress of his flight. 

The computer utilizes signals from 
VOR (VHF Omni -Range) stations and 
converts them to latitude and longitude 
coordinates. The result is an earth - 
oriented navigation system in place of 
the radio station -oriented system now in 
use. 

The Skyguide tells the pilot exactly 
where he is, where he is going, and can 
direct heading or altitude changes. The 
computer is tied to the flight instruments 
and the autopilot so that the aircraft can 
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be flown in a narrowly defined corridor 
or three -dimensional "tube" between air- 
ports. 

With the Skyguide, the aircraft is not 
restricted to flying on a radial to and 
from VOR navigational radio stations. In- 
stead, the pilot can fly directly between 
the departure and destination points 
without having to thread his way from 
one radio station to the next. 

A trip with the Skyg aide is more di- 
rect, shorter, and may follow an infinite 
number of courses. Presently, traffic of- 
ten slows down because aircraft on the 
same or intersecting routes must overfly 
the same radio stations, thus creating 
congestion. 

Another side benefit 
system is the fact that 
land the aircraft safel 
conditions that normali 
strument flight rules). 
aircraft can safely Ian 
presently equipped fo 
landings. Ceilings as lo 
be accommodated. 

Presently, only the E 
ploys Skyguide. But a 
aircraft on all airli 
equipped, air travelers 
decreased flying times a 
gin of safety. Accordi 
spokesman, the compa 
Skyguide a secret; t 
equipped with it, the b 

of the Skyguide 
t can be used to 

under weather 
require IFR (in- 
his means that 
at airfields not 
"talked down" 
as 600 feet can 

stern Shuttle em- 
more and more 
es become so 
ill be treated to 
d an added mar - 
g to an Eastern 
y is not keeping 
e more aircraft 
tter. O 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
¡Continued from page 23; 

FISHER'S AUTOMATIC TURNTABLES -A new line of 
three -speed automatic turntables incorporating many 
special features was recently announced by Fisher Ra- 
dio. The three units are said to perform with extremely 
low wow, flutter, and rumble, and are designed to ac- 
cept a full range of the finest cartridges available. Track- 
ing is claimed to be flawless with stylus pressure as low 
as one gram or less. The three models offered are 502, 
402, and 302 in descending price order. Each exhibits 
more or less the features found in most high- quality 
automatic turntables. 

Circle No. 89 on Reader Service Card 

UNIMETRICS TWO -WAY MARINE RADIO -The Minivox- 
IV VHF /FM two -way personal portable radio from Uni- 
metrics is designed for ship -to- shore, ship -to -ship, and 
intra -ship radio communication. Weighing only 40 ounces 
and measuring just 87 /s" x 31/2" x 1 15/16", the Minivox- 
IV is intended primarily for the professional user but has 
features many amateur boating enthusiasts might want 
to look into. Powered by nickel- cadmium batteries, the 
unit develops 2 watts of r -f output power, has a fre- 
quency stability of ±0.0005 %, and can operate on either 
of two channels. Its all- solid -state circuitry is housed 
in a rugged water -resistant metal case. Optional coded 
squelch is also available. 

Circle No. 90 on Reader Service Card 

REALISTIC AM /STEREO FM RECEIVER -The accent in 
Allied Radio Shack's top -of- the -line Realistic Model 
STA -120B AM /stereo FM receiver under the Realistic 
name is improvement. The receiver is really an updated 
version of a receiver sold earlier under the same model 
number (minus the B). Rated output power is 150 watts, 
±1 dB into 8 ohms, with less than 0.8% harmonic dis- 
tortion. An FM "Stereo Select" switch provides full in- 
terstation muting and permits tuning of only stereo sig- 
nals, automatically bypassing mono signals. 

Circle No. 91 on Reader Service Cord 

CROWN COMPACT CASSETTE SYSTEM -A compact cas- 
sette system with an AM /stereo FM receiver has been 
added to the Crown Radio Corp. product line. The sys- 
tem comes complete with a pair of matching two -way 
speaker systems. Called the Model SHC -46F, the new 
cassette system has piano -key operating controls, illumi- 
nated recording level meters, three -digit resettable coun- 
ter, and traditional controls. Inputs are provided for 
microphone, remote control, and auxiliary equipment. 

Circle No. 92 on Reader Service Card 

ADVENT STEREO CASSETTE DECK -As in their previous 
cassette recorder, Advent Corporation's new Model 201 
employs the Dolby Noise Reduction System to provide 
exceptionally wide frequency and dynamic range with- 
out obtrusive tape noise. In addition, The Model 201 
combines a new heavy -duty transport mechanism and 
newly designed low -noise record playback electronics. 
Its recording meter circuitry is specially compensated to 
provide full indication of high- frequency signal strength. 

Circle No. 93 on Reader Service Card 
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STEREO SCENE 

Twelfth in a Monthly Series by J. Gordon Holt 

TEN HI -FI FALLACIES 

AUDIOPHILES are avid readers. Unfortu- 
nately, some of what they read is incor- 

rect -and they misinterpret some that is cor- 
rect. The result is that part of the generally 
accepted information about audio is actually 
misinformation. Here are ten of the most 
popular misconceptions about hi -fi. 

1. Solid -state equipment is better than 
vacuum tubes. 

The inherent superiority of solid state is 
such an article of faith with most consumers 
that the term helps to sell everything from 
food blenders to clothes driers. Solid -state 
electronics has three clear -cut advantages: 
the units can be much more compact, they 
use less electricity and generate less heat, 
and they do not have the limited lifespan of 
components using hot -cathode tubes. Out- 
side of that, one can make just as good a 
case for tubes as for transistors and their 
relatives. 

In high -fidelity applications, the advantages 
of solid -state components are: elimination of 
the power amplifier's output transformer, po- 
tentially lower hum (because of the absence 
of the hot cathode), and usually better circuit 
stability due to the ease of obtaining an ex- 
tremely wide bandwidth. In terms of sound, 
which is what most people have in mind 
when they cite the transistor's supposed su- 
periority, there is no clear -cut difference. 
Generally. solid -state equipment produces 
cleaner, tighter bass than vacuum tubes can 
provide -mainly because it is possible to 
make solid -state power amplifiers with high- 
er damping factors than can be achieved 
with tubes. But. it has not yet been possible 
to produce solid -state equipment, especially 
in the preamp section, that introduces as 
little audible distortion at high frequencies 
as you get in some of the very best tube -type 
components. 

As far as durability is 
state equipment has not yet 
up to its potential. Transi 
downhill gradually -as tub 
rate of sudden failure is still 
of tubes. Again, this will 
remedied; but as of now, th 
tubes and solid -state comp 
matter of personal prefere 
clear -cut, objective superior 

oncerned, solid - 
completely lived 
tors do not go 
s do -but their 
higher than that 
doubtlessly be 
choice between 
nents is more a 
ce than one of 

ty on either side. 

2. If a musical instrume 
reproduced through one std 

audible through the other, 
has imperfect stereo separ 

This is true only for to 
demonstration records wh . 
stated that only the left or 
supposed to be operating. P 
aration never occurs in n. 

music because all sounds 
rections from their source. 
strument's sound will reap 
microphone first and will b 
mike. But the sound contin 
ting weaker all the time, un 
right -hand mike a fraction 
Thus, the right -channel outp 
hand instrument will be 
slightly delayed in time, but 
audible. Were it not there 
duction of that instrument 
phonic, from the left spec 
of the sense of stereo spacio 
missing. 

The reason a reproducin; 
have the capability of total 
is to prevent the left -hand 
slightly ahead of the right -h 
leaking through to the right 
apparently narrowing t 
spread between the two c 
though, some stereo test re 

t that is being 
ereo speaker is 
the reproducer 
tion. 
t and so- called 
re it is clearly 
right channel is 
rfect stereo sep- 
ture or in live 
adiate in all di- 
A left -hand in- 
h the left -hand 

loudest at that 
s to travel, get - 
il it reaches the 
f a second later. 
t from that left - 
eaker and very 
it will be clearly 
t all, the repro - 
ould be mono - 

er only, and all 
sness would be 

system should 
tereo separation 
ound (which is 
nd sound) from 
hannel and thus 
e dimensional 
annels. In fact. 
ords themselves 
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have imperfect separation where they are 
supposed to be presenting exclusively left - 
or right -channel signals. Even the best test 
records do not have enough separation to 
leave one channel completely dead while 
the other is working. As long as the "silent" 
channel is significantly quieter than the func- 
tioning one, the system's overall stereo sep- 
aration is probably adequate. 

3. Since different people hear things dif- 
ferently, high fidelity is more a matter of 
personal taste than objective reality. 

This old saw dies hard! Different people 
react to different aspects of a complex sound 
-some concentrate on bass clarity, others on 
brilliance or overall balance, and still others 
on high -end richness or detail. And each 
evaluates reproduced sound on the basis of 
how well it re- creates those aspects of which 
he is critical. People's hearing acuities differ, 
also, some having response out to 20,000 
Hz or beyond, while others are limited to 
6000 Hz or below. But expose any group 
of people to exactly the same set of air vi- 
brations as were present at a live concert, 
and their sonic perceptions and hearing lim- 

itations will react as though they were all 
hearing the original sounds. 

4. A synchronous drive motor has better 
speed regulation that a non -synchronous 
one. 

This is a half- truth. Since a synchronous 
motor is "coupled" to the frequency of the 
ac supply, its average speed over a given 
period of time is as accurate as that of an 
electric clock (which uses a synchronous mo- 
tor). In order to stay exactly locked on to the 
ac cycles, though, a synchronous motor must 
be continually speeding up and slowing 
down ever so slightly and this reduces its 
instantaneous speed regulation. Either type 
of motor requires special design provisions 
to insure that its particular type of speed 
variation is held to an absolute minimum for 
the best reproduction. 

5. The better the reproducing system, the 
worse it makes a worn record sound. 

Manufacturers of second -rate equipment 
have used this argument for years to ex- 
plain why their stuff makes surface noise 
and record breakup so shatteringly offensive, 
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As noted in Fallacy No. 2, sound 
from a source at the left must be 
reproduced through the right speak- 
er in order to make it faithful to 
the way it was originally recorded. 
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The best way to get electronics into your head 
No book ever written can give you the 

"feel" of electronics. 
This is why every NTS course in Elec- 

tronics includes the most modern, profes- 
sional training equipment in kit form. 

Putting equipment together, kit by kit, 
can teach you more about electronics than 
a whole library of bone -dry theory. 

Each kit contains illustrated instruc- 
tions. 

You look at the pictures, then you apply 
what you see as you assemble or service 
your equipment. 

What could be simpler? Or more fun? 
You'll enjoy every profitable minute. 

Here's just some of the equipment you 

get to build and what you will learn. 

Square- Corner 
25" Diagonal picture. 
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NTS COLOR AND B &W TV 
SERVICING 
You receive a big screen color TV 
with many unique features, including 
self- servicing equipment so you can 
make all normal test operations. You 
also get an AM -SW radio. solid -state 
radio, field- effect transistor, Volt - 
Ohmmeter and electronic tube 
tester. You learn about electronic 
principles. trouble- shooting, hi -fi, 
multiplex systems, stereo and color 
TV servicing. 

Solid - 
state 
B &W TV 
74 sq. in. 
picture 
(cabinet 
included) 

The B &W TV receiver features the 
latest in solid -state circuitry, making 
your TV training the most modern, 
most advanced available. 

NTS COMPUTER 
ELECTRONICS 
One of the 10 important kits included 
is this remarkable Compu-Trainer - an NTS exclusive. It's a fully oper- 
ational computer logic trainer - 
loaded with integrated circuits. It in- 
troduces you quickly to the how, 
what, when, and why of computers. 
This unit is capable of 50,000 opera- 
tions per 
second. 

Exclusive 
Compu- Trainer' 

NTS ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Twc exciting courses in the big -pay- 
ing fields of transmitting and receiv- 
ing equipment. Either one qualifies 
you for your FCC First Class Radio- 
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is to have the actual equipment in your hands. 
Telephone License. NTS assures you 
will pass this FCC exam within 6 
months after successfully complet- 
ing your course - or your tuition is 
ref unded. You receive 14 kits to builc 
an amateur phone 6 meter VHF tran- 
ceiver plus NTS' exclusive 6 transis- 
tor solid -state radio and a fully 
transistorized volt- ohmmeter. 

5 watt AM 
transmitter/ 
receiver. . 
NTS AUTOMATION/ 
INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONICS 
Let NTS put you into the age of elec- 
tronic controls. Systems automation 
is rapidly becoming the emphasis of 
modern industry. NTS training in- 
cludes equipment like a 5 ". wide 
band oscilloscope. You also get the 
new, exclusive NTS Electro -Lab -a 
AUGUST 1971 

complete workshop 
that lets you build 
five industrial 
controls to reculate 
motor speed, 
temperatures, 
pressure, liquid 
level, smoke, and 
much more. 

5" Oscilloscope 

a 
i 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
a/ WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 f 4000 S. Figueroa St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 
a 

4 

Mail card today for free, full -color cata- 
log that details what each training program 
offers. (Or if card is missing. send cou- 
pon.; No ooligation. No salesman will call. 

Remember, tre best way to get electron- 
ics into your head is to have the actual 
equipment in your hands. The sooner you 
mail the card, 'she sooner you'll get your 
hands on the finest, most advanced e ec- 
trorica borne training ever offered. 
CLASSROOM TRAINING 
AT LOS ANGELES You can take class- 
room training at Los Angeles in sunny Cali- 
fornia. NTS occupies a city block with over 
a million dollars in facilities devoted ex- 
clusively to technical training. Check box 
in coupon. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 
Accredited Member: National Association of Trade 
and 7ecnnical Scncols; Nationa Home Study Council. 

II card Is missing check 

coupon 
and mail for free 

olor catalog and sample 
lesson. Now. 

Please rush Free Color 
Catalog and Sample 
Lesson, plus informa- 
tion on course checked 
below. No obligation. 
No salesman will call. 

National Technical Schools 
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but 'tain't so! Top -notch equipment will 
reproduce such distortion with embarrassing 
clarity- making the distortion quite audible. 
But the more the electrical distortion in the 
reproducer -the more peaky or tipped -up its 
high -end response -the more it exaggerates 
these problems. 

Disc surface noise, reproduced through 
a low- distortion, resonance -free system, 
sounds rather like raindrops on pavement. 
Record breakup sounds like an overlay of 
fuzz. Both are audible, but neither is intoler- 
able. If they are, it is a sign of a poor system 
rather than a good one. 

6. The more power an amplifier has, the 
better it is. 

There is a grain of truth to this, but there 
is no necessary relation between power and 
sound quality. It is generally true that low - 
power amplifiers are not designed to such 
high standards with regard to distortion as 
are high -power units. It is also generally 
true that low -power amplifiers have lower 
damping factors. Low distortion and a high 
damping factor make most loudspeakers 
sound better. But there have been excep- 
tions, and these low -power amplifiers -as 
long as they are not driven to their overload 
point -have sounded as good as, if not better 
than, some very high -power units. 

When considering power, it is also neces- 
sary to remember that a 1 -dB change in vol- 
ume is barely perceptible, while doubling 
the amount of available power from an am- 
plifier will account for only a 3 -dB increase 
in maximum available loudness. Thus, a 
change from 60 to 120 watts per channel 
actually represents a very small increment 
of volume capability. The major difference 
in sound between competing amplifiers is a 

result of their distortion at output levels of 
less than 1 watt -a specification that is rare- 
ly published, possibly because it provides a 
valid basis for comparison. 

7. The human ear cannot perceive less 
than such -and -so amount of distortion (or 
phase shift or frequency response deviation 
or flutter or what have you). 

Statements like this should be interpreted 
as meaning "My ears cannot perceive less 
than...." An untrained listener can sit hap- 
pily in a shower of "dreadful -fi" and not 
perceive anything except perhaps a vague 
feeling of discontent followed by a head- 
ache. Some highly critical listeners have 
shown their ability to detect, in reproduced 
music, frequency response variations as 
small as half a dB and distortion levels that 
were literally too microscopic to measure on 
currently available equipment. Thus, any flat 
statement to the effect that this or that is the 
smallest amount of anything that the ear can 
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that disc does 
due to a poor 
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And there are typically two ore tape -copy- 
ing steps involved in prod cing a commer- 
cial 4 -track tape than in pro ucing the disc - 
ing master tape. But where, s a commercial 
tape is inherently worse th a disc to start 
with, the quality of disc pla back is directly 
related to the quality of th cartridge used 
to play it back. Tracking d stortion from a 
mediocre cartridge sounds worse than the 
distortion built into a comm rcial tape. With 
a top -notch cartridge, howe er, the disc can 
be very nearly as clean as t e tape, and then 
the disc's superiority in to ms of transient 
response, noise, and electri al distortion be- 
comes evident. The only time music sounds 
undeniably best on tape is when it's from the 
original master tape, which we cannot, un- 
fortunately, buy at the corner hi -fi shop. 
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OPPORTUNITY 
AWARENESS 

Thoughtful Reflections On Your Future 
Sixteenth in a Monthly Series by David L. Heiserman 

Radio Officer in the Merchant Marine 
Can you tell me how to go about getting 
a job as a radio operator in the Merchant 
Marines? 

For a man who likes to travel, has no 
qualms about working long hours, and 
doesn't mind being away from home for 
weeks or months at a time, a job as a Radio 
Officer aboard a U.S. Merchant Marine vessel 
can be an ideal one. Radio Officers are among 
the most highly respected personnel aboard 
these ships and, with a base pay of about 
$950 per month and $400 for overtime, they 
are also among the highest paid. As an addi- 
tional benefit, there is a 60 -day paid vaca- 
tion. Sounds great, doesn't it? 

That's the rub. It's too great! Both Radio 
Officers' unions tell us there are virtually no 
openings for new men among their ranks. 
Of course, there are bound to be a few open- 
ings from time to time so, if you're really 
serious about it, the thing to do now is make 
sure you're fully prepared to jump when the 
chance comes. I suggest you get the follow- 
ing required documents right now: 

1. A First- or Second -Class FCC Radio- 
telegraph license. 

2. An officer's license from the Office of 
Marine Inspection of the U. S. Coast Guard. 

3. A Merchant Mariner's Document vali- 
dated for emergency service from the Coast 
Guard. 

For further information about the officer's 
license and Merchant Mariner's Document. 
contact your nearest Coast Guard Marine In- 
spection Office. You can get a listing of these 
offices by writing to the U. S. Department of 
Commerce, Maritime Administration, Wash- 
ington, DC 20235. The Maritime Adminis- 
tration can also send you an informative 
booklet called "Particulars Regarding Sea- 
faring Employment in the U. S. Merchant 
Marine." -` 

Previous experience as a Radioman in the 

Coast Guard or U. S. Navy will go a long way 
toward getting you a Radio Officer's job in 
the Merchant Marine. So, if you don't have 
your military obligation out of the way, sign 
up with the Coast Guard or the Navy. By the 
t_me you've completed your first tour of duty 
the Merchant Marine picture might be a little 
brighter. 
Selling Published Construction Projects 

Can I legally build and sell electronic 
construction projects that appear in 
magazines such as Popular Electronics? 

This is a sticky problem from the legal 
point of view. An author, for instance, might 
unknowingly use a patented idea in a con- 
struction project. He doesn't infringe on any 
patent rights by publishing the circuit; and 
you, as a reader, can build all the circuits 
you want- for your own use. However, if 
you happen to build and sell a project that 
is protected by some patent rights, you may 
well find yourself involved in a lawsuit. 

It simply isn't worth the risk or the at- 
torney's fees to sort through the morass of 
rights on a published construction project. 
I suggest you use the basic idea for a project 
you like, but modify the details to such an 
extent that it is obviously your own design. 
Besides, you might be able to come up with 
a better or cheaper design. 

Guaranteed Loans for Home Study Students 
The GI Bill now helps veterans pay for a" 

home study education in electronics. Are 
there any other federal programs that 
assist non -veterans who want to start their 
electronics careers with home study 
courses? 

The National Home Study Council, an in- 
fluential independent home study accrediting 
agency, is largely responsible for a recent 
extension of the 1965 Higher Education Act 
to make it include home study training. This 
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is the Guaranteed Student Loan Program 
and it can help you get as much as $7500 
in tuition money for your electronics home 
study training. 

Under the program, the government helps 
you borrow from a regular lending institu- 
tion or, in some cases, from a home study 
school. The government doesn't actually give 
you any money and it doesn't loan you the 
money, either -it simply guarantees from 
whomever you borrow that the money will 
be repaid with full interest. If, for some rea- 
son, you fail to repay the loan of if you die 
or become totally disabled, the government 
picks up the tab. Banks and saving and loan 
institutions have been reluctant to make tu- 
ition loans, especially for home study pro- 
grams. With the government backing your 
loan, however, the chances are better. 

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is 
not intended to benefit any particular social 
or economic group. Anyone with a fairly de- 
cent credit rating can get a guaranteed tu- 
ition loan if he is hard -pressed for money. 

There are other advantages to the student 
loan program. You don't have to begin mak- 
ing payments on the loan until about nine 
months after you complete your training. 
You must, however, submit your lessons reg- 
ularly enough to show that you are serious 
about finishing the course within a reason- 
able time. If you ever stop sending in lessons 
or fail out of the school, you have to start 
paying on the loan within a year after the 
school notifies you that you haven't met their 
standards. You can have your first payments 
deferred, by the way, as long as you are a 
full -time college student, a member of the 
Armed Forces, or a volunteer in the Peace 
Corps or VISTA. 

Another advantage of the Guaranteed Stu- 
dent Loan Program is that the payments are 
smaller than with other types of financing. 
You'll have between five and ten years to pay 
off the loan -which helps make the pay- 
ments faily small. 

A third advantage has to do with the in- 
terest on the loan. Federal laws prohibit a 
loaning institution from charging more than 
7% on federally guaranteed student loans 
(instead of the usual 8% to 9 %). The gov- 
ernment pays a cash fee to make up the dif- 
ference. 

The home study schools that offer time - 
payment plans generally charge interest that 
amounts to more than 10 %. so you'll be quite 
a bit ahead by borrowing from a regular 
bank or loan institution under the student 
loan program. A few home study schools 
are certified to act as lending institutions, 
but you have to check to see which ones are 
willing to loan you the tuition rather than 
sign you up for a time -payment plan. 

Both you and your home study school 

must be approved by the stu 
gram. Chances are you can qu 
are many home study school 
Your best bet is to stay wit 
proved by the National Home 
You can get a list of qualifie 
their course outlines from 
1601 Eighteenth St., N.W., W 
20009. 

Once you find an approve 
can obtain a student loan ap 
from either the school or yo 
gional Office of the U. S. Depa 
cation. After you fill out t 
send it to your school for cer 
will send it on to your loan 
final approval. 
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teed Student Loan Program, 
Insured Loans Branch, Divisi 
Financial Aid, U. S. Office 
Washington, D.C. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

By Leslie Solomon, Technical Editor 

THE RED CROSS AND REACT 
There have been a lot of complaints about the misuse of CB channels. 

Some of them are valid in a number of areas about the country, but 
let's not overlook the good things. The American National Red Cross 
and REACT National Headquarters have jointly announced the completion 
of a cooperative understanding between the two public service agencies. 
For those not familiar with REACT, it is a national affiliation of CB 
operators (sponsored by General Motors as a public service) who 
volunteer their efforts and equipment to serve in local emergencies. 
REACT teams monitor the Official Emergency Channel 9 on a 24 -hour basis. 

The agreement will enable both organizations to render valuable aid 
in maintaining continuity of local communications during disasters and 
emergencies when normal communications facilities are disrupted or 
overloaded. REACT teams will be asked to contact local Red Cross 
chapters to establish operating procedures. 

Henry B. Kreer, REACT National Director points out that the 
agreement with the Red Cross is one of the most significant recognitions 
ever accorded CB'ers, and feels that the FCC's action in designating 
channel 9 as an official emergency channel was instrumental in CB's 
gaining this confidence. So, the next time you feel like gabbing on 
channel 9, think twice, and remember the good guys out there who use 
the channel to help others. Some day, you too may need help. 

Although severely disabled by 
muscular distrophy, the Santin 
twins (that's Richard on the 
left and Robert at right) run 
a successful two -way radio ser- 
vice business in Fullerton, Neb. 
The bulk of their installations 
involve E. F. Johnson 30 -54 -MHz 
and 132 -174 -MHz equipment. On 
April 15, 1971, they received 
the President's Trophy as Handi- 
capped Americans of the Year. 
The gentleman beside President 
Nixon is Harold Russell, World 
War Il veteran who lost both of 
his arms in combat, but that 
didn't slow him down any either. 
Now Harold is the chairman of 
the President's Committee on 
Employment of the Handicapped. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
THE LITTLE BLUE BOX 
AND THE CALABOOSE 

Electronics hobbyists are a strange breed. Some are readers, others 
are doers. The readers go about their business soaking up information, 
while the doers build useful electronic things to make life easier. 
Unfortunately, some doers go overboard. After gleaning a good working 
knowledge of electronics, they start to play games. One 19- year -old, 
in Great Neck, N.Y., used to be a real live doer. He figured he'd 
use his electronics know -how to fool the phone company and make 
long- distance calls for free. 

So he built his "little blue box" found that it worked, and, 
lo- and -behold, he could "beat" the system. Unfortunately, he forgot 
that those guys "wrote the book." It wasn't long before the phone 
company engineers figured out what was going on and called in the local 

police. Our "learned" friend, along with eight others who played 
the same game, were arrested. 

What's in a little blue box? If you or one of your buddies have one, 

you know -and consider yourself herewith warned. If you don't know 

about little blue boxes (sometimes called "cheeseboxes" in the trade) 

don't bother to find out. Just build your electronic gadgets for fun, 

and stay out here in the sunshine. 

WWV & WWVH CHANGE FORMAT 
Standard time and frequency radio stations WWV and WWVH, operated by the National 

Bureau of Standards revised their program formats at 0000 hours GMT, July 1, 1971. 

The most important new features are: voice announcements every minute instead 

of every five minutes, use of male and female voices to help distinguish between 

WWV and WWVH, and elimination of all Morse code signals. The carrier frequencies 

(2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, and 25.0 MHz) remain the same. The formats of programs 

from WWV and WWVH are similar, but confusion is avoided by using alternate time 

Goodyear Aerospace built this 
30 -foot (diameter), 32- element 
high -gain antenna for an earth 
satellite study. What makes it 
interesting is that this one is 

only a model for a 50 -foot, 64- 
element antenna that Goodyear 
hopes to collapse down to fit 
within a satellite and then to 
pop open in outer space. In ad- 
dition - to this structure, the 
satellite will include an anten- 
na pointing mechanism to aim 
it toward a desired area on the 
earth's surface. And you have 
trouble with a two -meter beam! 
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slots. Both stations broadcast standard tones and a "tick" every second. Each 
hour is divided into one -minute slots; each minute (except the first) begins 
with an 0.8- second tone of 1000 Hz on WWV and 1200 Hz on WWVH. The first minute 
in each hour begins with a 0.8- second tone of 1500 Hz at both stations. The 
minute slots are divided into a 45- second segment and two 7.5- second segments; 
on alternate minutes the 45- second segment contains either a standard tone 
or an announcement. 

ERIN GO BRAGH 
Ireland is one of the few countries in the world with no shortwave 

station. Radio Eireann's old 6 -Mhz transmitter was closed down 
during World War II and has been silent ever since. Now rumors are 
circulating that the Irish government is at last considering the 
possibility of a shortwave voice once more for the Emerald Isle. 
If you think it's a good idea, drop a note To Radio Eireann in 
Dublin or to your nearest Irish Embassy or Consulate. 

CLANDESTINE ACTIVITY 
Last March 31, the Communist clandestine Radio Oggi Italia ( "Radio Today in Italy ") 

made its final transmission. During its 20 -year career, it bounced around between 
at least five different transmitter sites in Hungary, the USSR, Rumania, Hungary, 
and Czechoslovakia. A mysterious jammer, transmitting very rapid Al "beeps," 
is apparently emanating from somewhere in the Middle East. It has been heard on 
frequencies used by the Israel Broadcasting Authority (9009 kHz), R. Cairo 
(12010 kHz), Jordan's broadcasting service (7155), and Saudi Arabia Broadcasting 
(7220 and 11950). For the past few years two clandestine stations have been 
beaming anti -Franco programs into Spain: the Soviet backed R. Espana Independiente 
and pro- Western R. Euzkadi. Though it used to broadcast in Spanish only, REI is 
now increasing the competition by adding broadcasts in Basque as does R. Euzkadi. 
These can best be heard in North America on 12140 kHz around 1845 and 1945 GMT. 
(Contributed by Short Wave News Service.) 

RADIO WEATHER 
All you boating and outdoor enthusiasts will be interested to know 

that the National Weather Service will increase the number of weather 
report stations to 43 this year. Operating at 162.55 or 162.40 MHz, 
these stations have a nominal range of about 40 miles. The 24 -hour 
transmissions consist of taped weather observaY ons, forecasts, and 
warnings. If dangerous weather threatens, routine transmissions are 
interrupted and emergency warnings are broadcast. We understand that 
a new alerting system is being tested at some of these stations. The 
alert consists of a 1050 -Hz tone inserted on the carrier for an 
interval of 4 to 5 seconds. 

The stations are located in the follow mg cities: 
Akron, Ohio Galveston. Texas New York, N.Y. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Atlantic City, N.J. 
Anchorage, Alaska 
Boston, Mass. 
Brownsville, Texas 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Charleston, S.C. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Corpus Christi, Texas 
Dallas, Texas 
Detroit, Mich 
Erie, Pa. 
Ft. Worth, Texas 

Honolulu, Hawaii 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Lake Charles, La. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Maui, Hawaii 
Miami, Fla. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Mobile, Ala. 
Monterey, Calif. 
New Orleans, La. 
New London, Conn. 

Norfolk, Va. 
Portland, Ore. 
Portland, Maine 
Sacramento, Calif. 
San Diego, Calif. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Sandusky, Ohio 
Seattle, Wash. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Tampa, Fla. 
Washington, D.C. 
West Palm Beach, Fla. 
Wichita, Kan. 
Wilmington, N.C. 
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THE PRODUCT GALLERY 

Twelfth in a Monthly Series by "The Reviewer" 

GARRARD ZERO 100 
AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE 

(A Hirsch -Houck Lab Evaluation) 

If you are a serious hi -fi buff, by now you 
have read or heard about the new "Zero 
100" automatic record changer that heads 
up Garrard's broad line of turntables. And 
just as likely, you are wondering what this 
new turntable has to offer the serious listen- 
er. Well. a fresh new approach to styling 
and a unique tone arm make the Garrard 
Zero 100 different in many respects from 
any other turntable on the market. 

The name "Zero 100" is suggestive of the 
turntable's most striking feature: an articu- 
lated tone arm that exhibits essentially zero 
tracking error. A phono cartridge in a con- 
ventional pivoted arm can be tangent to the 
record groove (the ideal condition for mini- 
mum distortion) at only two points. Else- 
where. the stylus has a tracking error which 
can be minimized -but never eliminated -by 
careful arm design and installation. The dis- 
tortion caused by tracking error is propor- 
tional to the playing radius divided by the 

angular error. Most good arm 
to have a low tracking error 
record grooves so that the de 
tor is reasonably low over th 
surface. 

Articulated Arm. The ton 
Garrard Zero 100 consists o 
linkages which are pivoted in 
that the cartridge shell rotate 
traverses the record. Eve 
tracking error -typically abe 
remaining in good automatic 
is virtually eliminated in the 
theoretical tracking error is 1 

are designed 
Lear the inner 
rees /inch fac- 
entire record 

arm of the 
f two parallel 
such a manner 
s slighty as it 
n the small 
ut 0.5 ° /inch- 
turntable arms 

Zero 100. Its 
ess than 1/40° 
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(90 seconds of arc!), which is far less than 
other pivoted arms and too small to measure 
without elaborate instrumentation. 

The Zero 100 arm is a straight stainless 
steel bar which extends beyond the front of 
the cartridge shell to form a finger lift. The 
articulating arm uses precision loaded ball 
bearings and a rear needle pivot bearing to 
minimize friction and free play. The car- 
tridge mounts on a removable slide, and its 
position can be adjusted with a plastic jig 
for minimum tracking error. A small lever at 
the front of the cartridge shell tilts the car- 
tridge to provide the correct 15' vertical 
tracking angle at the center of a six -disc 
stack, or on a single record disc. 

Any pivoted arm is subject to skating force 
which is caused by friction between the 
stylus and the record material. This causes 
more tracking force on the inner groove wall 
than on the outer wall so that mis- tracking 
on high -level recordings will occur first in 
the outer wall channel. It is customary to 
provide anti -skating correction, an equal and 
opposite force on the two groove walls. 
Many anti -skating systems have been de- 
vised, usually involving hanging weights, 
levers, or springs. 

The Garrard Zero 100 employs a unique 
anti -skating system. with the corrective 
force supplied by two ceramic disc mag- 
nets mounted in opposing polarity. One is 
on the fixed clear plastic pivot support; the 
other is on the arm itself. A sliding magnetic 
shield between the magnets regulates the 
repulsive force. Two anti -skating scales. 
matching the tracking force, have ranges of 
0 -3 grams for spherical styli and 0 -2 grams 
for elliptical styli. 

The tone arm is balanced by a rotating, 
elastically mounted counterweight. Down- 
ward tracking force is applied by sliding a 
brass weight along the arm -which has on it 
a scale calibrated from 0 to 3 grams in 
0.25 -gram intervals. The arm rest has a lock 
which is spring -loaded so that accidentally 
picking up a locked arm merely extends the 
arm rest post without causing damage 
where in the system. 

The turntable platter of the Zero 100 is 
solid cast aluminum, 111/2" in diameter. The 
platter itself is driven by a Synchro -Lab 
motor. This motor has the high staring 
torque of an induction motor but operates 
at exact synchronous speed. unaffected by 
line voltage or load. A vernier speed ad- 
justment over a range of approximately _ +3 
percent is set by a ring concentric with the 
combined speed /record indexing selector. 
Stroboscope markings under the turntable 
are illuminated by a neon lamp and are visi- 
ble through a window in the motor board, 
facilitating the setting of exact speed while 
playing a record. 
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As an automatic turntable, the Garrard 
Zero 100 can play up to six discs of the 
same size at 331/3 or 45 r /min. Arm index- 
ing is automatic for 7 ", 10 ", or 12" discs at 
331/2 r /min., and for 7" discs at 45 r /min. 
However, only 12" records can be stacked 
for automatic play without the use of option- 
al accessories. Any size record, of course, 
can be played at either speed in the manual 
mode. When playing single records, the auto- 
matic spindle is replaced by a short manual 
spindle (which rotates with the disc to pre- 
vent center hole wear). 

Three levers control the Zero 100: two 
for automatic and manual start /stop, and 
one for cueing. The latter raises the arm 
with a slightly damped motion and lowers it 
smoothly without any change of position 
on the disc. 

Anti- skating system for Zero 100 has 
corrective force supplied by two disc mag- 
nets -one fixed, the other on the arm. The 
force is varied, depending on type of stylus. 

the 

Laboratory Measurements. Our lab 
measurements essentially confirmed the 
claims made by Garrard for the Zero 100. 
We used a special protractor with an angular 
resolution of about 0.5 °, and the observed 
tracking error was always less than this de- 
tectable amount. The tracking force calibra- 
tion was accurate, within 0.1 gram over its 
full range. At the top of a six -disc stack, the 
force increased by less than 0.2 gram, which 
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is typical of good automatic turntable per- 
formance. 

The anti -skating correction was optimum 
at all points on the disc (a rare occurrence 
among such devices, which frequently under - 
compensate), which suggests that the mag- 
netic shield adjustment is compensated for 
the reduction in skating force near the inner 
grooves where the cartridge offset angle is 
reduced by the articulating arm design. 

The turntable operated perfectly with line 
voltages as low as 70 volts, and the vernier 
speed adjustment has a range of about ±3 
percent. Wow and flutter were 0.01 and 
0.025 percent at 331/2 r /min., and were 0.13 
and 0.05 percent at 45 r /min. The un- 
weighted rumble was -32 dB (by NAB stan- 
dards). With CBS RRLL weighting, which 
correlates more closely with audibility, it 
measured a very low -55.5 dB. 

The Garrard Zero 100 operated smooth- 

ly and without any mechanic 
novel finger lift was exceptic 
use. And the cueing action 
free of the "drift " that plague 
devices. The pickup always r 
same part of the disc from 
lifted. In automatic operatio 
cycle was a relatively short 9 

The 3 -gram maximum tracki 
Zero 100 arm clearly implies 
compliant cartridge that is 
erating at a low force. The 
refined design of this reco 
course, can be realized most 
the best possible cartridge. 

The Zero 100 lists for $18 
accessories include: a molde 
for $6.50; a walnut base for 
tic dust cover for $6.50; an 
r /min. spindle for $3.80; and 
holder for $1.75. 
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SIMPSON ELECTRONICS MODEL A 

2 -METER FM TRANSCEIVER 

Amateur radio operators have been us- 
ing narrow -band FM for years -only re- 
cently has it regained popularity with the 
VHF (144 -148 MHz) gang for repeater oper- 
ation. They have found that reliable mobile - 
to- mobile or mobile -to -base contacts over a 
radius of 50 miles or more can be made 
with a narrow -band FM repeater. Narrow - 
band FM (NBFM) is an FM signal having a 
deviation of 5 kHz (FCC 16F3) as opposed to 
conventional wide -band 15 -kHz deviation 
(FCC 36F3). 

The Simpson Model A 2 -meter (144 -148 
MHz) FM Transceiver is an all solid -state 
unit (two IC's) with four transmit and four 
receiver channels -all crystal controlled and 
individually switched to give 16 different 

combinations that will 

a Test Results. On -t ir 
tests showed that the small 
11 ") transceiver not only so 
had excellent characteristic 
had a sensitivety of 0.5 µV 
quieting and could be sque 
0.25 V. It has a ceramic filter system to 
produce a selectivity of 13 kHz at 6 dB and 
30 kHz at 60 dB, while the re eive frequency 
was within 0.001%. The ov rall frequency 
range was 300 to 3000 Hz with about 2 

watts of audio output av ilable. Current 
drain in the receive mode w s 400 mA when 
squelched and 500 mA unsquelched. 

The transmitter comes with a factory pre- 

t conditions. 

nd laboratory 
i/2 "X2í /2 "X 
nded good but 

. The receiver 
or 20 dB noise 
ched down to 
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set 5.5 -kHz deviation and, if desired, can 
easily be adjusted to 15 kHz [17.5 kHz 
maximum). Although specified for an output 
of 6 watts into a 50 -ohm load, the unit ac- 
tually delivered 7 watts with a 12 -volt sup- 
ply and 8.5 watts with 13.8 volts. Frequency 
stability is specified at 0.001% but using 
a frequency meter, it was "tweaked" to 
0.0001 %. A high quality carbon mike driv- 
ing a well- designed audio system with a clip- 
per filter provides excellent voice quality 
over the range from 300 to 3000 Hz. The 
audio drives a phase -modulation system us- 
ing voltage -variable capacitors. Nominal cur- 
rent drain is 1.4 amperes. 

Reverse polarity protection is provided. If 
you plug the unit into the dc supply back- 
wards, the fuse blows. 

Construc:ion and Test Points. Physical 
construction is excellent. The case comes 
with rugged extruded aluminum side rails. 
the top and bottom covers are vinyl -clad 

The Simpson Model A has four transmit and 
four receive channels individually switched 
as shown above. Crystals for two of each 
are supplied. Squelch and volume knobs are 
concentric and must be operated carefully 
to avoid moving one without the other. The 
3" X 5" speaker (upper left) is tilted and 
has a chamber to provide sound through the 
front grille for mobile or table operation. 

aluminum, and the front panel is injection - 
molded Cyclolac. The receiver portion is 
built on a G -10 glass -epoxy board, as is the 
separate transmitter board. The Model A is 
a domestic product so servicing and parts 
are easily available. 

Accessible test points are furnished at 
strategic locations, while interconnecting 
leads use snap fasteners to facilitate board 
removal. A 3" X 5" speaker, tilt- mounted 
within a sound chamber, provides excellent 
quality both in mobile and table -top opera- 
tion. A mobile mounting cradle is also pro- 
vided. 

The manual is well prepared and contains 
a technical description of the transceiver, 
detailed alignment procedures, large two - 
color "X -ray" views of both circuit boards, 
and the usual schematic. As an added fea- 
ture, the insides of the top and bottom cov- 
ers carry drawings showing locations of the 
various adjustment controls used in align- 
ment. The Model A is priced at $249. 

Circle No. 95 cn Reader Service Card on Back Cover 

MIDG -LINE INSTRUMENT CO. 

DUAL CRYSTAL FREQUENCY STANDARD 

Useful for checking receiver tuning scales. 
testing unknown low- frequency crystals. and 
calibrating horizontal scope traces with a 

spiked waveform, the Dual Crystal Oscillator, 
made by Midg -Line Instrument Co., is unique 
in that crystals of two different frequencies 
can be plugged in at the same time and two 

level- controllable outputs are available. 
Since there are no tuned circuits, the crystal 
frequencies can range from 10 kHz to 1 

MHz. Both oscillators have front -panel trim- 
mer capacitors so that any crystal can be 
zero beat with any standard frequency tuned 
in on a receiver. 

Using a single IC as the dual oscillator, 
the unit has a zener controlled power sup- 
ply. Two models are available -for either 6- 
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or 12 -volt dc or commerci I line power 
operation. 

Operating Tests. Tests sho that the fre- 
quency is "rock" steady after warmup and 
wide variations in the applied dc (between 
6 and 24 volts in our tests) id not change 
the frequency by more than 2 Hz, using a 
293.700 -kHz crystal. In fact, otal oscillator 
cutoff did not occur until th input voltage 
was reduced to 2 volts. Each o tput is adjust- 
able from zero to approximately one volt 
rms. The waveform has a steep leading edge, 
creating the many harmonics equired. 

The Dual Crystal Oscillate is 3" X 3" X 
2" and the case is fabricated om an extrud- 
ed aluminum interlocking cha sis. Price is $25 
for the battery- operated vers'on and $35 for 
the one that uses line pow r. 

Circle No. 96 on Reader Service Cord on Back Cover 

CHAPMAN MIDGET RATCHET-OFFSET 
KIT NO. 6320 

The quality of the tools he uses has a di- 
rect effect on the quality of the work turned 
out by a technician or hobbyist. First -quality 
tools, of course, are most preferred, while 
bargain basement ones should be avoided at 
any cost. If you look around long enough and 
hard enough, you will find very good quality 
tools at reasonable prices. An example is 
the "Midget Ratchet -Offset Kit" No. 6320 
which sells for only $12.95 from the Chap- 
man Manufacturing Co. 

The kit contains 21 pieces, including a 
padded vinyl -clad steel carrying case. There 
are two driver handles: one a conventional 
screw driver and the other a midget two - 
way ratchet. Twelve Allen hex -type adapters 
ranging from 0.050" to 5/16" across the flats 
are included. The driver adapter complement 
is rounded out with a pair of slotted head 
adapters (1/4" and 3 /6") and a pair of Phillips 
head adapters (Nos. 1 and 2). The remaining 
two pieces are a 35 /8" extension (into which 
all adapters fit and which, in turn, fits into 
both driver handles) and a 1/4 "- square nut 
driver adapter. 

It is evident from the list of adapters pro- 
vided that this is a special -purpose set -one 
which will come in mighty handy for anyone 
in electronics. The adapters and extension 
are made from a tough steel alloy to with- 
stand extra hard use. All have dual -purpose. 
knurled "spinner" tops for quick finger tight- 
ening and to provide a means of interchang- 
ing adapters in the ratchet. And the adapter 
extension has a set screw which can be 

Circle No. 97 on Reader 

quickly tightened down on a y of the adapt- 
ers to provide a semi -perms ent tool. 

The midget ratchet is an i teresting item. 
To make it stand up to t ugh usage, the 
handle itself is fabricated o stainless steel, 
while the driver head sock t is made from 
the same steel used for the adapters. The 
20 -tooth ratchet has a short turning arc of 
only 18° for working in tight corners and 
it develops more than enough torque for 
most stubborn operations. 

The case in which the driv rs and adapters 
are supplied measures 6" X " X 1" -which 
is small enough to be tuc ed away in a 
workshop drawer or tool ca dy. 

Service Card on Back Cover 
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SOLID STATE 

One Hundred Eighty -third in a Monthly Series by Lou Garner 

EXPERIMENTERS, hobbyists, engineers, 
technicians, scientists and students can 

now explore the fascinating field of optoelec- 
tronics at minimum cost, thanks to a team 
effort by a Midwest industrial electronics dis- 
tributor (Sheridan Sales Co.) and a major 
semiconductor manufacturer (Motorola). 
Working together, the two firms have intro- 
duced an inexpensive, yet comprehensive. 
kit of thirty semiconductor optoelectronic 
devices and a representative assortment of 
fiber optic components and accessories. The 
kit also includes three valuable handbooks - 
Fiber Optics: Theory and Application, Solid 
State Fiber Optics Application Techniques. 
and Motorola's extensive Opto Data File of 
device specification sheets and application 
notes entitled Let There Be Light. 

Both light emitters and detectors are in- 
cluded in the semiconductor devices fur- 
nished with the kit. All are standard "off - 
the- shelf" items. Among the eleven light 
emitting diodes are four each of types 
MLED50 and MLED600 visible red light 

emitters as well as two type MLED900 and 
one type MLED930 infrared sources. The 
nineteen detectors supplied in the kit include 
three each of types MRD150, MRD450 and 
MRD3054 phototransistors, together with five 
each of types 2N5780 and MRD14B Darling- 
ton phototransistors. 

Selected for maximum application versatil- 
ity, the optical components in the kit in- 
clude: 40 11" long plastic fibers; a 9" long, 
15- plastic fiber bundle with an end termina- 
tion; a 9" long, 800 -glass fiber bundle with 
end termination; a 12" long jacketed light 
pipe with both ends terminated; a 2" length 
of coherent fiber optic rod; an 8 -foot length 
of PVC jacketed fiber optics; three glass 
lenses; a penlight; 3 penlight adaptors; and 
an assortment of heat -shrink tubing. 

A number of interesting circuit applica- 
tions are described in the Motorola hand- 
book supplied with the kit, including a 
strobeflash slave adaptor, a light- operated 
SCR alarm, a projection lamp voltage regu- 
lator, choppers, logic circuits, a linear ampli- 

This new solid- state /fiber opto kit 
contains 11 light- emitting devices, 
19 detectors, and a number of fiber 
optic materials and accessories. A 
complete set of application notes 
and a couple of handbooks are also 
provided in the interesting project. 
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fier, a pulse stretcher, a light -coupled dpst 
relay, a frequency sensitive photoalarm, a 
light- operated relay, and an optically moni- 
tored dc motor control. The featured circuits 
were chosen to represent typical optoelec- 
tronic applications and, in most cases, re- 
quire other components in addition to those 
furnished with the kit. 

Designated the Solid State /Fiber Opto De- 
sign Kit, the kit ($39.75) will be available 
for a limited time only and may be ordered 
directly from the Sheridan Sales Co., Box 
37646, Cincinnati, OH 45237. Since the kit 
was offered only to professional design en- 
gineers previously, readers should mention 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS in orders or in- 
quiries to insure proper handling of their 
requests. 

Reader's Circuit. The light- switched control 
circuit illustrated in Fig. 1 originally was 
developed to switch aquarium lights on and 
off each day, thus maintaining an established 
regimen while the owner was away on vaca- 
tion. The designer, Thomas E. Hutchinson 
(33 Warrender Ave., Apt. 208, Islington 676, 
Ontario, Canada), suggests that it also could 
be used to switch any line- operated ac /dc 
appliance within its power handling capa- 
bility of 240 watts. Tyypically, it might be 
used to provide automiNtic control for a small 
exhaust fan in an office or store, turning the 
fan on in the morning and off again at night 
after the day's business is complete. 

Referring to the schematic diagram, diodes 
D1 through D4 constitute a full -wave bridge 
rectifier, supplying pulsating dc to the func- 
tional circuit. Load power is controlled by 
SCR1 or override switch S2, while S1 
serves to switch the control circuit. 

In operation, light falling on photocell 
LDRI reduces its resistance, increasing the dc 

1 

LORI 

s 

05 

RI 
27K 

LOAD 

voltage across R2. When this v 
the neon lamp's ionization 
lamp fires, turning on the SCR 
power to the load. When the 
is reduced, R2's dc voltage 
simple voltage- divider action. 
voltage will fall below that n 
tain I1's conduction, thereby 
SCR's gate signal. The SCR w 
to a non -conducting state w 
voltage drops to zero betw 
peaks, removing load power. 
transients are reduced by Cl, 
a ripple filter in conjunction 
and series resistor Rl, thu 
smooth dc source for gate volt 

Commercial devices are use 
Diodes Dl through D4 are typ 
D5 may be any standard diode 
rating. SCR1 is a GE type C 
photocell is a Philips type B8 
Meg). Line -isolation transfor 
be capable of delivering the 
current. 

Although neither layout 
is critical, reasonable care s 
cised when assembling the 
The SCR should be heat -sink 
its maximum rating, and th 
should be insulated from its 
(or cabinet) to reduce shock h 

In practical installations, th 
control circuit is suitable for 
load within its ratings, suc 
resistive heaters, and also c 
universal (series type) motor 
be used. however, to cont 
lamps or induction motors. 

Manufacturers' Circuits. Wit 
plications in test equipment, 
sical instruments, alarm syste 
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nailing apparatus, and similar types of equip- 
ment, the Wien Bridge sine -wave audio oscil- 
lator circuit shown in Fig. 2 was abstracted 
from the technical data folder for the type 
MCH2870 M/C power operational amplifier. 
Published by Motorola Semiconductor Prod- 
ucts, Inc. (Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036), 
the folder describes several other useful 
circuits as well, including an inverting am- 
plifier, a unity -gain voltage follower, a pro- 
grammable voltage source, and a transcon- 
ductance amplier. 

An interesting hybrid device, the MCH- 
2870 M/C consists of multiple silicon mono- 
lithic IC chips assembled in a single 8 -lead 
metal package. With a unity -gain crossover 
frequency rating of 1.1 MHz, it can furnish 
output currents of up to ±300 mA and has a 
typical open loop voltage gain of 200,000. 
Its open loop output impedance is a mere 10 
ohms, making the device suitable for appli- 
cations as a buffer amplifier, line driver, pow- 
er amplifier, or servo /synchro amplifier. 

Except for ICI (MCH2870 M /C), standard 
components are specified for the design. 
Fine frequency control RI and amplitude 
adjustment R4 are conventional linear po- 
tentiometers, while all other resistors are 
half -watt types. The capacitors are low -volt- 
age ceramic units. The value of the load 
(R2) is determined by individual application 
requirements, but, in general, will be 50 ohms 
or more. A well -filtered dual ± 15 -volt dc 
power source is required for circuit opera- 
tion. 

Frequency determining components Cl- 
C2 and R2 -R3 should be close -tolerance 
matched pairs for optimum performance. 
With the values specified in Fig. 2, the nomi- 
nal operating frequency is 1.0 kHz. but the 
circuit will operate at frequencies from 0.01 

Fig. 2. Looking like a conventional 
op amp Wien Bridge audio oscillator, 
this new power circuit can deliver 
up to 300 mA into the output load. 

Hz to 10 kHz if proper values are chosen 
for C1 -C2 and R2 -R3. Use the formula f=1/27 
R2C1, where 112 is in ohms, Cl in farads 
(assuming that R2 and R3 have equal values, 
as have capacitors Cl and C2). 

Inexpensive as well as extremely versatile 
and, therefore, increasingly popular with 
professional equipment designers, commer- 
cial IC operational amplifiers have one seri- 
ous limitation from an applications view- 
point: most require a dual (or split) dc power 
source. Unfortunately, doubling the power 
supply often doubles its cost and may, in 
some cases, make it more expensive than 
the functioning circuit. It is not surprising, 
then, that operational amplifiers have found 
relatively few applications in hobbyist proj- 
ects. After all, most experimenters prefer the 
economy of a single -ended power source. 

Happily, Motorola has suggested an inex- 
pensive solution to this problem in their Ap- 
plication Note AN -420. All that is needed 
are a pair of Zener diodes, a couple of by- 
pass capacitors, and a series dropping re- 
sistor, arranged as shown in Fig. 3A. 

In operation, the voltage supplied by a 
"floating" single -ended dc source is reduced, 
split, and balanced to ground by zeners Dl 
and D2. Capacitors Cl and C2 provide ac 
bypass, while Rs acts to limit the maximum 
zener current. 

Naturally. the basic dc source must supply 
a higher voltage than the total required by 
the split load. A 40 -45 -volt original source . 

for example, might be used for a ± 15 -volt 
supply (30 volts total). 

While the zener diode ratings depend on 
the circuit's voltage and current load require- 
ments, the capacitor values (CI and C2) are 
not critical and, typically, might range from 
0.1 to to µF. Ohm's law can be used to 
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compute the series resistor's value (Rs) -sim- 
ply divide the difference between the source 
and total load voltages by the total load 
current added to the zener bias current. 

+ Rs 

(A) 

(B) 
-15V 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 3. If you need bipolar voltage from a 
single -ended power supply, Motorola suggests 
the circuit at A. If you need a really wide - 
band scope or instrument preamplifier, then 
Siliconix suggests you build the circuit at 
B. It has 18 -dB gain and a 47 -MHz bandwidth. 

Abstracted from "FET Cascode Circuits 
Reduce Feedback Capacitance," an Applica- 
tion Tip published by Siliconix, Inc. (2201 
Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, CA 95054), 
the circuit illustrated in Fig. 3B should be 
useful in oscilloscopes, TVM's, receivers, R/C 
systems, and comparable projects. According 
to Siliconix, the design can furnish over 
18 -dB voltage gain with a 47 -MHz band- 
width. 

The relatively few components required 
by the circuit should be available through 
most larger distributors; Ql and Q2 are 
both type 2N5397, RI and R2 are half -watt 
resistors, and CI a small ceramic capacitor. 
Peaking coil L1 has a nominal rating of 9.5 
µH, and a small adjustable rf coil similar to 
the J. W. Miller type 20A105RB1 could be 
used here. 

As in any wideband amplifier, layout and 
lead dress are reasonably critical and, there- 

90 

fore, good wiring practice s 
served when duplicating the c 
nal carrying leads should be 
direct to minimize lead indu 
the wiring should be dressed 
tributed capacitances. 

ould be ob- 
rcuit. All sig- 
ept short and 
tances, while 
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Device News. A unique ele.tronic timing 
circuit capable of operating on any dc power 
source from a 1.3 -volt mercur cell to a 15- 
volt battery is now availabl: from RCA's 
Solid State Division (Route 2r , Somerville, 
NJ 08876). Intended f or se in wrist 
watches, wall clocks, automob'1 e clocks, dig- 
ital readout clocks, and simil: r timing ap- 
plications, the 23 -stage static frequency di- 
vider circuit has many timing . pplications. 

Designated type TA6030, the s evice utilizes 
COS /MOS technology to ac ieve the low 
power, high logic speed, and niise immunity 
characteristics essential to opti i um perform- 
ance. The initial version of t e device con- 
tains two inverter output drive s, three zener 
diodes for voltage regulation and transient 
protection, and input inverter for use with 
crystal or RC oscillators as ell as 23 flip - 
flop stages. 

RCA also has announced a ew series of 
five multi- transistor IC array , each on a 
common monolithic substrate. Three arrays, 
types CA3081, CA3082 and C ° 3083, are de- 
signed for high current appli ations, while 
the other two, types CA3084 and CA3086, 
are intended for general -pur ose applica- 
tions in signal -processing sys ems. All five 
devices are offered in standar DIP packages 

The CA3081 and CA3082 co sist of seven 
high- current (to 100 mA) silic npn transis- 
tors in common- emitter and c mmon- collec- 
tor configurations, respectivel . The CA3083 
is a versatile array of five ind pendent high - 
current (to 100 mA) silicon n n transistors, 
with two matched at low curr nts for appli- 
cations requiring offset para eter controls. 
The CA3084 is a general- puriose array of 
low- current, high -voltage silic n pnp transis- 
tors, consisting of two indepeilident matched 
transistors, a Darlington conn cted pair, and 
a "current -mirror" pair with shared diode. 
Finally, the CA3086 is an ar ay of five 50- 
mA silicon npn transistors arr nged as a dif- 
ferentially connected pair and hree indepen- 
dent transistors. 

Two new microwave stripl ne transistors 
have been introduced to comp ement its line 
of coaxial microwave devices y RCA's Solid 
State Division (Somerville, J 08876). De- 
signed primarily as UHF /mic owave power 
amplifiers, developmental typ s TA7994 and 
TA7993 are intended for use in microwave 
communications, S -band tel etry, micro- 
wave relay link, phased -array adar, distance - 
measuring equipment, tran ponder, and 
collision- avoidance systems. 

The TA7994 is rated at 5 wa is output with 
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NEW IR -18M solid -state 12 -speed 
chart recorder kit NEW GR -371MX 25" square -corner 

solid -state color TV kit 
NEW GD -29 microwave oven kit 

-4 7 

NEW (ß-t02175 MHz 
solid-state 
frequency 
scaler kit 

NEW 1e1 
solid-state 
15 MHz frequency 
counter kit 

er 

/ 
-- 
. 

e 
..^^- - .,.°.,. " 

NEW 10-102 solid -state 
5" scope kit 

NEB. 

°`^ 

^. IM-105 sord -state 
VOM kil 

Seven new Heathkit °improvement ideas for home or shop 
N EW ! Heathkit IR -18M 10" chart recorder kit provides 12 different 
chart speeds...instant pushbutton selection from 5 sec /in. to 200 
min /in. Digital logic delivers accuracy unobtainable with ordinary 
gear trains. Two input ranges permit accurate measurements frcm 
0 -1 & 0 -10 mV full scale. Hi -Z input minimizes loading. 3- terminal 
floating input. Light- operated modulator eliminates problems of a 
mechanical chopper...operates at 240 Hz to reduce 60 Hz noise. In- 
ternal temperature- stabilized reference voltage eliminates trouble- 
some reference battery. Coarse & Fine zero controls allow fast, 
accurate pen positioning. Other features: versatile pen holder that 
accepts virtually any writing instrument & hinged top for easy paper 
loading. For the best value going in a chart recorder, order your 
IR -18M now. Kit IR -18M, 15 lbs., 149.95* 

N EW! GR -371MX 25" solid -state ultra- rectangular color TV. Check 
out the competition for standard features like these: 25" square cor- 
ner Matrix picture tube for the biggest, brightest, sharpest color pic- 
ture ever...high resolution circuitry plus adjustable video peaking 
...Automatic Fine Tuning...pushbutton channel advance..." Instant - 
On "...Automatic Chroma Control ...factory assembled 3 -stage solid - 
state IF and VHF & UHF tuners for superior reception, even under 
marginal conditions...adjustable noise limiting & gated AGC...ad- 
justable tone control...hi -fi sound output to internal speaker or your 
hi -fi system. Plus your choice of installation in one of the three 
beautiful Heath cabinets or custom wall mounting capability. And 
the exclusive Heath self- service features let you do all normal ad- 
justment & servicing, saving hundreds of dollars in service costs. If 
you want the finest, this is it...order your 371MX now. Kit GR- 371MX, 
125 lbs. 579.95* 

NEW! G13-29 microwave oven...the most modern way to prepare 
food. Cooks up to 70% faster with better vitamin retention. Cooks on 
glass, ceramics, even paper plates. low profile design fits under cup- 
boards easily, yet has one of the largest oven capacities in the indus- 
try. Operates anywhere on standard 120 VAC current. Kit includes 
specially prepared cookbook. Kit GD -29, 97 lbs. 379.95* 
Roll- around cart gives oven easy mobility, Model GDA -29-1, 24.95* 

NEW ! IB -102 Scaler and IB -101 Frequency Counter combination 
give you frequency measurement capability to 175 MHz at low, low 
cost. IB -101 counts from 1 Hz to over 15 MHz. Hz /kHz ranges & over- 
range indicator let you make an 8 -digit measurement down to the 

last Hz in seconds. 5 -dig4 cold- cathode readout...extremely low in- 
put triggering...all solid -state with 26 ICs, 8 transistors. NEW IB -102 
Frequency Scaler can be used with virtually any counter on the 
market to extend your measurement capability well into the VHF 
range...at a price far below the cost of a 175 MHz counter. 10:1 and 
100:1 scaling ratios give resolution down to 10 Hz...1:1 ratio provides 
straight -thru counting for frequencies in range of counter. Exclusive 
Heath input circuit triggers at very low levels - at 100 MHz less than 
30 mV is needed. A handy Test switch gives a quick, accurate check 
of proper operation. All solid- state; fully regulated supplies; conven- 
ient carrying handle /tilt stand. Extend your frequency measurement 
capability now with these two new kits. Kit IB -101, 7 lbs.....159.95* 
Kit IB -102, 7 lbs. 99.95* 

NEW! 10 -102 solid -state 5" scope ideally suited for general purpose 
service & design work. Features wide DC -5 MHz response, 30 mV /cm 
sensitivity and 80 ns rise time. Switch -selected AC or DC coupling 
for greater versatility. Frequency- compensated 3- position attenu- 
ator. FET input provides hi -Z to minimize circuit loading. Recurrent, 
automatic -sync type sweep provides five ranges from 10 Hz to 500 
kHz with vernier. External horizontal and sync inputs are also pro- 
vided. One volt P -P output provides an accurate comparison voltage 
source. Additional features include a big 5" CRT with high visibility 
trace; 6x10 cm ruled graticule that can be replaced with a standard 
camera mount; solid -state zener -regulated supplies for extra display 
stability and 120/240 VAC operation. An excellent all- around scope 
that belongs on your bench now. Kit 10 -102, 29 lbs., 119.95* 

NEW! 1M -105 solid -state portable VOM...an extremely rugged, high- 
ly accurate, low cost meter for hundreds of applications. High impact 
Lexan a case and ruggedized diode & fuse protected taut -band meter 
movement will suffer extreme abuse and still maintain specifica- 
tions. 95° wide viewing area provides high resolution. 3% DC accu- 
racy; 4% AC accuracy; 3% DC current accuracy. Temperature 
compensated. 8 DCV ranges from 0.25 to 5000 V full scale 7 ACV 
ranges from 2.5 to 5000 V full scale...6 DC current ranges from 0.05 
mA to 10 A full scale...5 ohms ranges from xl to xlok with center 
scale factor of 20...5 dB ¡anges from -10 to +50 dB. Other features 
include DC polarity reversal switch; front panel thumbwheel ohms 
zero; self- storing handle and fast, easy assembly. A lot of meter at a 
little cost...that's the new IM -105. Order yours now. Kit IM -105, 7 
lbs., 47.95* 

See these kits at your local Heathkit Electronic Center .. 
CALIF.: Anaheim, 330 E. Ball Road; El Cerrito, 6000 Potrero Avenue; La Mesa, 8363 
Center Drive; Los Angeles, 2309 S. Flower St.; Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd.; 
Woodland Hills, 22504 Ventura Blvd.; COLO.: Denver, 5940 W. 38th Ave.; GA.: At- 
lanta, 5285 Roswell Road; ILL.: Chicago, 3462 -66 W: Devon Ave.; Downers Grove, 
224 Ogden Ave.; MO.: Rockville, 5542 Nicholson Lane; MASS.: Wellesley, 165 Wor- 
cester St.; MICH.: Detroit, 18645 W. Eight Mile Rd.; MINN.: Hopkins, 101 Shady Oak 
Rd.; Me., St. Louis, 9296 Gravois Ave.; N.1.: Fair Lawn, 35 -07 Broadway (Rte. 41; 
N.Y.: Jericho, L.I., 15 Jericho Turnpike; New York, 35 W. 45th Street; OHIO: Cleve- 
land, 5444 Pearl Rd.; Woodlawn, 10133 Springfield Pike; PA.: Philadelphia, 6318 
Roosevelt Blvd.; Pittsburgh, 3482 William Penn Hwy.; TEXAS: Dallas, 2715 Ross 
Avenue; Houston, 3705 Westheimer; WASH.: Seattle, 2221 Third Ave.; WIS.: Mil- 
waukee, 5215 W. Fond du Lac. 

Retail Heathkit Electronic Center prices slightly higher to cover shipping, local 
stock, consultation and demonstration facilities. Local service also availab e 

whether you purchase locally or by factory mail order. 
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or Send for Free Catalog 
r 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept.! 0-8 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

El Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. 

Please send model (s1 

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. Please send Credit Application. 

Name 

a Schlumberger company 

Address 

City State zip 
'Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. 

Prices 8 specifications subject to change without notice. CL -411R 
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Express Yoursel f 
in creative electronics 

32 -page 
25th Anniversary 

Catalog. 

KITS & WIRED 
Top Engineering 
at Lowest Cost since 1945. 

Build all- professional Eico Kits and save 50 %. The 
more you know about electronics, the more you appre- 
ciate Eico. Over 2500 local Eico dealers offer you all 
the top brands, personal technical counsel, fast off - 
the -shelf service. 

SOUND N' COLOR® high fidelity color organs, trans- 
lators, strobes. 
TEST EQUIPMENT: new solid state instruments guar- 
anteed 5 years. 
CORTINA® solid state stereo receivers, amplifiers, 
tuners. 
EICOCRAFT® solid state jiffy project electronic kits. 

Write for FREE catalog to: EICO Electronic Instrument 
Co., Inc., 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207. 
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CONTROLLED 

QUALITY - 

CRYSTALS by ' 

CRYSTEK 
The "On- Channel" Crystals 

FOR 

CITIZEN BAND 
23 Channels and "Mars" 

HAM OPERATORS 
Commercial 2 -Way 

Marine -Monitor 
See your Distributor for Speedy 

"Zip Certificates" 

C RYSTEK 
formerly Texas Crystals 

Div. of Whitehall Electronics Corp. 
1000 Crystal Drive 4117 W. Jefferson Blvd. 

Fort Myers, Florida 33901 Los Angeles, California 90016 
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7 dB gain (min.) at 2 GHz, an 13.5 watts out- 
put with 11 dB gain at 1 G z. Suitable for 
use as a driver for the TÁ79 4, the TÁ7993 is 
rated at 2 watts output with .2 -dB gain (min.) 
at 2 GHz, and 3 watts with 12 -dB gain at 1 
GHz. Both units are epita, ia1 silicon npn 
planar devices and both are packaged in her- 
metically sealed ceramic -m tal cases which 
feature low inductance and arasitic capaci- 
tance. 

Subminiature passive c mponents are 
needed to take full advant ge of the small 
size and high performance c aracteristics of 
the new IC's introduced ov r the past few 
months. Recognizing this, the Sprague Elec- 
tric Co. (395 Marshall St., North Adams, MA 
01247) has introduced a ne line of ultra - 
small solid tantalum capaci ors. Designated 
types 188D and 189D, the ne capacitors are 
no larger than the head of a paper match. 
Standard working voltages ange from 2 to 
20 volts, dc, while capacitie range from 0.01 
to 15 uF. Not all capacitance alues are avail- 
able at every working voltag , of course. Full 
technical details and specifi ations are given 
in Engineering Bulletin No. 3 16, available on 
request from Sprague's Technical Literature 
Section. 

Two dual 100 -bit dynamic shift register 
IC's are now available fro the Signetics 
Corporation (811 E. Arqu s Ave., Sunny- 
vale, CA 94086). The type 2506 and 2507 
devices can operate at rel tively high fre- 
quencies and are intended f r use in low -cost 
buffer and sequential access memories. Using 
low- threshold silicon gate OS technology, 
the registers can operate t typical clock 
rates of 5 MHz. Their pow r dissipation at 
1 MHz is only 400 microwa s per bit, while 
their clock capacitance is less than 40pF. 
The two devices are avail ble in both 8- 
lead TO and DIP packages. 

TRW's Semiconductor 
Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, C 
troduced a new operations 
a 4 -kHz bandwidth and 80 -d 
erated on a mere ± 2 -volt 
factory operation can be ob 
rent drains of as little as 2 

Identified as type MP112, 
tended for use where low p 
battery drain are mandator 
Available in both TO99 
packages, the device can b'. 

filters, audio amplifiers an 
applications. 

Good news from Motor la! Price reduc- 
tions on eight of its popular small- signal 
plastic transistors, types 2N3903 to 2N3906 
and 2N4123 to 2N4126. These devices in- 
clude low- noise, general -pu pose, switching, 
with amplifier transistors u jeful to 300 MHz, 
with all rated at 310 mW power dissipation. 
The new unit prices range trom 39 cents for 

Division (14520 
A 90260) has in- 

amplifier with 
B gain when op- 
3c source. Satis- 
taMed with cur- 

microamperes. 
the unit is in- 
tentials and low 
y requirements. 
and 14 -pin DIP 

used in active 
3 similar linear 
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the 2N4123 to a high of 55 cents for the 
2N39- series. 

Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc. 
(P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036) has re- 
leased the first standard integrated circuits 
belonging to a brand new logic line trade- 
marked "MECL 10,000." With more than two 
dozen devices scheduled to be included in 
the new series this year, the first four are: 
the MC10181 4 -bit arithmetic /logic unit, the 
MC10109 dual 4 -5 input OR /NOR gate, the 
MC10119 4 -wide 3 -3 -3 -4 input OR -AND gate, 
and the MC10131 dual "D" master -slave flip - 
flop. Unit prices range from $2.40 for the 
MC10109L to $24.00 for the MC10181P. The 
MC10181 is offered in a 24 -pin dual in -line 
plastic package (type "P "), while the other 
three new devices are furnished in 16 -p:n 
type "L" dual in -line black ceramic packages. 

As illustrated in Fig. 6, Motorola's new 
MECL 10,000 gate features a differential in- 
put amplifier, an internal temperature com- 
pensated bias network, and complementary 
(OR /NOR) emitter -follower outputs. In the 
circuit, high speed is combined with very 
low power: 2.0 -ns propagation delay and 25- 
mW power dissipation are typical for the 
basic gate, with the power dissipation re- 
maining constant at all operating frequencies. 

TRW Semiconductors (14520 Aviation 
Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260) has announced 
the addition of a new device, the SVT450 -3, 

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT 
AMPLIFIER 

INTERNAL 
TEMPERATURE 
COMPENSATED 
BIAS NETWORK 

EMITTER 
FOLLOWER 
OUTPUTS 

AB C D 
Hp = 50K VEE 

INPUTS 

Fig. 4. This new Motorola MECL 10,000 gate 
features OR /NOR output and built -in temp- 
erature compensation. Like the other MECL 
devices, this is also a very fast switcher. 

to its line of power transistors. Packaged in 
a TO -3 case, the new device features an Il, of 
3 amperes with a saturation voltage of less 
than 1 volt and a beta greater than 10. De- 
signed primarily for switching power supply 
and modulator aplications, the SVT -450 -3 is 
capable of switching 450 volts at 3 A in less 
than 100 nanoseconds. 

A new high -speed dual voltage comparator 
for analog -to- digital conversion has been 
introduced by Siliconix, Inc. (2201 Laurel - 
wcod Road, Santa Clara, CA 95054). Identi- 
fied as type L132, the device consists of two 
isolated comparison channels, each with a 

DELUXE COLOR ORGAN CIRCUITS! 

UP TO 35,000 WATTS 
A.P.M. SYSTEMS CORP., MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST 

COLOR ORGANS IN THE WORLD, NOW OFFER YOU THE MOST 
ADVANCED AND POWERFUL COLOR ORGAN CIRCUITS. 

AVAILABLE IN 3 AND 4 CHANNEL KITS FEATURING: 

Solid State (easy to assemble printed 
circuit). 
All UL listed components. 
3 channel circuit - 2,670 watts - easily 

converted to handle up to 26,250 watts. 
4 channel circuit - 3,556 watts - easily 
converted to handle up to 35,000 watts. 

SEND TODAY 

FREE color brochure 
with each kit order. 

A.P.M. SYSTEMS, INC. 
1551 Almaden Rd. 

Sari Jose, Calif. 95125 

r 

Electronically balanced circuitry 
permits one step tuning. 
Wires to any popular sound system in 
the same manner as a speaker. 
2 year unconditional guarantee on 
all parts. 
Easy to assemble kit form. 

PLEASE RUSH ME MV A.P 

Check box to indicate chorea. 
13 Channel Kot - $37 95 

4 Channel Kit - $54 95 
3 Channel Plans - 26.250 watts - $2.00 
4 Channel Plans - 30.000 was - $2.00 

Il Color brochure on wster swirls and living 
walls - $.50 

M. CCLOR ORGAN KIT. AS INDICATED BELOW: 

Check one box to indkate manner 
of payment. 

I I enclose full payment. Ship kit postpaid. 
I_I I enclose $5.00 deposit. Ship kit C.O.D. 

for balance plus postage. 

Cal, for nia 

residenas: 

add 5% 

sales tax 

Name 

Address 

Cot? 8 State Z 

A.P.M. SYSTEMS, INC. Dept. M15 
P.O. Box 9159, San Jose, Calif. 95117 
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t dial at a station's 
it everytime .. . 

andard AM Broadcast 
and good AF response 

sr Preselector gives 
s Crystal- controlled 
output Price $299.00 

separate strobed latch on the output capable 
of driving TTL logic inputs. Other features 
include a low typical input current of only 3 

IIA and a 10 -volt maximum differential input 
voltage. The L132 is offered in both TO -86 
flat packs and TO -116 DIP packages. 

The Amazing EL Socket (Breadboard) ?? If 
you've seen the famous TV commercial fea- 
turing a dish detergent which "thinks it's a 
hand lotion," you'll appreciate EL Instru- 
ments, Inc.'s (61 First St., Derby, CT 06418) 
No. SK -10 Socket -a socket which, with 
good reason, "thinks it's a solderless bread- 
board." 

The SK -10 "socket" measures 6.5 x 2.2 
inches overall and is about 1/3 inch thick. It is 

For prototyping circuits 
the "breadboard" shown 
above is completely solder - 
less. If you have troubles 
making PC board, or don't 
like messing around with 
etchant, then you can stick 
a circuit down as shown at 
the right. Each element is 
a complete copper foil on 
a sticky back. All you do 
is stick 'em down, where 
you want 'em, and put in 
the parts. You can solder 
to the copper pads and foil. 

equipped with 128 5 -point terminals and 8 
25 -point bus bars. The 5 -point terminals are 
arranged in parallel rows of 64 pairs, spaced 
to permit the easy direct insertion of DIP 
IC's while TO -type IC packages, transistors, 
and other discrete devices may be plugged 
in simply by shaping their leads with a pair 
of long -nosed pliers. The SK -10's nickel - 
plated beryllium copper contacts will accept 
solid wire and component leads from #22 to 
#26 gauge . 

With a total capacity of up to eight stan- 
dard 14 -pin DIP IC's in addition to the neces- 
sary external components, a single SK -10 can 
be used for breadboard assembly and tests 
of fairly complex equipment designs. Since 
its terminals will accept small gauge stan- 
dard hook -up wire, special p atch cords are 
not needed for circuit interconnections. 

Designed to mount on any flat insulated 
surface with six #4 flat -head machine screws. 
the SK -10 is suitable for permanent con- 
struction as well as breadboard experi- 
ments. After exhaustive tests in our own 
laboratory, we feel the unit is well worth its 
$18.00 price tag. 

Stick' Em Up! That feared order of the old 
time road agent might soon acquire a new 

DRAKE 
- SW -4.4- 

DIRECT FREQUENCY DIALING 
International Short-Wave Broadcast RECEIVER 

No more guesswork in identifying stations. Se 

frequency and if conditions permit you'll hear 

Ultra- precision tuning dial accuracy, SW and s 

Crystal lattice filter for adjacent station rejection 
Dual conversion Solid state AF output S-met 

superior sensitivity by peaking antenna and RF stag 
H. F. Oscillator stability Amplified AVC constant AF 

Write for free Brochure 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 
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and different meaning for electronics engi- 
neers, hobbyists and experimenters as the 
result of an interesting product line intro- 
duced by Circuit -Stik, Inc. (1518 W. 132nd 
St., Gardena, CA 90249). Consisting of a se- 
ries of conductive foil elements bonded on 
thin, flexible epoxy -glass substrates backed 
with a strong, pressure- sensitive adhesive, 
Circuit -Stik components may be used to as- 
semble functional circuit boards in a mater 
of minutes. The only tools needed are a razor 
knife and a small soldering iron or gun. 

The circuit element patterns that are of- 
fered meet virtually every design require- 
ment, including TO -3, TO -5, and TO -18. S- 

and 4 -lead transistor configurations; stud and 
plastic style SCR connections; and TO, DIP 
and flat -pack IC terminal arrangements. Also 
there are individual donut pads, discrete 
component strips, connector patterns, and 
bus bars. Various widths of adhesive -backed 
copper foil tapes are available in rolls for 
other wiring. 

Almost any desired circuit may be made 
up simply by selecting the required compo- 
nent terminal patterns, removing the back- 
ing paper, and applying directly to an in- 
sulating substrate, just as one might apply 
a pressure- sensitive label to an envelope or 
parcel. Component element interconnections 
and other circuit wiring can be added by 
using the adhesive -backed copper foil tape. 
When the circuit elements and foil are bur- 
nished in place and butt joints secured with 
a drop of solder, the completed design is 
equivalent to a conventional etched circuit 
board. 

Although practically any substrate may be 
used (including ceramic plates and glass - 
epoxy or phenolic paper boards) the manu- 
facturer also offers a special perf board pre - 
punched with a 0.100" grid hole pattern 
compatible with his "1000 Series" compo- 
nent elements. Used together, the special 
perf board and corresponding circuit ele- 
ments permit the fabrication of circuits com- 
plete with integral mounting holes for de- 
vices and components, thus reducing or elim- 
inating the need for additional machine work 
before final circuit assembly. 

While the manufacturer will honor re- 
quests for literature or catalogs and will fill 
quantity orders directly, small orders for 
Circuit -Stik materials should be sent to a 
supplier such as the Circuit Specialists Co. 
(Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257). The latter 
offers a basic kit of Circuit -Stik elements. foil 
tape and circuit board for only $5.50 (plus 
30e for Air -Mail shipment, if desired). Iden- 
tified as the CS -20 Kit, the package includes 
a small piece of 0.100" grid perf board, a 
roll of copper foil tape, and a comprehensive 
assortment of component elements for tran- 
sistors, and both TO and DIP IC's, as well as 
a number of donut pads. QQ 
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I'll send you 2 FREE BOOKS describing 
the opportunities in Electronics. Call me 

TOLL -FREE 800- 321 -2155 
(in Ohio, call 800 -362 -2105). 

For deta Is about the famous CIE home -study 
courses in Electronics, see our ad on page 54 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
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Trie(B1ue sound 
at extra -green savings! 

CTS Hi -Fi Stereo Speakers put pure sound 
to the enclosure you build -at factory -to -you 
prices. 

FREE BROCHURE lists five CTS FUTURA 
speaker systems from 140- 15,000 Hz to 40- 
20,000 Hz. Leading manufacturers use them. 
Enclosure specs, crossover values and 
hook -up schematics make it easy for you! 
Mail coupon! 

DO IT YOURSELF! 

CUT OUT 

HIGH SPEAKER COSTS! 

MI= 
CTS CTS of Paducah, Inc. 
Dept. PE 
1565 North 8th Street 
Paducah, Ky. 42001 

I want true -blue sound at extra -green 
savings -send Ho-Fi Stereo Speaker 
Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip - - 
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STEREO SCENE 
(Continued from page 76) 

sional" around in describing their home hi -fi 
equipment would do well to examine the im- 
plications they are making, because in terms 
of performance specifications, professional 
equipment is generally inferior to home -type 
equipment. Disc reproduction, with its at- 
tendant tracking- distortion tendencies, puts 
much more stringent standards on its op- 
eration than is done for the professional 
recording engineers' equipment. Some audio- 
phile tape recorders have responses that ex- 
tend. out to 20,000 Hz at 71/2 ips; profes- 
sional machines will rarely make it to 15,- 
000 at that speed (since they are designed 
primarily for 15 ips). Most audiophile am- 
plifiers produce less than 0.2% distortion at 

operating levels below overlo d; profession- 
al disc -cutting amplifiers ofte generate 0.5 
to 1.0% distortion at equivale t levels. Many 
audiophile speaker systems are good to 35 
Hz at the bottom and beyons 15,000 at the 
top (within 3 dB over most :f the range); 
the typical recording studio onito speaker 
cuts off at 50 Hz or higher an 12,000 Hz or 
lower and the response in bet een may devi- 
ate by as much as 6 dB eithe way. Equali- 
zation accuracy for professio al equipment 
is rarely better than --1 dB; b t it is within 
±0.5 dB in some audiphile pr: amps. Profes- 
sional turntables and tape mac ines are con- 
sidered to be excellent if t eir wow and 
flutter is below 0.15 %; audip ile units aim 
for, and often achieve, figure below 0.1 %. 
The main points of superior ty in profes- 
sional equipment are rugged ess and ease 
of servicing and maintenance which don't 
usually show when the shop . er is compar- 
ing prices of professional a d audiophile 
lines. QQ 

PRECISION SOLI 
TRANSPORT develop 
Ryan Aeronautical for 
utilizes piezoelectrici 
film instead of rota 
Project engineer Dr. C 
(left) says the patent 

STATE FILM 
by Teledyne 

U.S. Air Force 
to advance 

mechanisms. 
arles M. Davis 
d principle in- 

volving piezoceramic materials pro- 
vides precise film advance accuracies 
of one micrometer, es>Lential in high - 

quality recorders which build up im- 
agery from a succession of evenly 
spaced scan lines. The 
transport is capable 
continuously or in disc 
wide speed ranges, y 
and relatively simple it 
bility testing is being 
at the Air Force Avio 
at Wright- Patterson AF 

precision film 
f moving film 
ete steps over 
t is compact 
design. Feasi- 
accomplished 

iic Laboratory 
B, Ohio. 

NEW! CB Transceiver STOATDE Pre -Amp 
INTERCHANGEABLE 12VDC & 117VAC For mobile or base stations 

Improves receiver performance 
Works on tube or transistor equipment 
No modification to CB unit - Also works one SSB 
ON- THE -AIR sign automatically lights wheri transmitting 

Model PCBU with universal built -in power sup- 
ply, transfer relay, AC & DC connecting cables, 
domestic manufacture, wired & tested. 

Write for free literature to - 
GONSET /Division of AEROTRON, INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 6527 Raleigh North Carolina 27608 
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FISH FINDER 

(Continued from page 49) 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

fhe underwater fish detector was tested 
in various tanks at the New York Aquarium 
(with the aid of a helpful curator). Of 
course, the dolphins made the wildest 
underwater sounds, but the white Beluga 
whales came in a close second. Tests in 
some tanks did not reveal much noise, 
possibly, as the curator explained, be- 
cause the fish had been there for some 
time and had few hunting instincts since 
they are fed on a schedule. The barking 
of a seal underwater is not to be be- 
lieved, but these creatures tend to play 
with the transducer, which causes pain- 
ful shocks on the ears. 

Tests in the Great South Bay off Long 
Island, New York, revealed some strange 
noises (possibly flounder or mackerel, 
which were in at the time), but the noises 
from boats were usually overpowering. 

Try the detector in your home fish 
tank, but be sure to turn off the aerator 
or pump while doing so. 

Construction. The circuit, shown in 
Fig. 1, consists basically of an underwater 
transducer coupled to a high -gain audio 
amplifier (IC1). The response of the am- 
plifier is down 3 dB at 200 Hz and 13 kHz, 
while maximum gain is 100,000. The out- 
put impedance is 0.5 ohm, making the 
system suitable for use with almost any 
type of speaker or earphones. It can also 
be used with another amplifier. Gain is 
controlled by R5 and there are two 
parallel output jacks -one of which can 
be used for a tape recorder. 

It is recommended that a printed circuit 
board be used to prevent oscillations. A 
foil pattern and component layout are 
shown in Fig. 2. The board, with the bat- 
tery, should be mounted in a small, metal 
shielded enclosure to prevent external 
electrical noise pickup. It is also sug- 
gested that the case be anodized to pre- 
vent corrosion when the detector is used 
near salt water. O 
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5 VITAL COMPONENTS 
FOR KNOWLEDGE ... FOR PROFIT ... FOR SHEER 

MUSIC AND ELECTRONICS ENJOYMENT! 

1 B 1 1971 STEREO /HI -FI DIRECTORY 
,t complete, reliable guide to 
the best quality -the best buy OUT-OF-PRINT ur money. Accurate, reliable 

amplifiers, tuners, receivers, NO LONGER 3, tape machines -cartridge, 
and reel -to -reel, speakers, AVAILABLE ., compact hi -fi systems, cart- 

arms, accessories! 

1971 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL 
Your own personal expert on tape 
recorders and tapes. Complete guide 
to what's available . and how to 
choose what's best for you. Complete 
buyer's guide to the brands and mod- 
els on the market. Expert tips on 
equipment: What to buy -How to use 
it -Tape tactics -PLUS a round -up of 
the best pre- recorded tapes of the 
year. 

ELECTRONIC 
EXPERIMENTERS 

1971 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S 
HANDBOOK- SPRING EDITION 
148 pages containing 20 of the most 
exciting,electronics construction proj- 
ects for the electronics hobbyist. All 
laboratory tested by the editors, com- 
plete with parts list, easy "How -To- 
Do -lt, How -It- Works" Instructions and 
many with actual size PC Foil Pat- 
terns! 

1971 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S 
HANDBOOK -WINTER EDITION 
Another big package containing more 
challenging, fun -to -build electronics 
projects ever! Be sure to order this 
one today! 

r C'9MIIIMCAiIONS 
HANMMMBA 1371 

1971 COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK 
Everything you want to know -need to 
know -about Citizens Band, Amateur 
Radio, Short Wave Listening. The 
world's most complete guide to com- 
munications. Designed to help you get 
greater value. greater enjoyment out 
of every minute you spend with your 
equipment. 

ZIFF -DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION Dept. W 
595 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012 

Please send me the annuals I've checked below: PE-8-71 

Q 1971 Tape Recorder Annual -$1.50 
1971 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook -Spring -$1.50 
1971 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook- Winter -$1.50 
1971 Communications Handbook -$1.50 

I am enclosing $ My remittance includes an 
additional 35c per copy for postage and handling. (Outside 
U.S.A. all magazines are $2.50 per copy, postpaid.) 

print name 

address 

city 

state zip 

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER 
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Please include an address label when writing about your 
subscription to help us serve you promptly. 
Write to: P.O. Box 1096, Flushing, N.Y. 11352 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Please let us know you are moving at 
least six to eight weeks in advance. Affix magazine address 
label in space below and print new address in space pro- 
vided. If you have a question about your subscription, 
attach address label to your letter. 

rf you have no label handy, print OLD address here 4, 

no,e 

r1address 

oleose or.nr 

z o-code L_" J 
TO SUBSCRIBE: Check these boxes: -n New L7 Renewal 

5 years $21 3 years $15 1 year $6 

SPECIFY: Payment enclosed -You get 1 extra issue per 
year as a BONUS! E Bill me later. 

name 

address 

please c`- 

0544 

city _ e : 
Add'I postage: $1 per year outside U.S., its possessions S Canada. 

-ABOUT YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION 

Your subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS iS 

maintained on one of the world's most modern, 
efficient computer systems, and if you're like 99% 
of our subscribers, you'll never have any reason 

to complain about your subscription service. 
We have found that when complaints do arise, 

the majority of them occur because people have 
written their names or addresses differently at 
different times. For example, if your subscription 
were listed under "William Jones, Cedar Lane, 

Middletown, Arizona," and you were to renew it 
as "Bill Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona," 
our computer would think that two separate sub- 
scriptions were involved, and it would start send- 
ing you two copies of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each 
month. Other examples of combinations of names 
that would confuse the computer would include: 
John Henry Smith and Henry Smith; and Mrs. 
Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor differences in 
addresses can also lead to difficulties. For exam- 
ple, to the computer, 100 Second St. is not the 
same as 100 2nd St. 

So, please, when you write us about your sub- 
scription, be sure to enclose the mailing label 
from the cover of the magazine -or else copy your 
name and address exactly as they appear on the 
mailing label. This will greatly reduce any chance 
of error, and we will be able to service your 
request much more quickly. 

LIBRARY 
(Continued Iruul pine 1tSi 

trations and photos have he 
new edition, covering the mo 
anical and technical advanc 
recorders. 
Published by Howard W. S 
4300 West 62 St., Indianapoli. 
cover. 112 pages. S2.95. 

added in this 
t recent mech- 
ments in tape 

s & Co., Inc., 
IN 46268. Soft 

LABORATORY MANUAL FOR 
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS 

by ichard O. Brooks 
The purpose of this manual is twofold: to 
introduce the student to th concepts in- 
volved in transmission line theory, and to 
provide a basic introductio to measure- 
ments at microwave freque cies. Since the 
subjects can be treated ind pendently, the 
manual is divided into two arts. Prepared 
by Wentworth Institute, it is i tended to be a 
foundation for laboratory w rk in a one -se- 
mester course. 
Published by Prentice -Flail. nc., Englewood 
Cliffs. NI 07632. Soft cover. 1 8 pages. $5.95. 

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING, TIMING, AND 
PULSE CIRCUITS, Second Edition 

by J. M. Petit & M. M. McWhorter 
The subject matter here is f r more reach- 
ing than can be suggested i a brief title. 
This book is about circuits in 'which the elec- 
tronic device -tube or transistor -is used 
primarily as a switch. with waveforms that 
are for the most part nonsintiisoidal. This is 
in contrast to small- signal sine -wave amplifi- 
cation, or even large -signal power amplifica- 
tion where a sine wave is d storted only a 
few percent at most. 

Published by McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 
ltiest 42 St.. New York. NY 10036. Hard 
cover. 289 pages. 512.50. 

RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOK, 
Third Edition 

S:- He cd G. McEetee 
In its most recent eeilion. this Handbook 

covers the entire range of ntrol systems 
from the simplest to the mo. t sophisticated 
pulse -proportional and digit 1- control sys- 
tems. The Handbook is lvr tten with the 
beginner in mind. althoug it provides 
enough information on digita techniques to 
help modelers understand th s exciting and 
complex method of remote c ntrol. 

Published by Tab Books, Blu Ridge Summit, 
PA 17214. 302 pages. $8.95 hr rd cover; $5.95 
soft cover. 
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE 
NON -DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or indi- 
viduals offering commercial products or services, $1.25 per word 
(including name and address). Minimum order $12.50. Payment 
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited 
advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% 

i for 12 months paid in advance. READER RATE: For individuals 
with a personal item to buy or sell. 800 per word (including 
name and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy. 

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1" by 1 column (25/6" wide), $110.00. 2" 
by 1 column, $215.00. 3" by 1 column, $320.00. Advertiser to 
supply cuts. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at 
no extra charge. All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing 
Date: 1st of the 2nd month preceding cover date (for example, 
March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to 
Hal Cymes, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, 
New York 10016. 

FOR SALE 

FREE! bargain catalog. Fiber optics, LED's, transistors, diodes, 
rectifiers, SCR's, triacs, parts. Poly Paks, Box 942, Lynnfield, 
Mass. 01940. 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snooperscopes, 
Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 250. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908. 

ROCKETS: Ideal for miniature transmitter tests. New illustrated 
catalog. 250. Single and multistage kits, cones, engines, aunch- 
ers, trackers, rocket aerial cameras, technical information. Fast 
service. Estes Industries, Dept. 18 -14, Penrose, Co stado 81240. 

LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog Free. 
KNAPP, 3174 8TH Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540. 

WE SELL CONSTRUCTION PLANS. TELEPHONE: Answering Machine, 
Speakerphone, Carphone, Phonevision, Legal Connector. Auto 
Dialer, Central Dial System. TELEVISION: $35.00 Color Converter, 
Tape Recorder, 3DTV. $25.00 Camera. HOBBYIST: Electron Micro- 
scope, 96 Hour Tape Music System, Ultrasonic Dishwasher, 
Radar -Oven, Electronic Tranquilizer. Plans $4.95 each. COJRSES: 
telephone Engineering $39.50. Detective Electronics S22.50, 
Anti -Detective Electronics $27.50, NEW SUPER HOBBY CATALOG 
AIRMAILED $1.00. Don Britton Enterprises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048. 

FIND COINS -GOLD- RELICS - TREASURE. 
metal locators by JETCO; 

Lightweight 
Easy to Use 
Comes Complete 
Made in USA 
5 yr. Guarantee 
Immediate Delivery! 
Write for FREE Catalog. 

priced from 

,c 
d"""am ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, INC. 

P. O. BOX 132. PE HUNTSVILLE. TEXAS 77340 
PHONE ORDER TO: 713/295.5422 

WEBBER LAB's. Police & Fire Converters. Catalog 25e. 72 Cot- 
tage Street, Lynn, Mass. 01905. 

INVESTIGATORS, latest Electronics Aids. Free Literature. Clifton, 
11500 -L NW 7th Ave., Miami, Florida 33168. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. Large cat- 
alog $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 

RADIO -T.V. Tubes -360 each. Send for free catalog. Cornell, 
4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

CLEARANCE SALE rectifiers, transistors. 1000's other items. Cat- 
alog 15C. General Sales Company, 254 Main, Clute, Texas 77931. 

MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 10C. Greatest Values 
-Lowest Prices. Fertik's, 5249 "D ", Philadelphia, Pa. 19120. 

SENCORE, B &K Test Equipment Unbelievable Prices. Free Catalog 
and Price Sheet. Fordham Radio, 265 East 149th Street, Bronx, 
N.Y. 10451. 

ELECTRONIC Ignition. Various Types. Information 10C. Anderson 
Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239. 

NEW SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES- bright red 
lights replace light bulbs. Typical life 100 years. Operate at 1.65 
volts, 50 milliamps. Order 2 for $2.98 NOW. Data sheet and in- 
structions included. Monsanto Company, Hobby Section, 10131 
Bubb Road, Cupertino, California 95014. 

CONVERT any television to sensitive, big- screen oscilloscope. 
Only minor changes required. No electronic experience neces- 
sary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco -A33, Box 10563, Houston, 
Texas 77018. 

SPACE-ACE TV CAMERA KITS a PLANS 
BE A PIONEER IN HOME TELECASTING! Build your awn 
TV CAMERA. Modal XT-1A, Series D, $116.95 pp Solid - 
State. Steely -step constluctiw marmi. Hid quality. 
Connects to my TV without modification. Idea for hams, 
experimenters, education, industry, etc. 

PHONE or WRITE for CATALOG 
Due 402- 98,4711 

Many other kits s and plans available e including storm 
kits, focus /ddl 

pans 
coils, vidicon tubes, cast pions, etc. 

1301 N. BROADWAY ATV Research DAKOTA CITY, NEBR. 68731 

FREE catalog, parts, circuit boards for POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
projects. PAIA ELECTRONICS, Box C14359, Oklahoma City, OK 
73114. 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS -Distributor prices, Free catalog. Box 
2581, El Cajon, California 92021. 

FREE Kit Catalog: Shortproof Powersupply $39.50. Ultrasonic 
Alarm $37.25. SWTPC, Box 832040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216. 

AMATEUR SCIENTISTS, Electronics Hobbyists, Experimenters, 
Students ... Construction Plans -all complete, including draw- 
ings, schematics, parts lists with prices and sources ... Radar - 
Build your own ultrasonic doppler radar. Detect motion of peo- 
ple, automobiles, even falling rain drops. Transistorized, uses 9 
volt transistor battery -$4.50 . . . Long -Range "Sound Tele- 
scope" -This amazing device can enable ycu to hear conversa- 
tions, birds and animals, other sounds hundreds of feet away. 
Very directional. Transistorized. Uses 9V battery -$3.50 . 

Robot Man -Moves hands and arms -$3.50... Or send 250 coin 
(no stamps) for complete catalog. Other items include Psyche- 
delic strobes, light shows, lasers . 46 different projects. 
Technical Writers Group, Box 5994, State College Station, 
Raleigh, N.C. 27607. 

WOULD YOU SPEND 250 to save $25.00 or more? Citizens Band, 
AM and SSB 2 -way radios, USA and export models. Send 250 for 
catalog toi BAGGY'S RADIO, 6391 Westminster Avenue, West- 
minster, CA 92683. Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

CITIZENS BAND- Shortwave Listener -Ham equipment from Amrad 
Supply, Inc. Free Flyer, 1025 Harrison St., Oakland, Calif. 94607. 

PSYCHEDELIC Strobe Kit: Complete with 110w sec. tube, reflec- 
tor, chassis and cabinet $17.50 plus postage and insurance. 2 
lbs. (Extra tubes $3.50) SWTPC, Box E32040, San Antonio, Texas 
78216. 

SEMICONDUCTORS: Buy from single source. Serving experimen- 
ters, hobbyists. No minimums. SN 7400N, 1.95; MC724P, $1.19, 
Etc. RLabs, Box 253, Burlington, Ma. 01803. 

ANTIGRAVITY, experiment and theory; Rushed -$2.00. U.S. In- 
quiries. Intertech 7A11, Box 5373, Station -F, Ottawa, Canada. 
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LEARN the facts of electronics and your privacy. Send for the 
Tron -X Manual, P.O. Box 38155, Hollywood, CA 90038. $5.95. 

JAPAN HONG KONG DIRECTORY. World products information. 
$1.00 today. Sekai Shogyo Annai, Hillyard, Washington 99207. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS -Factory Prices, Catalog 100. Silting, Box 
6257, Seattle, Washington 98188. 

WOULD YOU SPEND 25¢ 
to save $25.00 or more? Citizens Band, AM and 
SUS 2 -way Radios, USA and Export Models. 
Send 25v for catalog to: 

BAGGY'S RADIO 
P. O. Box 778, 6391 Westminster Avenue 

Westminster, CA 92683 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

FREE Kit Catalog: Color Organs $11.00, Psychedelic Strobes 
$17.50, Professional quality -lowest prices. SWTPC, Box F32040, 
San Antonio, Texas 78216. 

FREE! Giant Electronics Catalog. McCord Electronics, Box 41 -P, 

Sylvania, Ohio 43560. 

ELECTRONIC Goodies new guaranteed. Monarch KW SWR relative 
power dualmeter antenna bridge $16.45 postpaid. Quote indus- 
trial, amateur, CB. Madison Electronics, 1508 McKinney, Houston, 
Texas 77002. (713) 224-2668. 

EUROPEAN and Japanese bargains catalogs. $1 each. Dee, P.O. 
Box 9308, North Hollywood, Calif. 91609. 

BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS. We manufacture intruder -fire detec- 
tion systems, radar and perimeter types. Accessories available. 
Free Literature. Inquiries for dealership and wholesale prices 
must be on letterhead. U.S. and Canada only. Microtech Asso- 
ciates, Inc., Box 10147, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. 

BARGAIN HUNTING? 
SEND 10c TO DEPT 6 

FOR BARGAIN CB CATALOG! 

HSNSHA W S 
3617 TROOST. KANSAS CITY, MO 

BRAINWAVES- BIOFEEDBACK products, literature. Meditation 
aids. Innerspace, Box 319 -PE, Fairfax, CA 94930. 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS & Hi Fi Equipment. Both at the low- 
est possible prices. Catalogue 10C. Gust & Company, Box 
24081, Edina, Minnesota 55424. 

CUSTOM ENGRAVED brass, aluminum, and plastic plates, tags, 
panels, etc. Colonial Engraving, 5004 South, Toledo, Ohio 
43615. 

CONSOLE Stereo Cabinets Oiled Walnut 39" Factory Sealed 
Cartons. Closeout Priced $29.95. VGRS, Electronics Dept., 
2239 East 55 Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44103. 

709 OP AMPS, guaranteed, 75C each in lots of ten. Quantity 
discounts. Dave, Box 64472, Los Angeles, Calif. 90064. 

PROJECT WORKS GREAT? -Don't be embarrassed by the way it 
looks. Kit of amazing new materials created by successful 
industrial designer provides everything you need to fabri- 
cate "presentation" quality housings for your electronics 
projects. Requires only hand tools to create rectangular 
and all kinds of irregularly shaped custom cabinets. This 
versatile, workable material, although not generally avail- 
able to the public, is used extensively in professional 
product design studios. Kit includes detailed working in- 
structions and enough supplies for two average sized cases. 
Send check or money order for $12.95 to: Golden Touch, 
1720 Pontius, #105 Los Angeles, Ca. 90025. (California 
residents add 5% sales tax.) 

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS. Parts, equipment. Catalog 25e. Jeff- 
Tronics, 4252 -P Pearl Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44109. 

100 

BRAINWAVE FEEDBACK. Electroencephalophone teaches alpha - 
wave control. Information 100. J &J Enterprises, 8102 -E 
Bainbridge, Wash. 98110. 

GERMAN AND JAPANESE tubes, transisto s, and parts price 
list $1.00. Matthews TV, 1413 Lee, Lawton, Oklahoma 73501. 

'duo -band auto search 
Monitor Receiver 

4' 4.7.--1 

pei 8- channel 
sunning monitor 
HL -44 locks on 
active channel, 

then resumes search when channel goes quiet. 
Program scanning speed, any number of high or 
low band channels by plugging ih crystals. NO 
WIRING CHANGES. Use it on your desk or in 
your car. a Write for free literature. 

PETERSEN ELECTRONICS, INC. 
1000 South Main- Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501 

DIGITAL frequency divider, switch selectable divisions by 
any integer from 2 to 255. Multiple applications for 
laboratory or home workshops. Write for details. SMS, 1910 
Delmar, Granite City, Illinois 62040. 

INVESTIGATORS- Detectives -industrial security officers. Latest 
subminiature electronic equipment. Catalog 500. Jack, Box 
uaßLL, oacrament0, t,amR. auoux. 

PULSE and Switching Circuits, new profusely 
pages. 44.95 postpaid. Harvey Electronics, 

ton, Del. 19807. 

illustrated, 256 
Box 3846, Wilming- 

ALPHAPHONE new electronic device teaches 
utilizing brain wave feedback. Send for 
Research 2834 Preston, Dayton, Ohio 45417 

complete relaxation 
details. Para -Alpha 

BATTERIES costing you a fortune? Tape 
don't seem to last? NICAD Rechargeable 
your Battery problems. They can be recharged 
carry a full year warranty. All sizes in stock. 
come in. Advance Electronics, 54 West 45th 
New York 10036. (212) 661 -0124. 

Recorder Batteries 
Batteries will solve 

500 times. They 
Phone, write or 
St., New York, 

FREE ELECTRONICS Catalog. Tremendous 
Department C -703 D, Hewlett, New York 11557. 

bargains. Edu -Kits, 

"LISTEN INTO POLICE -FIRE RADIO CALLS IN YOUR CAR! 
WORKS with ANY CAR -Portable or HOME RA- 
DIO! Just 

Switch 
OS in-No 

from regular 
g -3 to LL 

hookup! FIRE. .tRGE CY- to ALL 

T 
calls 

YOUR -CIT 
DUAL-HI-LOW 

ay Radio TAXICAB-STATE 
EMERGENCY-COMM OM May Radi- 

cans in YOUR AREA. 
Radio 

Car /sOW BANDS- 
EVER MILLION al Cars /orations. USE 
Everywhere-anytime-always works! 

SEND ONLY $2.00 moo s7 n9 MITI; s TV/DP' 
_end se.a9 for ppd Del in US'.. COMPLETE, 
structions. One Year service Warranty -10 DA 
(if retnd,. AMAZING OFFER good only by mail 
WESTERN RADIO Dept. BPE -8 K 

._..._. _.... 

aP, 

stg° obi 
ready to use with in- 

MONEY BACK TRIAL 

ARNEY, NEBR. 68847 

TV TUNER REPAIRS -Complete Course Deta Is, 12 Repair Tricks, 
Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $1. Refundable. Frank 
Bocek, Box 833, Redding, Calif. 96001. 

3,000 WATTS of power at 120 volts from our car's alternator! 
Build adapter for $3.00! Construction pl. s $5.00 -plus free 
color catalog. Creative Products, 1708 Tierney Road, Ft. 
Worth, Texas 76112. 

AUDIO Radio Short Wave Conversion 2-SMC. Some Working, 
Some Not As Is Repairable. Reg. $2. 95 Closeout $3.99 
Postpaid. VGRS Elect. Dept., 2239 East "5 Street, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44103. 

CONSTRUCTION PLANS: Laser . . . $2.00. Investigation Aids - 
2-FM Microphone Transmitters ... $1.00. FM Telephone Trans- 
mitter ... $2.00. Sound Telescope ... $2 00. Space Monitor - 
Missile Tracker . $2.00. Free equipment and kit catalog. 
Howard, 20174 Ward, Detroit, Michigan 482 5. 
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SPECIAL OFFER 
"NEW" 

PACE 100 -S 
$79.95 

5 WATT CITIZEN 
TWO WAY RADIO 
COMPLETE 
WITH CH 9 & 11. 

'J I 
* Amazing Pace quality 

available at a bargain price. * Has all the performance & 
features of expensive 
6 channel sets. * For highway assistance 
call from your car on 
CB CH 9 anywhere in U.S. 

Write for details 
up» PACE,P.O. Box 306, Harbor City,Cal.90710 

PLANS AND KITS 

FREE Kit Catalog: Digital Microlab $29.95. Also Segmented and 
Nixie Readouts, Timebases, Scalers, Electronic Digital Clocks 
(all featured in Popular Electronics) SWTPC, Box C32040, San 
Antonio, Tex. 78216. 

FREE kit Catalog: Amazing new Universal Digital Instruments 
with plugins as featured in Popular Electronics. Unbeatable 
prices. SWTPC, Box D32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216. 

FREE Kit Catalog. Why does every major College, University, 
Technical School, Research & Development Center buy from us? 
Because we have the highest quality and lowest prices. Free 
catalog. SWTPC, Box H32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216. 

CONVERT your scope. Dual trace FET switch, $10.00. Trigger - 
sweep $24.95. Kits include semiconductors, boards, instructions, 
HAMLIN TECHNICAL PRODUCTS, Box 901, Cupertino, Calif. 95014. 

SERCOLAB. New amazing electronics kits. P.O. Box 78F, 
Arlington, Mass. 02174. 

"ONE TUBE DXER" Handbook - 50f. "Coil Winding" - 50C. 
Catalog. Laboratories, 745 -L Cordone, Reno, Nevada 89`_02. 

TRIGGERSWEEP for scope. Plans $1.00 Romanyk, 2015 Broward, 
West Palm Beach, Florida 33407. 

SEE in Total darkness with infrared snooperscope. Complete 
plans and schematics $3.00. Don Moore, 7902 Oak Knoll, 
Houston, Texas 77028. 

COLOR Organs, strobes. Big savings, plans brochure 10C. 
RAECO Box 14, Reedville, Mass. 02187. 

AUTOMATIC Morse Code Copying Machine. Featured it Ham Radio 
Magazine this fall. Copy up io 120 wpm without knowing CW! 
Simply hook to your receiver's audio and read printout. Send 
$14.95 for detailed construction plans. VMG Electronics, 2138P 
West Sunnyside, Phoenix, Arizona 85029. 

BUILD 8 Digit Desk Calculator from MOS,LSI circuits. 
Circuit Diagrams and Plans $4.95 postpaid. Digital Concepts, 
Box 5424, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903. 

RECORDS 

HIGH FIDELITY 

TAPE RECORDERS, Hi -Fi, components, Sleep Learning Equipment, 
tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 1523R, Jericho 
Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040. 

LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders, HiFi, Roslyn, 
Penna. 19001. 

FREE Kit Catalog. Amplifiers: Lil Tiger $11.10, Universal Tiger 
$30.00, Preamp $44.50 (Featured in Popular Electronics) SCA 
Adaptors $14.55. SWTPC, Box A32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78216. 

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for 
Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for free 
catalog. All merchandise brand new and factory sealed. LYLE 
CARTRIDGES, Dept. P, P.O. Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn, 
New York 11218. 

EXTENSION Speaker System 14" Wide 3' Daep 9" High 
Complete With 5 -1/4" Speaker Cord $3.95 Each, Two For $7.95 
Postpaid. VGRS, Electronics Dept., 2239 East 55th St., 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103. 

WANTED 

CASH PAID! Unused tubes, electronic equipment. Barry, 512 
Broadway, NYC 10012. 

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold, Ores Analyzed. Free Circu- 
lar. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062. 

TUBES 

TUBES "Oldies ", latest. Lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood, 
Hammond, Indiana 46324. 

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS. All Brands - 
Biggest Discounts. Technicians, Hobbyists, Experimenters-Re - 
quest FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turn- 
pike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501. 

RADIO & T.V. Tubes -36C each. Send for free catalog. Cornell, 
4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

TUBE Headquarters of World! Send 10C for Catalog (tubes, elec- 
tronic equipment) Barry, 512 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10012. 

SAVE money on parts and transmitting- receiving tubes, foreign - 
domestic. Send 25C for giant catalog. Refunded first order. 
United Radio Company, 56 -P Ferry Street, Newark, N.J. 07105. 

TAPE AND RECORDERS 

OLD radio programs on tape. 6 hours for $8.00. Catalog 50C. Don 
Maris, 1926 Cherokee, Norman, Okla. 73069. 

STEREO TAPE RENTAL for particular people. Free catalog. Gold 
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla. 
33012. 

STEREO TAPE TRANSPORT -7" reel -2 speeds -pause control - 
made for famous manufacturer -50 to 15,000 Hz -with rec /play 
and erase heads, without case. Send m.o. or check for $19.50 
to Alsheimer Audio Electronics, 218 Columbia St., Utica, N.Y. 
13502. $2.50 for prepaid shipping and insurance. 

RENT 4 -Track open reel tapes -all major labels -3,000 different 
-free brochure. Stereo -Parti, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, 
Ca. 95401. 

BARGAIN MUSIC, Tape, Equipment Catalog, 250. Saxitone, 1776 
Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 20009. 

TRADE Stereo tapes, $1.25 each postpaid. Minimum three. Tape - 
trade, Box 2181, La Jolla, Ca. 82037. 

POPULAR organ albums factory direct. Concert Recording, Lyn- OLD Radio Programs Catalog $1.00 (refundable). Radio Vault, 
wood, Calif. 90262. 1533 50th S.W., Wyoming, Michigan 49509. 
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RECORDING TAPE made by top American manufacturer, guaran- 
teed not "seconds" or "white box "; 2400' mylar, $2.29; 1800' 
mylar $1.69; 1200' acetate $.79. Send for information and quan- 
tity pricing. Alsheimer Audio Electronics, 218 Columbia Street, 
Utica, New York 13502. 

BUY Irish Tape Open Reel & Cassettes & 8 -Track Blanks at 
Discount Prices. Write: Direct Mail Cassette Corp., Box 71, 
Plainview, N.Y. 11803. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICES 

TV Tuners rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers specification. 
Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF Ninety day written guarantee. 
Ship complete with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer 
brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51C, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 

TELEVISION tuners, any make VHF or UHF, cleaned, repaired 
and realigned per manufacturer's specifications $9.50. One 

year guarantee. Quality Tuner Repair, 526 West Busby 
Street, Lebanon, Indiana 46052. 

INSTRUCTION 

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all makes includ- 
ing transistor. Experimental kit -trouble -shooting. Accredited 
NHSC, Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, 
Dept. A, Sacramento, Calif. 95820. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize! Strange catalog free. Auto- 
suggestion, Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, Washington 98501. 

DEGREE in electronics Engineering earned mostly by correspon- 
dence. Free brochure. Dept. G -9, Grantham School of Engineering, 
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, California 90027. 

WANT AN F.C.C. 1st CLASS LICENSE? WANT TO BECOME A DISC - 

JOCKEY? REI has a school near you VA approved. Call toll free: 
1- 800 -237 -2251 or write REI, 1336 Main St., Sarasota, Florida 
33577, Florida Residents call: 813-955-6922. 

HIGHLY effective home study courses in Electronics Engineering 
Technology and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your 
Degree. Write for Free Descriptive Literature. Cook's Institute of 
Electronics Engineering, (Dept. 15), P.O. Box 10634, Jackson, 
Miss. 39209. (Established 1945). 

FREE brochure self- improvement books. Eldon McBrayer, 412 
Arthur Street, Huntsville, Ala. 35805. 

FCC RADIOTELEGRAPH LICENSE through tape recorded lessons. 
Radio License Training, 1060D Duncan, Manhattan Beach, 
Calif. 90266. Phone 379 -4461. 

FCC TYPE EXAMS . . . Guaranteed to prepare you for FCC 3rd. 
2nd, and 1st phone exams. 3rd class $7.00, 2nd class $12.00, 1st 
class $16.00, complete package $25.00. Due to demand, allow 3 

weeks for mailing. Research Company, Box 22141, Tampa, Florida 
33622. 

TINY rockets from ordinary paper soda -straws blast in smoke 
and flame nearly out of sight. Copyrighted instructions $1.00. 
Microrockets RR2S, Hagerstown, Indiana 47346. 

LEARN Fortran programming, information. P.O. Box 14474, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19115. 

AMATEUR RADIO. Correspondence Sight- and -Sound no textbook 
courses for General, Advanced and Extra Class licenses, 
complete Code and Theory. These are not memory courses. 
Amateur Radio License School, 12217 Santa Monica Boulevard, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. 

MEMORIZE STUDY: "1971 Test -Answers" for FCC First and Sec- 
ond Class License -plus -"Self -Study Ability Test." Proven! 
$9.95. Satisfaction guaranteed. Command, Box 26348 -P, 

San Francisco 94126. 

DO -IT- YOURSELF 

BURGLARY -Fire Protection. Free Catalog. (Comprehensive In- 

stallation Manual loaned Free upon request). Safeway, 92A 

Brighton 11th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11235. 
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INVENTIONS WANTED 

INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. 
Service, 2420 -P 77th, Oakland, Calif. 9460E. 

Global Marketing 

PATENT Searches including Maximum speed, 
and closest patent copies, $6.00. Quality 
ministered. Complete secrecy guaranteed 
tection forms and "Patent Information," Write 
ton Patent Office Search Bureau, 711 14t1 
ington, D.C. 20005. 

full airmail report 
searches expertly ad- 

Free Invention Pro- 
Dept. 9, Washing- 

Street, N.W., Wash- 

INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention, patented 
until you receive our offer. Eagle Development 
9, 79 Wall Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10005. 

or unpatented, 
Company, Dept. 

FREE "Directory of 500 Corporations Seeking 
For information regarding development, sale, 
patented /unpatented invention. Write: Raymond 
230 -GR Park Avenue, New York City 10017. 

New Products." 
licensing of your 
Lee Organization, 

INVENTORS: Protect your ideas! Free "Recommended 
dure". Washington Inventors Service, 422- 
Washington, D.C. 20005. 

Proce- 
Washington Building, 

FREE PAMPHLET: "Tips on Safeguarding Your 
United States Inventors Service Company, 
Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004. 

Invention." Write: 
501 -H Thirteenth 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 ... Trucks from $78.40 ... Boats, 

Typewriters, Airplanes, Multimeters, Osci'loscopes, Transceivers, 
Electronics Equipment. Wide Variety, Con 
gains Direct From Government Nationwide 
tory and Surplus Catalog $1.00. (Deductitle 
Surplus Service, Box 820 -J, Holland, Michigan 

ition. 100,000 Bid Bar- 

Complete Sales Direc- 
First $10.00 Order). 
49423. 

GOVERNMENT Surplus. How and Where to 
$1.00. Surplus Information Headquarters, 
Washington, DC 20014. 

Buy in Your Area. Send 
Box 30177 -PE, 

MANUALS for surplus electronics. List 
Roanne Drive, Washington, D.C. 20021. 

25C. Books, 4905 

BOOKS 

FREE catalog aviation electronic /space 
329PE Aviation Road. Fallbrook, California 

nooks. Aero Publishers, 
92028. 

FREE book prophet Elijah coming before 
evidence. Megiddo Mission, Dept. 64, 481 

ter, N.Y. 14619. 

Christ. Wonderful bible 

Thurston Rd., Roches- 

MAGAZINES 
JAPAN PUBLICATIONS GUIDE Business, 
$8.00. INTERCONTINENTAL, CPO 1717, Tocyo 

pleasure, education. 
100-91. 

OVER 2,000,000 backdate magazines! Specify 
Box 917 -PE, Maywood, New Jersey 07607. 

needs. Midtown, 

PERSONALS 

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through 
dence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, 

international correspon- 
Berlin 11, Germany. 

INVESTIGATORS, Latest Electronics Aids, 
11500 -K NW 7th Ave., Miami, Florida 33168. 

Free Literature. Clifton, 

SECRET LOANS BY MAIL. Borrow $100 
reason in absolute privacy. No interviews, 
cosigners. Fast service. Write Dial Fi 

410 Kilpatrick Bldg., Omaha, Nebraska 68102. 

to $1500 for any good 
no endorsers, no 

lance Co., Dept. H -593, 
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SPORTS ACTION FILMS 

$1.00 OFF on the First Print you Order! Catalog all Major 
Sports, 25C. Super 8, 8mm. Color, B &W. SPORTLITE, Elect. 
Dept., 20 North Wacker, Chicago 60606. 

HYPNOTISM 

"MALE- FEMALE Hypnotism" Exposed, Explained! "Secret Method" 
-They Never Know! $2, Rushed. Guaranteed! Isabella Hall, Sil- 
ver Springs, Florida 32688. 

SLEEP learning. Hypnotic method. 92% effective. Details free. 
ASR Foundation, Box 7021PE HC Station, Lexington, Ky. 40502. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM, 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

SCIENCE Bargains Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ" -148 pages 
-Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, Lenses, Binocjlars, 
Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., 300 Ed- 
scorn Bldg., Barrington, New Jersey 08007. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER Address Stamps $2.00. Signature $3.50. Free Catalog. 
Jackson's, Box 443 -G, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131. 

STAMPS 

FREE! 88 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES!! An incredible Collection 
of genuine postage stamps . . . from Afghanistan to Zambia, 
all around the world! Stamps from the North and South 
Poles. British, French, Portuguese, Spanish Colonies. Ancient 
Stamps, New Issues, Airmails, Commemoratives, Moon and 
Outer Space Stamps -from 88 Countries! Also, other exciting 
stamps for free examination. Buy any or none, return balance, 
cancel privilege any time. Plus Big Introductory Catalog. 
Send 10C for mailing. H.E. Harris, Dept. SS -12, Boston, 
Mass. 02117. 

WOW! 110 All Different Germany 10C. Commemorat ves, 
Airmails, High Values, Big catalog, bargain lists. Also fine 
stamps from our approval service, which you may return 
without purchases and cancel service at any time. Jamestown 
Stamp, Dept. A81EG, Jamestown, N. Y. 14701. 

FREE! BIG BARGAIN CATALOG -New Edition listing thousands 
of bargains including U.S. & B.N.A. stamps, packets, albcros, 
accessories and supplies. Also, fine stamps from our approval 
service which you may return without purchases and cancel 
service at any time. Jamestown Stamp, Dept. EB:EG, 
Jamestown, N.Y. 14701. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make 
money! Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, Box 318 -N, Ypsi- 
lanti, Michigan 48197. 

200% PROFIT. Inexpensive fire, burglar alarms. Watchdog Sys- 
tems, Williamsburg, Ohio 45176. 

MAIL GALORE! Money- making opportunities! Name on nation- 
wide mailing lists, 35C. Three months, 50C. Sullins, Box 206 -PE, 
Forsyth, Georgia 31029. 

MAILORDER! Make big money working home. Free report reveals 
millionaire's trade secrets! Executive (1K8), 333 North Michigan, 
Chicago 60601. 

BIG EARNINGS selling Hertel Bibles. New 3- dimension cover, 
finest reference edition sells fast. Demonstrator furnished. Big 
commissions. International Book, Dept. PE, Box 118, Wichita, 
Kansas 67201. 

$2000.00 Monthly possible. Details: Ropchan, Box 5341X, 
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91413. 

PIANO TUNING learned quickly at home. Tremendous field! Musi- 
cal knowledge unnecessary. GI Approved. Information Free. 
Empire School, Box 327, Miami, Florida 33145. 

TREASURE FINDERS 

GOLD, Silver, Relics! Located with powerful Detectron Metal De- 
tectors. Free Information. Terms, Detectron, Dept. PE8, Box 243, 
San Gabriel, California 91778. 

TREASURE FINDER locates buried gold, silver, coins, treasures. 
5 powerful models. $19.95 up. Free catalog. Relco -A33, Box 
10839, Houston, Texas 77018. 

FREE: Jetco Electronics Free 24 page Treasure Finder catalog. 
Find metals, minerals, gold, silver, coins and relics, Jetco, Box 
132 PE, Huntsville, Texas 77340. 

FISHER DETECTORS has something new! Free literature. Fisher 
Research, Dept. PE -8, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments. Free catalog. 
Freeport Music, 127 -N Sunrise Highway, Freeport, N.Y. 11520. 

WHOLESALE! Professional Amplifiers, PA Systems, Guitars. Free 
Catalog. Carvin, Escondido, Calif. 92028. 

REMAILING SERVICE 

REMAILING SERVICE: 25C each, $3.00 monthly and postage, 
fastest growing area in U.S. 1110 South 4th, Rogers, Arkansas 
72756. 

REAL ESTATE 

FREE . BIG 240 -Page CATALOG! Describes and pictures 
hundreds of farms, ranches, town and country homes, busi- 
nesses coast to coast! Specify type property and location 
preferred. Zip Code, please. United Farm Agency, 612 -EP 
West 47th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64112. 

FREE BOOK "999 Successful Little Known Businesses" Work 
home, Plymouth 445 -H, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216. 

$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your opportunity to do what 
mail -order experts do. Free details. Associates, Box 136 -J, Hol- 
land, Michigan 49423. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog yeasts, equipment. Sem- 
pleo, Box 12276, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412. 

HYPNOTIZE ELECTRONICALLY . . or money -back! Television re- 
pairman's accidental discovery. Uses television set. $2. Elton's, 
Box 12167 -PE, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. 

HOW to make $1,000,000 in only ten years! Start with $10! 'De- 
tails Free! International Service, (PE), Box 11796, Atlanta, Geor- 
gia. 30305. 

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, sap - 
plies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201. 

WINE RECIPES and Catalog, 25C. Country Winemaker, Box 191E, 
RFD 1, Mattapoisett, Massachusetts 02739. 

COMMUNES, USA -Comprehensive guide; Extensive bibliogra- 
phies, Alternative Organization Lists, $4.00. Free information, 
Alternatives -E, Drawer A, San Francisco 94131. 
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Iaht i1 oft 

neat and 

IIuìcI( 

NEW WIRE 
STRIPPER- CUTTERS 

3 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM. Made in USA to 
highest quality standards, these tools cleanly strip 
and cut all commonly used solid and stranded 
insulated wire. 

Features include adjustable screw stop or unique, 
patented cam for adaptation to different wire sizes. 
Self- opening handles have slip ring or thumb - 
operated catch to keep them closed in tool box. 
Blades are hardened and ground, cut with a smooth 
shearing action. Handles have comfortable Cushion 
Grips. 

nationwide availability through 
local distributors 

XCELITE, INC., 
20 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK. N.Y. 14127 

Send descriptive information on Xcelite 
Wire Strippers and Cutters. 

name_ 

address 

Lcity state 8. z;p -J 
CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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4 

1000's OF UNUSUAL SCIENTIFIC BARGAINS,le aáe9'.. . 

SPECIAL 11. U EVAMIELIC L IGHTING 

Y E W ! ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER KIT! 

',plc ..lseu,n. play games, redl i iy' 

weather with this 
loaf ukiog model of giant electronic laiais s. Amazing 

cov fun way to learn all about 
lopuler prngrammin f: 

gic, decimal, binary sys- 
tems, laws of Sets -even do 
your own pCí after 
completing' simlified 

1 6 page 
l slrurtive booklet. Includes 

step -by -step assembly dia- 
grams. Circuits easily ,-hanged. 
Readout from illuminated con- 
trol panel. Req. ' 'D" bat[. 

í1,0t Inri. i. Best model we've seen -for home, school. industry. 
Stock No. 71,434AV (11 ")(121,:2"X4 ") $l1.50 Ppd. 

CHROMATIC "MACHINE -GUN" STROBE 
Red, Green & Blue light barrage the 
eyeballs every ti seconds with this low- 
Exist top. duality mechanical strobe that 
can 

C 

continuously without fear of burning up. Dnzgling' effects over 501) 

r 
ft. so. a Created by rotating color 
wheel in front of 1101w'. 120V reflector 
floodlamp lines. l- elements seem In flash 
on & off as colors fluctuate. ')'urns store 
windows, posters. parties into flashing, 
mis:ding product ions. Convect ect inn 'soled. 
(tugged %% Talkie finish metal c 

is 

. Ad- 
justable hanger bracket. Reg house 
current. (9 X 9" X 6 ") $32.75 Ppd. Stock No. '71,423AV 

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING HANDBOOK 
100 

r 

nformation parked Pages! Fully explains latest in psyche- 
delic lighting equipment. lech- 

iques, development.. ('avers all 
facets of psyehetleli' light -show 
product ion i ne IUdi ng robes, 
black lights. projectors. crystals, 
organic slides. c ola Or- 

gans. polarized color. flight luxes. 
MusicV isian, etc. Shows how to 
"psychedelize" parties. musical cal 
grunp. shows or how' to set Up 
e leetrie trips for privnti, gath- ,rilnl =. Si,," lu s tt" luuseleaf 

$3.00 Ppd. 
( ,per fo I ings. 
Stook No. 9100ÁV 

LONG -WAVE BLACKLIGHT FIXTURE 
Extremely versm i le, compact ly 
designed. long 

B 
C M.211,1-4000 

angstroms, hla,,ka light (ultra- 
violet: fixture. Iltis El-watt, 110 -V ./' lamp with built -it filter- Edimi- 

r 

harmful shorter 

e 

e 

wave ultra- 
fungi. har 01 -'heck for 

t Us Ur identify 
ea e flaws. n il 

1(1 
gas leakage 

-perfect p displays with fluo- 
rescent 

SSttaricck k 70, 

:per , paints, cray- 
ons. s, Irau powder. incl. 

djo 
sbmle 

aluminum 1eflecl Mount to tit'- hot',, 
or 

C 

uee. I.., 112' 

No 24ÁV 
W.. ff, 

REPLACEMENT BULB 
$12.50 Ppd. 
$4.75 Ppd. 

BLACK -LIGHT MIGHTY MITES 
Relatively small 112 "1 fixtures 

tl rpriningly bright black - 
Vht. s Mirror -lie )'heel reflector 

rakes instant start hag )t -watt, 
liigh-iott .lr.sity bulb look like 40- 
,':dter. Up to - ham's of 

safe. long-was., ,'uliuil,s (lack. 
light to t ally unite r o pa -ties. 
light & theatrical shows. psyche - 
defir decors, holiday decorations. 
Sho'kpi'ool' einlasms remove for 
-.Erie. enlacement or Nob 

rid .t :l rte l'. Slaairls llpri glut or 
l un-ieotltal. Aluminum ease. Stock No. 71,27400 $14195 Ppd. DEL OUTDOOR INDOOR i,IODEL 

I. Sto, k No. 71.299ÁV $19.95 Ppd. 

Order by Stock No. -Check or M.O.- Money -Back Guarantee 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., 300 EOSCORP BLDG., BARRINGTON, N.J. 08007 

WRITE FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG "AV" 
('rap letelY ed edition. Ne 
netts, e :tegorries, illnstist ells, 

I -Iri 
t 
ass'- ln-t'earI Ira ; :es p :o k. il 

with -10110 uniniand items.lm>.- 
aof tlecirir fil and ele'lrn- 

gnetic parts. 
F.í1 .election t Ofss4 

tis cAt 'isiap, cs. Ecru- 
toles, 

experimenters, 

Mie,mifiers, 
Magnets. LonIIs. I :1 a, Prisms. 
Many items; for hobbyist, 
workshops. factory. Write for 
catalog "AV. 

GREAT INT'L PAPER PLANE 
Official fly -them -yourself hunk 
of paper airplanes from SCI- 
EN TIF'IC AMERICAN'S 1st 
International Competition ". In- 
ludes plans of ll winning 
entries, time -aloft records, 
photos, technical data, com- 

siientaries. Has 20 unusual de- 
gns on perforated pages for 

easy tear -out. You won't be- 
lieve how some of then) fly! 
Amusing. entertaining. 125 
pages. 
Stock No. No. 9391AV $; 

BOOK! 

.95 Pp d. 

$8.95 
Hand -sized solid state electronic strt I . 

light at fantastically low price. l'.'', 
Mums bright psychedelic effects lilt 
larger- far m expensive Xn 
strobes. yet it's 

more elw 
just 2 

[ 
1 X 4 X la,'s" 

thick. Adjustable flash rate. approxi- 
sately :3 -10 flashes per second. Make top motion effects. posters c 

p) 
et alive. 

Great to take with you to parties. 
dances. outing, ete. Requires 2 9v traitor bats. Emit incl.,. Instructions. 
Stock No. 41.44SAV sH.rao Pcn 
4 REPLACEMENT LAMPS AV 

P- 41,444 1.00 Ppd. 

ELECTRONIC STROBE 

3- CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN BARGAIN! 
Create tremendous variety of , - 

ual & beautiful lighting effect s 
with this low -coact top -ltual lt>' 
1500-Watt unit (500 W. per 
channel). Compare with others 
selling for twice the price. Has 
pilot light. plus individual 
tivity controls and channel indì- 
W.tor lights. Can opera( -' le- l' 

. 'spots" or 200 Christmas 
lights. Uses eg, house current 
-attaches to audio Sourc,- 

v BCA -tYtic phone plug, - 
Ga r" x . 21/ Ihs, Thermal 
setting plastic or e. 6 ft. cord. Including complete instntetlons. 
Sock No. 71,223AV $44.50 Ppd. 

1st LOW -COST XENON STROBE! 
Price breakthrough in bright. , 

liable electronic strobes. 50W 
Second xenon tube. Variable 0:, i 

4 o 0 to 500 per minute. L','. life -more than 1.000.01111 flas1, 
Printed a enit board des 
Safe, durab 

des, 
le Bakelite ease. F'. 

t Its( mounted bulb. el:. -' nh 
n 
iefd, 01/13a4X2 ". 14 ox. I" feet for psychedelic, .stop -tier, lighting effects for home lie,' 

show's, parties. displays. 
_71,342AV ......$24.95 Pnd. 
BUILD -IT- YOURSELF STROBE RI Stock No. 71.343ÁV $19.95 P.A. 

HI- VOLTAGE ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR Ile Gt'aall I..,van,p type. I-,000,000 volt potential. vi -t 
r 

l tpletely safe. Demonstrates 
lightning, St. lam'.s tire, rept. 
sion of charges, ieetrnst:lti/ dust collection, many other el,'' t,i'at w 

o 
r lens. Meter. Ill, fin'eyele, A('. Humidity 0-tor'y. Cu'r'ent. 1.5 to 

nips. Aluminum b:,.;.; 
fra 

sm alt 
and charge collector. I Il breakable plastic. Insulating rlumn. Ht. 17" dia. 0íi4 ". F'ull instruct. ions. 

Stock No. 70.264AV ........... .. $53.75 Ppd. STATIC ELECTRICITY GENERATOR 
Stock No. 70,O7OAV .....$19.50 Pp4. 

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE KITS 
Grind 
e'I 

your 
pli 

r for pow - 
III tlspes Kits on tat in 

tine a pled pyrex mirror blank, 
B abrasives, diagonal a 

lut eyepiece lenses. In.strumenls 
t 

l build range in value from 
5'í.5 to hundreds of dollars. 
4 r4" DI AMETF.II_li u" Thick 
Stock No. 70.003AV $10.75 Ppd. 

DIAMETER-I" "f hick 
Stock No. 70,004AV $13.95 Ppd. 
)i° DIAMETER- ,in" Thick 
Stock No. 70,005AV $21.50 Ppd. 
1D" DIAMETER -lit4" Thick 
Stock No. 70,006AV $52.50 FOB 

EDMUND ORDER BY ACCOuNT TO 

R 
RATED FIRMS MONET-BACK GUAFANEF 

BLDG. SCIENTIFIC CO. BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007 
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BUILD 20 RADIO 
and Electronics Circuits 

PROGRESSIVE HOME 
RADIO -T.V. COURSE 

Now Includes * 12 RECEIVERS * 3 TRANSMITTERS * SQ. WAVE GENERATOR * SIGNAL TRACER * AMPLIFIER * SIGNAL INJECTOR * CODE OSCILLATOR 

"EDU -KIT" NOW INCLUDES * TRANSISTOR (Solid State) CIRCUITS 

* VACUUM TUBE CIRCUITS * PRINTED CIRCUITS * HAND WIRED CIRCUITS 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND 
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE 

The "Edu -Ka" otters you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a 
ock- bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making 

use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory. construc- 
tion practice and servicin THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL. 

You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder 
in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work the standard type Of 
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. 

You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with 
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn 
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice 
trouble- shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector. Pro- 
gressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompany. 
ne nstructional material. 

Yte will recsis. will 
for 

build 
Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio 

Amallat Signal 
Tracer 

wnl Sign REje tor, Transmitter, 
learn 

Wave erate 
them. 

YOU 
will 

receive 
Signal 

excellent 
antl Signal Injector 

television, 
circuits, and ldaEl cow to operate them. You 

will eceive an expr viol 
knowledge 

for Hi-F1 and 
Absolutely 

of 
previous 

years 
knf 

teaching 
gf radio or science is rien required. The -Kit" will the idetlyo 

with 
many sicrs and engineering adio, w 

worth 
The 't 

times the 
will 

provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth mash times the IOW 
price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth n ore than the .rice Of the kit. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background 

In radio or science. Whether you are inter - 
ested In Radio & Electronics because you 
want an interesting hobby, a well paying 
business or a job with a future, you will find 
the "Edu-Klt" a worth-while investment. 

Many thousands of individuals of all 

ages and backgrounds have successfully 
used the Edu -Kit' in more than 79 coun- 
tries of the world. The 'Edu -Kit has been 
carefully designed, step by step. so that 
you cannot make a mistake. The Edu -Kit" 
allows you to teach yourself at your own 
rate- No Instructor Is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progress ve Ra io Edu -Kit ' is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, 

and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Edu- 
Kit.' uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, 
learn schematics, study theory. practice trouble shooting --all in a closely integrated pro- 
gram designed to provide an easily-learned, thorough and interesting background in radio. 

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the ' Edu -Kit." You then learn the 
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first 
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing 
and trouble- shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory 
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will 
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a 
professional Radio Technician. 

Included in the Edu Kit' course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal 
Tracer Square Wave Generator and Signal Infector Circuits. These are not unprofessional 
"breadboard' experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional 
wiring and soldering on metal chassis. plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current. 

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE 
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and 

electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes. tube sockets, vari- 
able. electrolytic, micra, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers- resistor, tie strips, 
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals. hook -up wire. 
selenium rectifiers. coils, volume controls and switches, solid state materials, 

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis. 
special tube sockets, hardware and Instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a 
professional electric soldering Iron, and a self -powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics 
Tester. The 'Edu -Kit' also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator. 
in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for 
servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector. a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio -TV Club. Free Consulta 
tion Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts. tools. 
Instructions. etc. Everything is Yours to keep. 
Progressive 'Edu -Kits" Inc., 1189 Broadway. Dept. 704D, Hewlett, N. Y. 11557. 

-- UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE - - ---I 
Please rush my Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" to me, as indicated below: 

Check one box to indicate choice of model 
Deluxe Model $31.95. 
New Expanded Model $34.95 (Same as Deluxe Model plus Television Servicing 
Course and valuable Radio 8. TV Tube Checker). 

Check one box to indicate manner of payment 
1 enclose full payment. Ship "Edu -Kit" post paid. 
I enclose $5 deposit. Ship "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. for balance plus postage. 
Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu- Kit." 

Name 
Address 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU -KITS" INC. 
1189 Broadway, Dept. 704D, Hewlett, N. Y. 11557 
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Training Electronics Te 

FREE 
SET OF 

hnicians Since 1946 

XTRAS 
TOOLS 

SOLDERING IRON 
ELECTRONICS TESTER 

PLIERS- CUTTERS. 
NT CARD 

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT 
TESTER INSTRU IONS MANUAL 
HIGH FIDELITY UIDE QUIZZES 
TELEVISION BOO RADIO 
TROUBLE -SHOOT NG BOOK 
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: 
CONSULTATION ERVICE FCC 
AMATEUR LICELA E TRAINING 
PRINTED CIRCUI RY 

SERVICING LESSONS I 

You will learn trouble -shooting and 
servicing in a pro ressive manner. You 
will practice reps rs on the sets that 
you construct. You will learn symptoms 
and causes of trou le in home, portable 
and car radios. Y u will learn how to 
use the profession 1 Signal Tracer, the 
unique Signal Inie for and the dynamic 
Radio & Electroni 5 Tester. While you 
are learning in th s practical way, you 
will be able to do any a repair job for 
your friends and eighbors, and charge 
fees which will fai' exceed the price of 
the , Edu- Kit.' Our Consultation Service 
will help you with any technical prob- 
lems you may have. 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
.1. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar Pl.. Water- 

bury. Conn., writes: 1 have repaired 
several sets for y friends, and made 
money. The 'Edu it" paid for Itself. I 
was ready to spe d $240 for a Course. 
but I found your ad and sent for your 
Kit.' 

Ben Valerio, P O. Box 21, Magna, 
Utah: "The Edu -K is are wonderful. Here 
1 am sending you he questions and also 
the answers for hem. I have been in 
Radio for the last seven years. but like 
to work with Ra io Kits. and like to 
build Radio Test ng Equipment. I en- 
joyed every min e I worked with the 
different kits; th Signal Tracer works 
fine. Also like t let you know that I 
feel proud of bled ing a member of your 
Radio -TV Club." 
Huntington, W. Thought 

1534 
f would 

drop You a few nee to say that I re- 
ceived my Edu -Kit and was really amazed 
that such a berg n can be had at such 
a low price. I h ve already started re- 
pairing radios nd phonographs. My 
friends were real y surorised to see me 
get into the swing of It so quickly. The 
Trouble -shooting Tester that comes with 
the Kit Is really swell, and finds the 
trouble, if there is any to be found. ' 

I PRINTED ¿IRCUITRY I 

At no increase in price, the "Edu -Kit' 
now includes Printed Circuitry. You build 
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique 
servicing instrument that can detect many 
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary 
new technique of rad o construction is now 
becoming popular In commercial radio and 
TV sets. 

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated 
chassis on which has been deposited a con- 
ducting material which takes the place of 
wiring. The various p its are merely plugged 
in and soldered to ter finals. 

Printed Circuitry i the basis of modern 
Automation Electrons A knowledge of this 
subject is a necessity today for anyone In- 
terested In Electronic 
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Stock 
up 

now 

on: 
Challenging Electronics 
Construction Projects. 
Practical, useful components for 
home, car, office, shop. 
Valuable Test Equipment.. 
Highly accurate, highly sensitive, 
low cost. 
Vital Career Opportunity 
Information. What ".3 availab /e, 

Stereo and Hi -Fi Theory and 
Practice. Components, systems, 
multi -channel sound. 

New Developments in Electronics. 
Laser technology, desk calculators, 
satellite broadcasting. 
Radio and TV Communications. 
UHF, VHF, satellite, CATV, Ham, 
SWL. CB. 

how to qualify. Latest Literature, New Products. with a Modern Electronic Music and Free pamphlets and brochures, 

opular Electronics 
Instrumentation. Music synthesis. new books, products. 

Subscription.. Use handy card at right to order your subscription TODAY! 

Popular Hectroffics 

READER 
SERVICE 
(free information) 

SOLID -STATE AUTO VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

FIFTY CENTS APRIL 1971 

Chemicals 
Cleaners for 

Bandswitches 
TV Tuners 

& Controls 

TIMBRE GATE 
ReShapes Nuslcel Notes 

BATTLE OF 
GIANT BRAINS 

ENIAC. 8,11V and Harvard I 

IN /OUT ANNUNCIATOR 
Photocells Sense Direlion 

STEREO HEADPHONES 
Which Ones and Why 

Here's an easy and convenient 
way for you to get additional 
information about products ad- 
vertised or mentioned editorially 
(if it has a reader service number) 
in this issue. Just follow the direc- 
tions below ... and the material 
will be sent to you promptly and 
free of charge. 

On the attached postage -free 
card, print or type your name and 
address on the lines indicated. 

2 Circle the number(s) that 
corresponds to the key number(s) 
at the bottom or next to the adver- 
tisement or editorial mention that 
is of interest to you. (Key numbers 
for advertised products also 
appear in the Advertisers' Index.) 

3 Simply cut out the card and 
mail. No postage is required. 
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4- CHANNEL SOUND 

Electro -Voice 
takes the first practical step: 

IMISTERE-6741 
compatible four channel 

Being more a progress report than an advertisement. 

The Promise 
Thousands of people have heard 4- 

channel stereo reproduction at hi -fi shows 
and special demonstrations in the last few 
years. Others have read about this fascinat- 
ing and rewarding technique that promises 
more faithful reproduction of musical per- 
formances. Early experiments have also 
shown 4- channel to be an effective tool in 
creating new sonic environments for both 
serious and popular musical forms. The con- 
cept has met with almost universal critical 
acclaim, and strong general approval. 

The Problem 
But alas only a handful of enthusiasts 

can actually enjoy this advance today. 
Because only a few 4- channel tapes have 
been produced for sale. The problem is 

simple, but basic: 4- channel means just 
that -four separate signals. And to repro- 
duce it properly demands four of every- 
thing, right down the line. 

Using four amplifier channels and adding 
four speakers is easy. Even creating a 4- 
channel tape recorder is practical (although 
expensive). But the stumbling block has 
been finding a way to put four completely 
independent signals in a record groove, or 
broadcast them over a standard stereo FM 
station. 

And if you can't buy a 4-channel disc, or 
hear it on FM, the market is limited to a 
precious few 4-channel tape owners. But 
their numbers are so small that record 
companies just can't afford to release four 

channel material. So they continue to 
produce 2- channel stereo that you can play 
(and that they can sell in volume). 

The Way Out 
Now Electro -Voice has moved to break 

the impasse. With a system that can offer 
the significant advantages of discrete 4- 
channel, yet is compatible with present 
record playing equipment and present FM 
broadcasting. It is called STEREO 1. 

STEREO -4 is a system that encodes four 
channels into a stereo signal that can be 
transmitted over FM or recorded on a disc. 
In the home you add a STEREO -4 decoder, 
plus another stereo amplifier and a pair of 
rear speakers. The result is reproduction 
that closely rivals the original 4- channel 
sound. Four different signals from your 
speakers, with a feeling of depth and 
ambiance you have never before heard 
from any record. 

Admittedly, STEREO -4 is not quite the 
equal of 4 discrete signals. But while there 
is some loss of stereo separation, there is no 
reduction in frequency response or overall 
fidelity. We might note that this reduced 
separation actually seems to aid the psycho - 
acoustic effect for many listeners in normal 
listening situations. And on the plus side, 
STEREO -4 offers an advantage that even 
discrete 4- channel cannot provide. 

The Remarkable Bonus 
Playback of almost all of your present 

2- channel stereo library is greatly enhanced 
when fed through the STEREO -4 decoder. 
It's the result of multi- microphone record- 
ing techniques that include a remarkable 
amount of 4-channel information on ordi- 

nary stereo discs and tapes. Add- 
ing STEREO -4 releases this hidden in- 
formation for you to enjoy. 

The Details 11111111111"'.. 
.,uu° ~` 

A STEREO 4 Model EVX 4 Decoder 

' 
_ costs just $59.95. And with it, plus 4 

speakers and dual stereo amplifiers, 
a 

EVX 4 Stereo -4 Decoder 

you're equipped for almost any kind 
sound available. Encoded 4- channel, e 

hanced stereo, regular stereo, and disco 
4- channel (assuming suitable source equi 
ment). Even mono. So you have the o 
system that is completely compatible wi 

the past, present, and foreseeable future 

The Present 
And what about encoded 4-channel dl 

and broadcasts?. Well, recording compan 
have already started mastering STEREC 
records, and more are joining in. A 
STEREO -4 is now being broadcast in ma 
major cities around the country. 

The Future 
Like you, we hope for the day wh 

discrete 4- channel sound will be comm 
place on records and FM, and yo 
STEREO -4 decoder will be relegated 
enhancing your present library. But tl 

day will have to wait until some vi 

knotty design problems are solved. A 

probably after a host of new FCC regu 
tions define an utterly new system. Inde 
there is serious question whether th 
problems can be solved at all. 

In the meantitne, the STEREO -4 syst 
is getting 4- channel recordings into I 

marketplace in increasing numbers, it 
form that people can enjoy. Hear STERE 
4 at your E -V spundroom soon. And t 

your local FM tation for a schedule 
STEREO -4 broadcasts. Or write us 
complete informtion. It's not too soon 
start planning for tomorrow. 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 814P, 
630 Cecil Street, Bu .hanan, Michigan 49107 

In Europe: Electrc- Voice, y.A., Lyss- Strasse 55, 

2560 Nidau. Switzerland 

CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE PACE 

gleatrorecg 
a GULTON subsidiary 
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